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FAST • EASY
BALLOT INFORMATION
JUST FOR YOU

CHANGES TO THE TEXAS ELECTION CODE ARE NOW IN EFFECT.
INFORMATION AND HELPFUL VIDEOS ABOUT THESE CHANGES AND
HOW THEY MIGHT AFFECT YOU MAY BE FOUND AT LWVTEXAS.ORG
PHOTO ID IS REQUIRED TO VOTE IN PERSON IN ALL TEXAS ELECTIONS

Those voting in person either early or on Election Day will be required to present photo
identification or an acceptable alternative identification allowed by law. Go to page 3
for details.

ANY HARRIS COUNTY POLLING LOCATION CAN BE YOUR POLLING PLACE

All Harris County polling places are now Voting Centers! Choose the location that is most
convenient to you — you no longer have to return to your home precinct to vote! Go to
www.harrisvotes.com/waittimes or call 713-755-6965 to find the location nearest to you.
Bonus! By using the link, you will also be able to see which locations have the shortest
wait times.

NEW! HARRIS COUNTY HAS NEW VOTING MACHINES

The VerityDuo system is now in use. Using the VerityDuo is a 2-step process. Step 1: Cast your
ballot on the touch screen VerityDuo machine and print a copy for verification. Step 2: Take the
printed copy of your ballot to the VerityScan machine to record your ballot and cast
your vote.

BALLOT BY MAIL

Voters may cast mail ballots if they are at least 65 years old, if they will be out of Harris
County during the Early Voting period and on Election Day, if they are sick or disabled, if
they are expecting to give birth within three weeks before or after Election Day, or if they
are incarcerated but eligible to vote.

YOU CAN TRACK YOUR BALLOT BY MAIL

You can now track the progress of your ballot by going to Harrisvotes.com. Click on Voting
by Mail then on Mail Ballot Tracking.

VOTING IS YOUR RIGHT

Should you encounter any problems at the poll, you may always ask to cast a Provisional
Ballot and have the opportunity to correct any problem; see page 3 for details about
“curing” a Provisional Ballot. You may also contact the Harris County Office of the
Elections Administrator at 713-755-6965, the Texas Secretary of State Elections Division
at 1-800-252-8683, the United States Department of Justice at 1-800-253-3931, or Election
Protection at 1-866-OUR VOTE (687-8683), if you believe that your right to vote is being
unlawfully denied or impeded.
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VOTING IN PERSON?
YOU MUST BRING ONE OF THESE PHOTO ID S
With the exception of the U.S. citizenship certificate, the identification must be current or, for voters aged 18-69, have expired no
more than 4 years before being presented for voter qualification at the polling place. A person 70 years of age or older
may use a form of identification listed below that has expired if the identification is otherwise valid.

Texas driver
license issued
by the Texas
Department of
Public Safety
(DPS)

Texas personal
identification card
issued by DPS

Texas Election
Identification
Certificate
issued by DPS

Texas license to
carry a handgun
issued by DPS

U. S. military identification
card containing the
person’s photograph

Voters who currently do
not have an approved
form of photo ID
United States
citizenship
certificate
containing
the person’s
photograph

United States
passport

may apply for an Election
Identification Certificate (EIC)
at no charge with the Department
of Public Safety.
For more information:

CALL (512) 424-2600
OR VISIT

www.dps.texas.gov/
DriverLicense/electionID.htm

“CURING” A
PROVISIONAL BALLOT

DO NOT POSSESS AND CANNOT
REASONABLY OBTAIN ONE OF THESE IDS?

Bring one of the following supporting documents to the polling place.
The election official will help you complete a form and you’ll be able to vote.

• Valid Voter Registration Certificate

• Copy of or original current Utility Bill

• Certified Birth Certificate (must be an original)

• Copy of or original government document with
your name and an address (original required if
it contains a photograph)

• Copy of or original Bank Statement
• Copy of or original Government check
or paycheck

If you have questions or concerns about acceptable form of ID, check before heading
to the polling place by calling 713.755.6965 or visiting www.harrisvotes.com
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Voters who are unable to provide an
acceptable form of photo ID or an
acceptable supporting document may
vote provisionally. Voters will need to sign
a provisional affidavit and will have
until Monday, November 14, 2022
to cure their ballot by bringing an
acceptable form of identification
to the Harris County Elections
Administrator’s Office.
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Your VOTE is Your VOICE
Voting is important because you are important! Register to vote so you have
the opportunity to cast a ballot. When you vote, you help elect officials
who set policy that will impact nearly every part of our lives, from education
to taxes to medical care to law enforcement. When you vote YOU help
to decide who represents us and how we will be governed.

UNITED STATES REPRESENTATIVE
ADVOCATES FOR HOME DISTRICT. THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES HAS EQUAL LEGISLATIVE FUNCTIONS AND POWERS WITH THE SENATE;
HOWEVER, ONLY THE HOUSE MAY ORIGINATE REVENUE AND APPROPRIATION BILLS. SHARES POWER WITH THE SENATE TO
LEVY TAXES, BORROW MONEY, REGULATE INTERSTATE COMMERCE AND DECLARE WAR. 2-YEAR TERM.

QUESTIONS TO CANDIDATES:
QUALIFICATIONS: What training, experience, and characteristics
qualify you for
this position?
VOTING RIGHTS: What actions do you support to make sure that all
eligible voters have full access to registering and voting while also
ensuring that elections are secure and fair?

ENVIRONMENTAL ISSUES: What measures do you support to address
the environmental issues (like air quality, extreme weather events,
droughts, wildfires) that are affecting our everyday lives?
INFLATION: What actions do you support to address the increasing
cost of living that is affecting average Americans?

UNITED STATES REPRESENTATIVE, DISTRICT 2
Dan Crenshaw | REPUBLICAN

UNITED STATES REPRESENTATIVE, DISTRICT 2

NO RESPONSE RECEIVED

Robin Fulford | DEMOCRAT
QUALIFICATIONS: BA – Mass Communications, UCLA Harris
County Alternate Elections Judge and Precinct Chair; Hurricane
Harvey Flood Recovery Volunteer Co-Founder, Blue Outpost TX
President and Co-Founder, Democratic Club of The Woodlands
VOTING RIGHTS: I support the expansion of access to voting for
everyone eligible. My support includes any action that makes it
easier for people to vote including: same day voter registration,
access to mail-in and absentee ballots for every voter; increasing
voting centers and ballot drop-off boxes.
ENVIRONMENTAL ISSUES: I support policies that incentivize
investment in lower carbon energy resources, and pricing
carbon to create a competitive market for carbon trade. We need

to increase American LNG exports to help replace the EU’s
reliance on coal, and replace their use of Russian LNG. The process
of liquifying natural gas in Russia creates far higher rates of
carbon emissions than the process here, and this has a significant
impact on our planet. We should do whatever we can to facilitate
energy independence.
INFLATION: We need to incentivize business owners to create jobs
that pay a living wage and provide healthcare to their employees.
We need to lower interest rates and offer an actionable plan to
make sure college and training programs are affordable and to
reduce student loan debt.

Website: www.fulfordforcongress.com

UNITED STATES REPRESENTATIVE, DISTRICT 7

UNITED STATES REPRESENTATIVE, DISTRICT 7
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Johnny Teague | REPUBLICAN
QUALIFICATIONS: I have worked as an accountant in oil and gas,
and as a healthcare representative in the Med Center. I own a
small business. I pastor a Church where we help feed families, and
provide support for those with mental and emotional needs.
VOTING RIGHTS: Everyone should be able to vote with proof of who
they are, where they live, and their eligibility for that election.
Paper ballots are a good back-up to support elections. I believe
in random audits of every election. The election rules should be
followed without exception.
ENVIRONMENTAL ISSUES: I believe we should be good stewards
of this earth and do all we can to fight pollution, ensuring clean

air and clean water. I do not believe we have any control over
extreme weather events. Wildfires can be somewhat controlled by
underbrush cutting.
INFLATION: We must get oil and gas costs down which cause the
increase costs in food and daily needs. We must open up drilling,
refining, and transportation of our oil and gas in this nation. Fuel
costs will go down as will the cost of goods and services. Nuclear
is a necessary component for heating and cooling our homes.
Clean energy is a good addition to our energy grid, but will never
suffice on its own.

Website: www.johnnyteague.com
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UNITED STATES REPRESENTATIVE, DISTRICT 7

Lizzie Fletcher | DEMOCRAT
QUALIFICATIONS: I have had the honor and privilege of
representing Texas’ 7th Congressional District since 2019,
working to prioritize our community, to deliver meaningful
results, to reflect our values, and to bring progress, equality, and
opportunity to Americans.
VOTING RIGHTS: The right of citizens to cast their ballots should
not be a partisan issue. All eligible voters must have the ability to
cast their votes safely, securely, and without obstruction. To that
end, I have supported H.R. 1, the For the People Act; H.R. 4, the
John Lewis Voting Rights Advancement Act; H.R. 5746, Freedom to
Vote: John R. Lewis Act; & H.R. 2358, the Voter Empowerment Act,
to ensure eligible voters equal access to the ballot, modernize voter
registration, & eliminate deceptive practices.
ENVIRONMENTAL ISSUES: Environmental laws and conservation
programs protect our environment. In Congress, I have

supported legislation that builds on our efforts to ensure clean
air and water, to conserve public lands, to protect ecological
integrity and biodiversity, and to protect wildlife while
confronting the increasing risks and impacts of climate change.
I have introduced legislation to address PFAS contamination and
risks posed by abandoned wells that affect our health and the
health of our communities.
INFLATION: I have worked to deliver, and will continue to
advocate for, thoughtful and informed policies that grow our
economy, improve our quality of life, and lower costs for American
families. I will continue to support and work to find policy
solutions to address the increasing cost of living for Americans,
create good paying jobs and work opportunities, invest in
education, build affordable housing, and make health care
accessible and affordable.

Website: www.lizziefletcher.com

UNITED STATES REPRESENTATIVE, DISTRICT 8
Morgan Lutrell | REPUBLICAN
UNITED STATES REPRESENTATIVE, DISTRICT 8

NO RESPONSE RECEIVED

Laura Jones | DEMOCRAT
QUALIFICATIONS: I am a community advocate & believe the best
person to represent us, the hardworking people in District 8 is
one of us. I was born & raised in Houston & now live in a rural
community. I am is the best candidate to represent all of us.
VOTING RIGHTS: I support passing legislation to protect voting
rights at the federal level for example the John Lewis Voting
Rights Act.

ENVIRONMENTAL ISSUES: I support the Climate Change and
environmental Justice Legislation but recognize the economic
relationship between fossil fuel companies and many residents of
our District.
INFLATION: I support implementing a living wage, lowering taxes,
increasing social security income, lowering prescription drugs
costs, adding dental and vision to Medicaid, Statewide Medicaid
Expansion, expansion of the Child Tax Credit and Universal
Pre-K, etc.

Website: laurajonesforcongress.com

Roy Eriksen | LIBERTARIAN
NO RESPONSE RECEIVED

UNITED STATES REPRESENTATIVE, DISTRICT 9

UNITED STATES REPRESENTATIVE, DISTRICT 9

Jimmy I. Leon | REPUBLICAN
QUALIFICATIONS: VFW Member, Signed the Term Limits on
Congress Pledge, Statesman, was a candidate for the Univ. of
KY-Patterson Graduate School of Diplomacy and International
Commerce, attended UH Central & UK and Past US Census Officer
with Secret Clearance.
VOTING RIGHTS: Checking ID’s and Compliance with the National
Voter Registration Act “NVRA” by removing Deceased and Other
Ineligible Voters! Registered Republican Voters have a Civic Duty to
Not take their Vote for Granted, a No Vote is a Vote for Al Green
and their Green New Deal...All Votes Matter. We the People have a

Civic Duty to Clean the Swamp and take our Country Back from
Extreme Secular beliefs.
ENVIRONMENTAL ISSUES: Plant more trees. Effective Recycling
Programs. Air quality affects: People, Animals and our food
supply. Reinstating the Lord’s Prayer will give us Statesmen/
Stateswomen that will find solutions to complex issues.
INFLATION: Reopen the Keystone Pipeline! Energy Independence
helps the American Economy! Energy cost has a Domino affect on
the economy. America First Agenda.

Website: www.jimmyileonuscongressd-9.org

Al Green | DEMOCRAT
ENVIRONMENTAL ISSUES: I supported the Build Back Better Act.
The bill includes provisions that combat the climate emergency
by investing in clean energy. The Build Back Better Act would not
only help make our nation’s energy supply clean and resilient, but
also create millions of jobs and strengthen the middle class.
INFLATION: I have fought for policies that would lower prices
affecting the cost of living. I authored the Original Living Wage
Act increasing the federal minimum wage to an hourly wage such
that a person working full time will always make a wage above the
poverty line. I voted for lower cost for prescription drugs & health
care as well as for the Consumer Fuel Price Gouging Prevention Act.

QUALIFICATIONS: I have 10 yrs. as a NAACP President, 25 yrs. as a
Judge, & 17 yrs. as a U.S. Rep. I was born into poverty & invidious
discrimination. I know that righteous change requires bold
courage. I have the courage to fight injustice & the scars to prove.
VOTING RIGHTS: I cosponsored and voted for legislation including:
HR 1–For The People Act, which improves the election system and
expands access to the polls; HR 4– the John Lewis Voting Rights
Act, which restores the Voting Rights Act to its full strength
after its preclearance provisions were struck down; S.2747– the
Freedom To Vote Act, which requires states to automatically
register voters with easier access to vote by mail; & HR 5746–the
Freedom to Vote: John Lewis Act, which combines HR 4 and S.2747.

Website: www.algreen.org
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UNITED STATES REPRESENTATIVE, DISTRICT 18
Carmen Maria Montiel | REPUBLICAN
QUALIFICATIONS: I am a career journalist, business woman and
entrepreneur with over 35 years of experience. I have been an
active Philanthropist since my teenage years. I understand the
needs of the community and have always been able to bring
solutions to them.

VOTING RIGHTS: Make easy for citizens registration to vote.
ENVIRONMENTAL ISSUES: We all should be responsible citizens.
INFLATION: America needs to be self-sufficient again. We need to
start drilling again and support our farmers to make sure America
can provide for our population.

Website: www.carmenforcongress.com

UNITED STATES REPRESENTATIVE, DISTRICT 18

Sheila Jackson Lee | DEMOCRAT
QUALIFICATIONS: Chief Deputy Whip, Senior Member of
Committees: Budget, Homeland Security, and Subcommittee
chair on Judiciary. Responds to the flooding, health and education
needs of constituents through major appropriations and grants.
Policy work to improve lives.
VOTING RIGHTS: Enactment of the John R. Lewis Voting Rights
Advancement Act to restore the full protection of the Voting
Rights Act, enactment of my bill the Coretta Scott King MidDecade Redistricting Prohibition Act, and support of the For
the People Act. These bills provide resources and protection to
allow all Texans’ vote to count. I have been a leader on election
protection and election security.
ENVIRONMENTAL ISSUES: Constituent service efforts that
identified three cancer clusters in the 18th Congressional District.
I engaged the EPA on providing support to impacted communities.

I introduced federal funding amendments to assist similarly
impacted communities with additional resources so that agency
could better engage these communities in the services it provides.
I support green technology jobs, carbon capture, and innovation.
I provided federal funding of $1 million to climate project in our
community.
INFLATION: Work that insured lower healthcare cost by providing
access to expanded Medicaid and subsidies to working families to
have access to the Affordable Care Act. Support for Federal gas tax
relief to enhance the benefit of lowering prices. More affordable
housing through government private public partnerships for rental
property and single family home buyers. For persons out of the job
market more workforce training. Student loan debt relief through
development of a federal relief program.

Website: SheilaJacksonLee18.com

Phil Kurtz | LIBERTARIAN
NO RESPONSE RECEIVED

Vince Duncan | INDEPENDENT
QUALIFICATIONS: As Home Builder I am responsible for the
following. 1. Blueprint Design and Implementation 2. Contracting
with various Trades to ensure proper construction of the project.
3. Negotiate and Purchase all building materials and supplies to
complete cons
VOTING RIGHTS: I am the Author of the Harris County Reform Act.
Which consist of making the voting public a part of the voting
process. In the future each registered voter should receive a copy
of the candidates and proposition they supported, during the
voter certification period each citizen should be able to audit the
process to ensure the vote recorded corresponds to the voting
receipt they are holding. If there is any discrepancy Precinct
Judges should be notified immediately. Visit www.vinceforus.com

ENVIRONMENTAL ISSUES: Environmental Issues are at top of
My list of priorities. Without an ample amount of clean air, water
and soil we can not maintain our existence.
INFLATION: To control the cost of living in a free market economy
we can cap the amount of money Lent to any Businesses using
Federal Funding in Private Enterprise. For example Cap the
amount of money per square feet of home construction if Banks
and Mortgage companies can charge if they use Fannie Mae,
Sally Mae Loans : let’s say $100.00 per square foot for home
construction. This example can be applied to Colleges and
Universities, Farming to name a few.

Website: www.vinceforus.com

UNITED STATES REPRESENTATIVE, DISTRICT 22

UNITED STATES REPRESENTATIVE, DISTRICT 22
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Troy E. Nehls | REPUBLICAN
NO RESPONSE RECEIVED

Jamie Kaye Jordan | DEMOCRAT
NO RESPONSE RECEIVED
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UNITED STATES REPRESENTATIVE, DISTRICT 22

Joseph LeBlanc | LIBERTARIAN
QUALIFICATIONS: I have spent the last 20 years, studying and
being active in local and national politics. My entire life has been
spent dealing with the bureaucracy surrounding the military.
VOTING RIGHTS: I support free identification cards to prove the
person voting is eligible to vote, along with voter registration drives.
ENVIRONMENTAL ISSUES: We need to be pushing for more nuclear
power, it is the cleanest form of energy, and has been hindered for
decades due to fear instilled on the public, and some bad actors.

INFLATION: Removing many of the regulations that have allowed
much of the monopolistic advantages few can compete with, this
includes licensing cost, the telecommunications act, et al. Along
with removing much of the subsidization our federal government
does which picks the winners and losers and do not allow for
open competition. Change many of the patent laws that also help
restrict newer and cheaper options to hit the market.

Website: leblanc4texas.com

Jim Squires | WRITE-IN
NO RESPONSE RECEIVED

UNITED STATES REPRESENTATIVE, DISTRICT 29
Robert Schafranek | REPUBLICAN

UNITED STATES REPRESENTATIVE, DISTRICT 29

NO RESPONSE RECEIVED

Sylvia Garcia | DEMOCRAT
QUALIFICATIONS: I have spent my working life serving our
community as a social worker, judge, city controller, county
commissioner, state senator and now in Congress. Growing up
on a farm in South Texas taught me the importance of hard work
and education.
VOTING RIGHTS: We must restore the protections of the Voting
Rights Act to ensure that every American can cast a ballot without
barriers or intimidation. Free and fair elections are a cornerstone
of our democracy, and I will continue to support any policy that
enshrines those rights. I am proud to represent Harris County and
their expanded opportunities for my constituents to cast a ballot
and will continue to support making it easier to both register to
vote and vote, either by mail or in person.
ENVIRONMENTAL ISSUES: I have and will continue to champion
funding for air monitors in our communities to ensure air

quality standards. I support the transition to renewable energy
and maintaining Houston as the Energy Capital. I support
innovative solutions such as carbon capture and growing our
electric car charging infrastructure. Lastly, I am working hard
with my colleagues to see the Ike Dike built to protect our region
from storms.
INFLATION: The Child Tax Credit reduced childhood poverty by
around 50%, and I want to make this a permanent program. With
this, we also must increase social security payments to ensure our
seniors can live a qualify and dignified life. I also support raising
the national minimum wage to at least $15 per hour and fully
support Union workers and the ability of workers everywhere to
form a union and negotiate their benefits.

Website: www.sylviaforcongress.com

UNITED STATES REPRESENTATIVE, DISTRICT 36

UNITED STATES REPRESENTATIVE, DISTRICT 36
Brian Babin | REPUBLICAN
NO RESPONSE RECEIVED

Jon Haire | DEMOCRAT
ENVIRONMENTAL ISSUES: I am upset that the recent Supreme
Court ruling that the Environmental Protection Agency does not
have the authority to regulation pollution. congress ought to give
the EPA that authority through legislation.
INFLATION: The minimum wage ought to be increased to $17-20/hr
to reflect current living costs, and that level should be tied to the
annual increase cost of living.

QUALIFICATIONS: I have spent my career as an educator, engineer/
scientist, and small businessman. I will apply the lessons learned
there to making public policy decisions.
VOTING RIGHTS: There should be federal legislation that makes
voting laws more uniform across the country. Afterall, we are one
country, not 50 individual ones.

Website: www.JonHaireForCongress.com
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UNITED STATES REPRESENTATIVE, DISTRICT 38
Wesley Hunt | REPUBLICAN
NO RESPONSE RECEIVED

UNITED STATES REPRESENTATIVE, DISTRICT 38

Duncan F. Klussmann | DEMOCRAT
QUALIFICATIONS: I am the only candidate in the race with a track
record of putting politics aside to get results. I led the 4,500
employee Spring Branch School District for 11 years, overseeing a
$250 million budget and $597 million of improvements
to local schools.
VOTING RIGHTS: One of my responsibilities during my leadership
experience in public education was to oversee school district
elections. I know firsthand the detail and training that goes
into making our elections secure and safe. Also, I was born in
1963 and I do not take for granted how hard we still need to work
to make sure every person is given the right to vote. I support
the John Lewis Voting Rights Act to ensure we put a stop to
politicians who attack our rights as voters.

Website: www.duncanfortexas.com

ENVIRONMENTAL ISSUES: As member of Congress, I will work
to grow Houston’s position as a leader in alternative energy
technology. For example, providing incentives to increase the
production of clean-hydrogen. I will also work to ensure that
our area is prepared for the negative effects of climate change by
pushing to fast-track flood control projects.
INFLATION: Getting the supply chain moving, tackling inflation,
and promoting jobs should be Congress’ number one priority. We
must work with industry leaders and labor to identify and solve the
supply chain issues and adopt responsible fiscal policy to combat
inflation. In addition to our most current needs, I will work hard
to support small business owners and entrepreneurs. We need
economic policies that promote locally owned small businesses
that keep resources in the local community and build wealth.

Joel DeJean | INDEPENDENT
QUALIFICATIONS: 35 years w/Lyndon LaRouche & problem
solving as Electrical Engineer. Yrs of studying world history &
participating in classical chorus & drama (Don Carlos, Maid of
Orleans, Wm Tell, all by Friedrich Schiller, gaining insight into
what causes tragedy
VOTING RIGHTS: Once the partisan politicking around this
issue ceases, we can agree that the laws we’ve had since the
1965 Voting Rights Act allow for sufficient protections.
ENVIRONMENTAL ISSUES: Full funding for thermonuclear
fusion power, and the use of small modular fission reactors in
the transition.

INFLATION: Start by implementing Glass Steagall and turning
the Fed into the Third National Bank of the United States. Stop
funding foreign wars and the massive bailouts with endless
streams of printed money for speculative financial institutions,
e.g., Black Rock, Goldman Sachs and JP Morgan Chase. And issue
credits for physical infrastructure such as high speed rail, power
plants & water projects, hospitals & schools. This will create a
productive economy & millions of new productive jobs.

Website: joeldejeanforcongress.com

GOVERNOR
FOUR-YEAR TERM. THE GOVERNOR IS THE CHIEF EXECUTIVE OF THE STATE. THEY APPOINT MEMBERS TO BOARDS AND COMMISSIONS;
APPOINT STATEWIDE EXECUTIVE OFFICIALS, STATE JUDGES AND DISTRICT ATTORNEYS WHEN VACANCIES OCCUR;
DECLARE SPECIAL ELECTIONS TO FILL VACANCIES IN CERTAIN ELECTED OFFICES; DELIVER THE STATE OF THE STATE ADDRESS;
PROVIDE GUIDANCE TO THE LEGISLATURE; CALL SPECIAL SESSIONS OF THE LEGISLATURE AND SET THE AGENDA; AND SERVE AS
COMMANDER-IN-CHIEF OF THE STATE’S MILITARY FORCES. THE GOVERNOR CAN VETO LEGISLATION (INCLUDING A LINE-ITEM
VETO ON APPROPRIATIONS), SIGN LEGISLATION, OR ALLOW IT TO BECOME LAW WITHOUT THEIR SIGNATURE. CURRENT SALARY: $153,750

QUESTIONS TO CANDIDATES:
GUN SAFETY: What steps, if any, should be taken to curb gun violence
in our communities?
ECONOMY: What can be done at the state level to address the high
rate of inflation and other economic challenges faced by Texans?
POWER GRID: What can be done to ensure that Texas has sufficient
power during extreme weather conditions?

ELECTIONS: Considering the high rate of vote-by-mail ballot
rejections in the 2022 Primary Elections, what changes, if any, are
needed to election laws?
IMMIGRATION: What is the role of the state government in addressing
immigration at the border?
ABORTION: How would you address the economic and health
consequences for those who cannot obtain abortions in Texas?

GOVERNOR

Greg Abbott | REPUBLICAN

8
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Beto O’Rourke | DEMOCRAT
GUN SAFETY: I will always prioritize the lives of our children
and the safety of our fellow Texans over any special interest.
As governor, I will fight for bipartisan, commonsense gun
safety measures that the majority of Texans agree on, like
raising the minimum age to purchase an assault rifle to 21,
implementing universal background checks, and establishing
a red flag law system.
ECONOMY: I’ll lower property taxes by closing the loopholes
that allow wealthy corporations to push their tax burden onto
homeowners and small businesses. I’ll reduce energy bills by
fixing the problems with the Texas power grid, investing in
energy efficiency, and providing direct bill assistance. And
I’ll raise the minimum wage to $15/hour so that hardworking
Texans can afford to support their families.
POWER GRID: To prevent another deadly blackout and lower
Texans’ skyrocketing electricity bills, I will connect Texas
to the national grid, weatherize all elements of our energy
infrastructure, invest in energy efficiency, build out
more transmission and storage capacity, and establish
mechanisms to prevent energy companies from price
gouging ratepayers.

ELECTIONS: I will ensure every eligible voter in Texas can freely
and fairly cast their ballot, including by repealing onerous and
purposefully confusing vote-by-mail procedures, implementing
online and same-day voter registration, guaranteeing easy,
equitable access to polling places, and establishing independent
redistricting commissions to end gerrymandering.
IMMIGRATION: The state government should provide local
communities the support they need to respond to migration flows
at the border in a safe and orderly fashion. That can include support
for migrant processing, shelter, and transportation—as long as it
is done in a way that reflects our values, upholds U.S. asylum laws,
and refrains from wasting taxpayer dollars on political stunts
instead of solutions.
ABORTION: I will fight to repeal Texas’ extreme abortion laws that
endanger the lives of women and make no exception for rape or
incest. I will also strengthen investments in women’s health and
family planning programs to increase access to contraception
and cancer screenings, and combat Texas’ maternal mortality
crisis by expanding Medicaid and increasing pregnancy Medicaid
to one-year postpartum.

Website: www.betofortexas.com

GOVERNOR

Mark Tippetts | LIBERTARIAN
GUN SAFETY: To meet Texans’ security and education preferences,
I support a school choice system so all Texans can afford to send
their children to private, public, or home school. Cut taxes and
government spending to create a more vibrant economy that
draws people away from criminal activity. Curb drug war-related
violence by legalizing marijuana.
ECONOMY: As a Libertarian, I’m in favor of reducing government
spending and lower taxes at all levels. Inflation is caused by the
federal government printing more money to cover its massive
spending which devalues the dollar. Currently a few insiders
grant targeted tax cuts and incentives to get businesses to move
here. Instead, I support taxing all businesses at the same, but a
lower rate overall.
POWER GRID: I built a hydroelectric plant in Belize, Central
America and know that bad decisions by government regulators
have caused our power grid problems and outages. We need to
get the governments out of the energy management business so
one bad decision-maker can’t harm the entire state. We need to
eliminate the current taxes and subsidies on all forms of energy
and allow new nuclear generation.

ELECTIONS: The Republican and Democratic parties passed laws
imposing new fees on Libertarians which make it harder for
Libertarians and others to run for office. I helped file lawsuits to
overturn these bad laws. Republicans and Democrats shouldn’t
get to outlaw competition. Let the people decide who to vote for.
I support efforts that make it convenient to vote, while protecting
election integrity.
IMMIGRATION: It’s nearly impossible to immigrate to America
legally. We could end most illegal immigration by enacting a good
comprehensive immigration policy, making it easier for honest,
hardworking people to come work and live here legally. Reform
requires federal action. Instead of seeing foreigners as a problem,
we should welcome them as potential friends, business partners,
and customers.
ABORTION: Recognizing that abortion is a sensitive issue, and
that people can hold good-faith views on all sides, I believe that
government should be kept out of the matter, leaving the question
to each person for their conscientious consideration. A group of
mostly men legislators should not be able to tell my daughters
what they can and can’t do with their bodies.

Website: http://Mark4Gov.com

Delilah Barrios | GREEN
GUN SAFETY: Retailers must limit the amount and frequency
of sales of guns and ammunition. The police budget should
be limited as well and resources should go towards housing,
childcare, education, gardens, transportation etc. I am a supporter
of community police because the police criminalize poverty and
mental health.
ECONOMY: We need to halt all fossil fuel subsidies. We should use
those funds for universal healthcare and a living wage. We also
need public transportation, sustainable farming and renewable
energy. Free education and work programs in high school would
help boost job growth. As well as a just transition. Legalizing
marijuana would boost our economy too.
POWER GRID: Making all utilites publicly owned, investing more
into wind and solar and expanding our grid to neighboring states
or countries for better reliability.

ELECTIONS: Several changes are needed. I support ranked choice
voting and also proportional representation. I support same day
voting registration and voting mail, we need better protections
for voters to have their voices heard.
IMMIGRATION: The role of our state is to be good neighbors.
To have compassion and offer opportunities both here and in
Mexico. We rely heavily on the exploitation of the global south.
I would like to see Texas make ammends and speed up the
immigration process while also supporting Mexico’s economy as
well. A sustainable partnership would be ideal.
ABORTION: Statewide single payer would eliminate the insurance
companies ability to cause harm to patients. I would enact a law
that would provide protection to patients and providers. Anyone
deliberately interfering with patient care due to religious or other
will face a 50k+ fine plus jail. This is only a short term solution
while we set up statewide single payer and better patient rights
for autonomy.

Website: http://delilahfortexas.com
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LIEUTENANT GOVERNOR
FOUR-YEAR TERM. THE LIEUTENANT GOVERNOR IS POWERFUL BECAUSE OF THEIR POSITION AS PRESIDENT OF THE TEXAS SENATE,
WHERE THEY APPOINT THE CHAIRS AND VICE-CHAIRS OF COMMITTEES; APPOINT SENATORS TO COMMITTEES; ASSIGN BILLS TO COMMITTEES;
AND CONTROL THE SENATE’S AGENDA.THEY ARE ALSO A MEMBER OF SEVERAL COMMISSIONS AND BOARDS,
AND SERVE AS GOVERNOR IN THE GOVERNOR’S ABSENCE. CURRENT SALARY: AS SENATE PRESIDENT: $9,612 PLUS $190 PER DIEM.
WHEN SERVING IN THE GOVERNOR’S ABSENCE: THAT OF THE GOVERNOR.

QUESTIONS TO CANDIDATES:
GUN SAFETY: What steps, if any, should be taken to curb gun violence
in our communities?
ECONOMY: What can be done at the state level to address the high
rate of inflation and other economic challenges faced by Texans?
POWER GRID: What can be done to ensure that Texas has sufficient
power during extreme weather conditions?

PUBLIC EDUCATION: What is your position on using public funds for
school vouchers for private schools and why?
ELECTIONS: Considering the high rate of vote-by-mail ballot
rejections in the 2022 Primary Elections, what changes, if any, are
needed to election laws?
ABORTION: How would you address the economic and health
consequences for those who cannot obtain abortions in Texas?

Dan Patrick | REPUBLICAN
NO RESPONSE RECEIVED

Mike Collier | DEMOCRAT

LIEUTENANT GOVERNOR

GUN SAFETY: As Lt. Governor, I will work with community leaders
and law enforcement to raise the age to purchase a firearm to 21,
universal background checks, safe storage requirements, and a
waiting period to buy a semi-automatic firearms. These actions
must be undertaken before the start of the next school year
because the time to stop the next school shooting is now.
ECONOMY: Over the last eight years, Texans have faced skyrocketing
property taxes. Thanks to tax loopholes, Texans are paying more so
that corporations can pay less. I will close those loopholes in order
to bring down taxes for folks across the state and make corporations
pay their fair share.
POWER GRID: As a lifelong businessman and energy expert, I will
make fixing the power grid amongst my top priorities. I will work to
bring down energy bills for Texans by investing in producing more
energy, investing in energy storage and smart grid technology, and
establishing emergency tie-ins to the national power grid.

PUBLIC EDUCATION: As Lt. Governor, I will work tirelessly to
fund our local schools. I am opposed to efforts to divert taxpayer
dollars to unaccountable, private school vouchers that would
raise our property taxes and defund our schools, especially
hurting rural Texas.
ELECTIONS: Texas voters who make a good faith attempt to cast a
ballot should not have their voice silenced due to discriminatory
and opaque election laws past by the Texas Legislature. If I led
the Senate as Lt. Governor, I would undo the suppressive changes
made by SB1 and improve the ballot cure process.
ABORTION: Under current law, all abortions are banned in
Texas, including in cases of rape or incest. As Lt. Governor, I will
work to codify the protections of Roe v. Wade into the books of
law—returning the power to make decisions to doctors and their
patients, as well as invest in pre-natal and maternal healthcare
for women across Texas.

Website: http://CollierForTexas.com

Shanna Steele | LIBERTARIAN
NO PHOTO
PROVIDED

GUN SAFETY: I support the Second Amendment. Ending the war
on drugs, treating addiction, and improving economic conditions
would curb gun violence.
ECONOMY: Legalizing marijuana and eliminating property taxes
would be a good start to increasing the GDP and improve the
economic challenges faced by Texans.
POWER GRID: There are several hydroelectric power plants that
used to be connected to the power grid that are no longer in
operation. By fixing these power plants and other parts of the
power grid infrastructure we will be on the right track.

PUBLIC EDUCATION: Parents should be able to choose the school
that best fits their child’s needs.
ELECTIONS: The changes needed start with removing the duopoly
created by the Democrats and Republicans who make it difficult
for those who want to vote. Candidate’s response did not meet the
criteria listed for this Voters Guide.
ABORTION: I would remove state government from healthcare
decisions that should be made between doctors and their patients.
In addition, I would like to make the adoption process easier for
those who choose adoption over abortion.

WHAT IS VERITYDUO
VerityDuo is the new voting system for Harris County. It is a two-step voting system that provides a paper trail of your vote. At the
first machine, you will view your ballot, use the touch screen to make your selections, and print your ballot. Next, take your printed
ballot to the second machine where you will cast your vote. Questions? Poll workers can help or you can watch a tutorial video at
www.harrisvotes.com

HOW LONG MAY I TAKE TO VOTE?

Voters may take as much time as they wish at the VerityDuo machine. Once activated the ballot will not time out or expire. If you
are having problems using the machine, you may ask a poll worker for assistance.
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ATTORNEY GENERAL
FOUR-YEAR TERM. THE ATTORNEY GENERAL IS THE CHIEF LAW ENFORCEMENT OFFICER OF THE STATE;
REPRESENTS THE STATE AND STATE OFFICIALS IN LEGAL MATTERS; ISSUES OPINIONS; OVERSEES COLLECTION OF CHILD SUPPORT;
ADMINISTERS THE CRIME VICTIMS COMPENSATION FUND; ENFORCES THE OPEN RECORDS/OPEN MEETINGS ACTS;
APPROVES PUBLIC BOND ISSUES; AND ENFORCES CONSUMER REGULATIONS. CURRENT SALARY: $153,750

QUESTIONS TO CANDIDATES:
ELECTIONS: How would you protect Texans’ freedom to vote while
maintaining safe and secure elections?
ETHICS: How can voters be assured that campaign donations will not
impact how the Attorney General interprets and enforces the law?
CHILDREN’S HEALTH: Do you believe the government should become
involved in healthcare decisions made for children by their parents
and physicians? Please explain.

IMMIGRATION: What should be the role of the Texas Attorney General
regarding immigration law and policy?
PRIORITIES: What would be your highest priorities for the next four
years, and how do you intend to accomplish them?

Ken Paxton | REPUBLICAN
NO RESPONSE RECEIVED

ATTORNEY GENERAL

Rochelle Mercedes Garza | DEMOCRAT
ELECTIONS: As Attorney General, I will dismantle the wasteful
“election integrity unit” — which is really about enforcing the
GOP’s voter suppression measures, instead of protecting voting
rights — and replace it with a voter protection unit under a
fully funded Civil Rights Division. I will ensure voting rights are
protected, not undermined, especially for voters of color.
ETHICS: We must bring about fundamental change in the office
of the Attorney General. I’m running for Texas AG to restore
integrity, transparency and trust to the office. That means ending
the culture of corruption and pay-to-play politics. As AG, I will not
be beholden to powerful industries; instead I will answer to the
people of Texas and respect the rule of law.
CHILDREN’S HEALTH: As a parent, I am deeply committed to
ensuring the office of the Attorney General protects all Texans.
Decisions about the health of children are extremely personal,
and should only be made between parents, physicians and the

child, when appropriate. Candidate’s response did not meet the
criteria listed for this Voters Guide.
IMMIGRATION: Immigration enforcement falls under federal
jurisdiction. As an immigration attorney and border native, I
understand the complexities of our immigration system. I have
litigated against bad policies that have created a humanitarian
crisis at the border. Texas’ enforcement efforts at the border are
unconstitutional, wasteful and only worsen the issue.
PRIORITIES: As AG, I will protect the rights of all Texans. I’ll root
out corruption and bring back integrity and transparency to the
AG’s office. I’ll create a Civil Rights Division to protect the safety,
privacy, and dignity of Texans, and I’ll prioritize consumer
protections to hold bad actors accountable. Most importantly, I will
fight to restore abortion rights in Texas. 50k+ fine plus jail. This is
only a short term solution while we set up statewide single payer
and better patient rights for autonomy.

Website: http://RochelleGarzaforTexas.com

Mark Ash | LIBERTARIAN
NO RESPONSE RECEIVED

IF YOU HAVE ANY QUESTIONS OR CONCERNS, CALL:
866-OUR-VOTE (866-687-8683)

844-YALLA-US (844-925-5287)

888-Ve-Y-Vota (839-8682)

301-818-VOTE (301-818-8683)

888-API-VOTE (888-274-8683)

888-796-VOTE

ENGLISH

ARABIC

VerityDuo is the new voting system for Harris County. It is a two-step voting system that provides a paper trail of your vote. At the first machine, you will view
SPANISH
AMERICAN
SIGNmachine
LANGUAGE
(VIDEO
your ballot, use the touch screen to make your selections, and print
your ballot. Next, take your printed
ballot to the second
where you
will castCALL)
your
vote. Questions? Poll workers can help or you can watch a tutorial video at www.harrisvotes.com

HOW LONG MAY I TAKE TO VOTE?

ENGLISH, MANDARIN, CANTONESE,
DISABILITY RIGHTS TEXAS
Voters may take as much time as they wish at the VerityDuo machine. Once activated the ballot will not time out or expire. If you are having problems using the
KOREAN, VIETNAMESE, BENGALI,
machine, you may ask a poll worker for assistance.
URDU, HINDI, AND TAGALOG
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COMPTROLLER OF PUBLIC ACCOUNTS
FOUR-YEAR TERM. THE COMPTROLLER IS THE CHIEF FINANCIAL OFFICER OF THE STATE; COLLECTS STATE TAXES AND FEES; PAYS THE STATE’S BILLS;
PROVIDES REVENUE ESTIMATES TO THE LEGISLATURE; CERTIFIES THE BUDGET; REPORTS THE CONDITION OF THE STATE’S FINANCES;
AND PROVIDES ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT ASSISTANCE TO LOCAL GOVERNMENTS AND PRIVATE BUSINESSES. CURRENT SALARY: $153,750

QUESTIONS TO CANDIDATES:
RAINY DAY FUND: What is the optimal amount to be held in the Rainy
Day Fund? How would you balance paying down the state’s debt vs.
responding to urgent needs?
TAXES: What is the proper balance of tax revenues sources in order to
fairly fund state government, including public schools?

FINANCIAL OBLIGATIONS: How can we ensure that Texas meets its
long-term financial obligations such as infrastructure maintenance,
state employee pensions and health care coverage for public school
teachers and employees?
PRIORITIES: What would be your highest priorities for the next four
years, and how do you intend to accomplish them?

Glenn Hegar | REPUBLICAN
RAINY DAY FUND: Texas is blessed to have a strong Rainy Day
Fund, which is designed and should be used to smooth out the
state’s revenues during an economic downturn, to assist in a
disaster, and for one-time expenses that are strategic for Texas’
economic health and well-being. I fought to manage these dollars
more effectively to guard against inflation and protect them for
generations.
TAXES: Funding public schools in Texas has been a shared burden
split between state funds and local property taxes. Until recently
the local share was allowed to grow unchecked creating increased
pressure on local property taxes. I helped compress local property
tax rates and rebalance the burden between state funds and local
taxpayers. Our strong economic recovery now puts us in position
to do more.

FINANCIAL OBLIGATIONS: Since practically my first day in office
I have sought to shine a light on the state’s balance sheet and the
need to address our long-term obligations. I fought to address
threats to our state’s fiscal health and ensure Texas teachers
can access quality healthcare. I helped lawmakers pass historic
pension reform to put our state on firm footing and avoid credit
downgrades.
PRIORITIES: I will continue to focus on the core constitutional
duties of my office and that means maintaining my attention
on the Texas economy. Navigating the last few years has been
difficult, but I have always remained focused on the trends,
challenges and opportunities in our state economy. We must fight
to keep Texas a place where freedom creates new opportunities
for families and businesses to thrive.

COMPTROLLER OF PUBLIC ACCOUNTS

Website: http://glennhegar.com

Janet T. Dudding | DEMOCRAT
RAINY DAY FUND: Government Finance Officers Association
recommends a minimum of 2 months of regular revenue or
regular expenditures be maintained in a rainy day fund. Typically,
rainy day monies mitigate the risk of unstable revenues or
unexpected expenditures. Natural disasters fall into the 2nd
category & Texas ranks 1st in these. The state of Texas’ general
obligation debt currently is rated Aaa/AAA/ AAA/AAA.
TAXES: Find new revenue for Charter & 313. Texas Legislature
added $6.5 billion dollars in funding to public schools in 2019. Yet
per a 2021 SPLC report, Texas currently ranks 40th in the nation.
New rev streams are needed. Legalizing adult-use cannabis could
bring $1 billion in tax revenue (and decriminalization could save
$300 million). Look at “green” taxes to build revenue streams
from green energy.

FINANCIAL OBLIGATIONS: Re infrastructure, accept & leverage
federal dollars. With fuel efficient vehicles, look at creating
a revenue from alternative fuels to maintain roads. Public
school benefits: employees in all but ~18 school districts do not
participate in social security and they should. Public school
employees should have excellent healthcare w/o sharing premium
costs. Reduce public school property tax reliance.
PRIORITIES: Statute defines Comptroller as state’s ‘sole’
accountant. We’ve never had a CPA as our Comptroller. I will be
the watchdog over tax dollars, answerable to Texans not special
interests. As a hurricane survivor, climate-disasters are personal
to me and I will work to mitigate the root cause as well as our risk
exposure through SECO. Expand broadband by partnering with
local govt utilities & coops.

Website: http://janetdudding4texas.com

V. Alonzo Echevarria-Garza | LIBERTARIAN
RAINY DAY FUND: I would suggest six months of operating
expenses is a good start. However, this depends on the mitigating
policies implemented by the state.
TAXES: I don’t believe there is, strictly speaking, a proper balance
that policy makers should adhere to, or fix to fairly fund state
government or public schools. The question is not the balance
amounts, but what mechanisms are in place to adapt.

FINANCIAL OBLIGATIONS: Budget analyst and policy makers must
utilize the social discount rate in performing cash discounting of
projects, and cost benefit analysis.
PRIORITIES: The highest priority is to implement policies that may
improve operations, optimize benefits, and offer flexibility in dealing
with financial challenges. These policies will not only improve
conditions in four year, but beyond my own term in office.

Website: www.alonzo-echavarria-for-texas-state-comptroller.com
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COMMISSIONER OF THE GENERAL LAND OFFICE
FOUR-YEAR TERM. AS HEAD OF THE GENERAL LAND OFFICE, THE COMMISSIONER MANAGES STATE LANDS, INCLUDING OIL AND GAS PROPERTIES
(WHICH SUPPLY FUNDS TO THE PERMANENT SCHOOL FUND) AND THE ALAMO. THE COMMISSIONER CHAIRS THE VETERANS LAND BOARD,
WHICH ADMINISTERS PROGRAMS FOR TEXAS VETERANS, AND IS RESPONSIBLE FOR ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION OF TEXAS’ COAST. OTHER STATE
BOARDS CHAIRED INCLUDE THE SCHOOL LAND BOARD AND THE COASTAL COORDINATION ADVISORY COMMITTEE. CURRENT SALARY $140,938.

QUESTIONS TO CANDIDATES:
ALLOCATION OF FEDERAL FUNDS: When federal funds for natural
disaster relief are allocated, how would you ensure that communities
with the highest needs are prioritized?
THE ALAMO: As the head of the agency that manages the Alamo, what
story should it tell?

COASTAL PLANNING: What measures would you implement to restore
and protect the Texas coast, wetlands, and structures along the coast
to minimize damage from major storms?
PRIORITIES: What would be your highest priorities for the next four
years, and how do you intend to accomplish them?

Dawn Buckingham | REPUBLICAN

COMMISSIONER OF THE GENERAL LAND OFFICE

ALLOCATION OF FEDERAL FUNDS: When catastrophe strikes the
Texas coast, I’ll be there every step of the way to help Texans
recover. I grew up in a small town along the Texas coast, so I know
firsthand just how devastating a major hurricane can be and what
people need in its aftermath. As Land Commissioner, I’ll make
sure the GLO is fully prepared to respond to catastrophic storms
that impact our coast.
THE ALAMO: I am, and always have been, a champion for the
preservation of our Texas History. As a State Senator, I laid down
the legal challenge to keep the Cenotaph in its rightful place out
front. Our Alamo should tell the story of Texas’ revolution and of
course the battle at the Alamo itself.
COASTAL PLANNING: Our coastal communities deserve a Land

Commissioner that is as tough and resilient as they are. As a
state senator, I am proud to have supported measures to fund
flood mitigation, prepare for construction of a coastal spine, and
more. Investing in coastal infrastructure to mitigate the effects
of hurricanes is just smart. We can save lives and protect property
with these investments.
PRIORITIES: I’m running for Texas Land Commissioner to improve
the lives of all Texans and protect the Texas we know and love
for future generations. As the first female Land Commissioner
in history, my priorities are unleashing Texas oil and gas
production, keeping our communities safe by securing the border,
and protecting the Permanent School Fund to ensure that every
child has a great public education.

Website: www.dawnbuckingham.com

Jay Kleberg | DEMOCRAT
ALLOCATION OF FEDERAL FUNDS: Centering the voices of
communities most impacted by natural disasters and leastsupported by our government is a priority for my campaign and
will continue to be a priority for me as commissioner. As Land
Commissioner, I will emphasize the reformation of disaster relief
and recovery programs at the General Land Office. This will
ensure Texans most affected have the proper funding.
THE ALAMO: The story of the Alamo is as far reaching and
complex as Texas itself. The Alamo is a symbol of Texan and
Tejano pride and we must honor those contributions to Texas.
It’s also important to consider the role of early Black Texans and
slavery in our history, as well as indigenous groups who inhabited
the site for centuries. All of these groups should have input in the
conversation on the Alamo.

COASTAL PLANNING: An example of measures I support is the
nearly $30 billion investment in protection measures for the Texas
Gulf Coast, including a coastal storm barrier in Galveston and beach
restoration efforts on South Padre Island. As Land Commissioner, I
would prioritize projects like these and work with all stakeholders
to secure funding for these projects and other disaster mitigation
and recovery efforts.
PRIORITIES: Reforming the GLO disaster programs to ensure all
Texans can recover from the last storm and prepare for the next
one. Expanding carbon storage opportunities by opening leases in
Texas’ submerged lands. Responsibly expanding renewable energy
production on state lands to diversify our revenue base. Reforming
and modernizing the Veterans Land Board to expand and improve
Veteran services in Texas.

Website: http://jay4tx.com

Alfred Molison Jr. | GREEN
NO RESPONSE RECEIVED

WWW.LWVHOUSTON.ORG
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COMMISSIONER OF AGRICULTURE
FOUR-YEAR TERM. THE AGRICULTURE COMMISSIONER’S PRINCIPAL JOB IS PROMOTING TEXAS’ AGRICULTURE. IN THAT CAPACITY, THE COMMISSIONER
FACILITATES TRADE AND MARKETING OF AGRICULTURAL PRODUCTS; REGULATES WEIGHTS AND MEASURES; REGULATES PESTICIDE USE;
CERTIFIES ORGANICALLY PRODUCED PRODUCTS; ADMINISTERS THE NATIONAL SCHOOL LUNCH AND SCHOOL BREAKFAST PROGRAMS;
PROVIDES FINANCIAL HELP TO FARMERS; AND HELPS SOLVE ISSUES RELATED TO NATURAL DISASTERS. CURRENT SALARY $140,938

QUESTIONS TO CANDIDATES:
INFLATION: What can be done to help Texas farmers face rising costs
and supply chain disruptions?
WATER RESOURCES: As water resources become more scarce, what
would you do to balance the needs of farmers and the growing
demands of urban areas?

OPPORTUNITIES: Should Texas diversify its agriculture to include
cannabis, biofuels or other crops? Why or why not?
PRIORITIES: What are the three most challenging issues for Texas
farmers for the next four years, and what are your plans for dealing
with number one on your list?

Sid Miller | REPUBLICAN

COMMISSIONER OF AGRICULTURE

NO RESPONSE RECEIVED

Susan Hays | DEMOCRAT
INFLATION: Accurate analysis of supply-chain choke points
followed by government action to alleviate them. For example,
the meat packing industry is a Wall Street-driven, near-monopoly
with ranchers having to pay to reserve time to process their
cattle. I will aggressively draw down federal dollars to help Texas
entrepreneurs open and expand local operations which will in
turn keep those profits in Texas.
WATER RESOURCES: The Republicans have failed to even try to
solve this problem. The Department of Agriculture (TDA) can
research & promote sustainable practices and less-thirsty crops,
but must work across agencies such as the Land Office, the Water
Development Board, local water districts, & others, and with
the Legislature for a comprehensive state plan to protect water
quality and supply.

OPPORTUNITIES: Yes. As a cannabis attorney I understand the
best way to legalize and regulate to protect public health and
safety giving Texans an opportunity to share in the economic
opportunity. Texas ag can flourish by growing more fruits,
vegetables and high-value crops. California produces more than
70% of U.S. fruits and vegetables -- too many eggs in one basket.
We need to diversify & support small operators.
PRIORITIES: Economic survival, rural health care, & climate
change--and they are intertwined. I will look for opportunities,
analyze the data, advocate to the USDA to change counterproductive policies, and help producers find a path to prosperity
and environmental sustainability. Failing rural hospitals are
an existential threat to rural communities. Texas must expand
Medicaid to save them.

Website: www.hays4ag.com

RAILROAD COMMISSIONER
SIX-YEAR TERM. THE RAILROAD COMMISSIONER IS ONE OF THE THREE-MEMBER TEXAS RAILROAD COMMISSION. THE COMMISSION REGULATES
THE OIL AND GAS INDUSTRY, GAS UTILITIES, PIPELINE SAFETY, SAFETY IN THE LIQUIFIED PETROLEUM GAS INDUSTRY AND
SURFACE COAL AND URANIUM MINING. IT HAS NO REGULATORY AUTHORITY CONCERNING RAILROADS. CURRENT SALARY: $140,937

QUESTIONS TO CANDIDATES:
NATURAL GAS FACILITY WEATHERIZATION: What further changes, if
any, are needed to ensure that Texas has sufficient power in times of
extreme weather conditions?
EMISSIONS: How important is the impact of methane emissions
on climate change? What are effective ways to reduce methane
emissions in the oil and gas industry?

SEISMIC ACTIVITY: How can the Railroad Commission reduce the
risk of seismic activity or earthquakes caused by water disposal
from oil and gas drilling?
ETHICS: Since candidates for Railroad Commission often raise
money from the oil and gas industry, how can citizens be assured
that campaign donations will not influence how commissioners
regulate that industry?

RAILROAD COMMISSIONER

Wayne Christian | REPUBLICAN
NATURAL GAS FACILITY WEATHERIZATION: During Winter Storm
Uri, wind generated less than 6% of our electricity despite
averaging 23% during 2020. Natural gas generated 67% of our
electricity during the storm despite averaging only 46% in 2020.
The RRC has designated natural gas facilities as critical during
energy emergencies and put in place weatherization requirements
to ensure even better performance in future.
EMISSIONS: Oil and gas production and a clean environment are
not mutually exclusive; the six-major pollutants regulated by the
EPA have decreased by 77% over the last 50 years. The current
Administration’s methane rule and natural gas tax could shut
down oil and gas production in Texas which would kill jobs,
harm our economy, increase costs to consumers, and reduce the
reliability of our grid.

SEISMIC ACTIVITY: The RRC has in place some of the most
stringent rules on disposal wells — the type of wells some link
to earthquakes — in the country. In fact, Obama’s EPA stated
in a report that the Railroad Commission is “commended for
establishing new regulations specific to seismicity, including
solidifying RRC authority to take appropriate action related to
injection well operations.”
ETHICS: I have never allowed a political contribution to influence
my decisions in elected office. I have followed all Texas Ethics
Commission rules regarding when I can accept contributions
and have in full transparency reported every contribution I have
received. I have never received an ethics complaint or violation as
Railroad Commissioner.

Website: http://ChristianForTexas.com
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Luke Warford | DEMOCRAT
SEISMIC ACTIVITY: The Railroad Commission’s lackluster
approach is responsible for the recent increase in seismicity in
West Texas. And now, their response to what is happening is
unscientific and out-of-touch with the realities on the ground.
The Commission should work with affected communities and
experts in the water disposal industry to develop a science-based
response to the increase in seismic activity.
ETHICS: My only priority will be to serve the people of Texas. This
job is too important, and the stakes are too high to be influenced
by the oil and gas executives we’re supposed to be regulating.
Last winter’s storm is a prime example, where over 700 people
lost their lives because the Commission failed to hold the gas
producers that fund their campaigns accountable.

NATURAL GAS FACILITY WEATHERIZATION: Strengthening our
energy infrastructure is my number one priority because it is
unconscionable that Texans

have to live in fear that their power
will go out the next time it gets cold. I will establish a clear,
substantive, and enforceable weatherization standard, identify
critical gas producers, and ensure preparations for the next major
storm are actually completed.
EMISSIONS: Methane emissions play a large role in climate
change, and the Railroad Commission has a tremendous capacity
to address climate change by reducing methane emissions while
strengthening the Texas economy. I will accomplish this by
enforcing existing regulations, limiting the number of flaring
exemptions the Commission grants, identifying and plugging
methane leaks, and capping orphaned wells.

Website: http://lukewarford.com

RAILROAD COMMISSIONER

Jaime Andres Díez | LIBERTARIAN
NATURAL GAS FACILITY WEATHERIZATION: The RRC has taken
good steps to fix issues concerning critical infrastructures
designations with ERCOT and weatherization requirements.
However, there continues to be issues with data management,
transparency, and with outlining how they will deal with
repeat non-compliance. Regarding repeat weatherization
non-compliance, I think the RRC should consider waiving the
maximum fine of $1 million.
EMISSIONS: Reducing methane is the most effective strategy for
dealing with climate change. Imposing restriction on flaring
will reduce methane in TX, but will increase overall methane
emission. Flaring/barrel in TX is amongst the lowest in
the world. Flaring restrictions will cause forced closure of wells

and increases in foreign (less-green) extraction. Solution:
Bitcoin mining pays operators to not flare
SEISMIC ACTIVITY: There’s no one-size-fits-all-solution since
seismic activity resulting from water disposal varies greatly due
to local geologic formations. However, the RRC must recognize
that local entities have a disproportionate share of the risks and
limited $ benefit. I would favor moving authority downwards to
allow local officials, who are more responsive to local voters, to
determine the risk/trade-offs.
ETHICS: I pledge that I will only serve one term. Once elected on
November 8th, I will stop fundraising. Also, if it ever comes up
that as Commissioner I need to vote on an issue that pertains to
some donor or associate, then I will recuse myself from that vote.

Website: www.vote4diez.com

Hunter Wayne Crow | GREEN
SEISMIC ACTIVITY: I will support measures that will make
Hydraulic fracturing in any form illegal. I will also support
shutting down any drilling rig that would be considered to
be located in unstable areas of Texas. I think if we ended the
United States dependents on fossil fuels we would not have these
problems any longer.
ETHICS: I can’t speak for the other candidate’s but as the
Green Party Nominee for the Texas Railroad Commission.
I will say candidate’s in my party are typical disallowed from
accepting any PAC, Super-PAC, or corporate contributions.
Most Voters do end up supporting Green Candidates due to them
having no connections or ties to the oil and gas industry and
among other things.

NATURAL GAS FACILITY WEATHERIZATION: I would recommend
that we invest taxpayers money toward the development of
Renewable Energy Technology such as wind, solar, geothermal,
conservation and small-scale hydroelectric. Once we have one or
more of these methods fully utilized. We would be able to supply a
vast amount of energy that would able to resolve the State of Texas
current energy demands.
EMISSIONS: Methane is the second most abundant anthropogenic
GHG after carbon dioxide (CO2), accounting for about 20 percent
of global emissions. Methane is more than 25 times as potent as
carbon dioxide at trapping heat in the atmosphere. I will support
the enactment of bans on hydraulic fracturing for natural gas
and oil on the local, state and federal level and also ensure not
further damage occurs.

Website: http://sites.google.com/view/hunter-crow-for-txrrc2022/home

THANKS TO OUR PARTNERS,
SUPPORTERS AND VOLUNTEERS
The League of Women Voters of Houston wishes to thank the League of Women Voters of Texas for providing
information about the Statewide candidates. Thanks also to everyone who provided funding support through their
donations to the Voters Guide. We invite you to join your fellow Houston-area voters in supporting the Voters Guide.
We wish to thank our many community partners who assist with production and distribution of the Voters Guide.
Special recognition and thanks to our members who support our voter education and voter service work through
their personal donations and volunteer time. Without them this Voters Guide would not be possible.
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JUSTICE, TEXAS SUPREME COURT
SIX-YEAR TERM. A JUSTICE IS ONE OF THE NINE-MEMBER SUPREME COURT, WHICH ISSUES FINAL DECISIONS ON CIVIL AND JUVENILE APPEALS,
ISSUES CERTAIN ORDERS TO GOVERNMENTAL OFFICIALS TO ACT AND TO INDIVIDUALS TO APPEAR BEFORE THE COURT,
AND HAS JURISDICTION OVER ORDERS OR JUDGEMENTS OF TRIAL COURTS, IF THE SUPREME COURT DETERMINES
THEM IMPORTANT TO THE JURISPRUDENCE OF THE STATE. CURRENT SALARY RANGE: $168,000 TO $201,600

QUESTIONS TO CANDIDATES:
ETHICS: Since judicial candidates solicit donations and raise money
to be elected, how can voters be assured that campaign donations
will not impact how judges interpret the law and/or review lower
court decisions?
STANDARDS: Texas requires that candidates for this Court be licensed
in Texas for at least 10 years and have no suspensions or revocations

in that time. What are the positive and negative impacts of this
requirement?
EQUITY: What can be done to improve access to justice for all,
including persons or groups who may be underserved?
OTHER ISSUES: What issues do you believe will be the most pressing
for the Texas Supreme Court?

JUSTICE, TEXAS SUPREME COURT, PLACE 3
Debra Lehrmann | REPUBLICAN
ETHICS: As Senior Justice on the Supreme Court of Texas, & after
many years of judicial service, I have a proven record of fairly and
impartially applying the law in every case. It is critical that we
consistently & rigorously apply the rule of law across the board, to
supporters and non-supporters alike. The risk diminishes when
judges employ sound & stable methods, as I have for many years.
STANDARDS: This Constitutional Amendment raised the basic
minimum requirements for this office. Because Texans deserve a
high-quality judiciary, these standards are essential. But, they are
not rigorous enough. I have over 3 decades of judicial experience &
have received many awards for exemplary judicial service. Lawyers
& non-lawyers have recognized my scholarly, consistent and
responsible approach.

JUSTICE, TEXAS SUPREME COURT, PLACE 3

Website: http://Justicedebralehrmann.com

EQUITY: If justice is denied to one individual, it is denied to all.
During my tenure on the Court, we have made great progress
in improving access to justice for all persons, regardless of
financial means. We have devoted much time & effort towards
increasing public & private support for expanded representation of
underprivileged Texans. Proud of these efforts, I intend to expand
upon this work.
OTHER ISSUES: Regardless of the subject matter, enforcing the
rule of law in a consistent, scholarly, methodical, impartial & fair
manner is of utmost importance. As the overseer of the 3rd branch
of government, the Court must also ensure that rules governing
our court system, and members of the Bar & Judiciary, serve the
public in an efficient and just manner. These Court responsibilities
are essential.

Erin A. Nowell | DEMOCRAT
ETHICS: It is incumbent on judges to conduct themselves in a
manner that leaves no doubt as to their integrity and fairness. Judges
should take steps to avoid both impropriety and the ‘appearance’ of
impropriety. This could include not soliciting campaign donations
from individuals with cases pending before them and/or recusing
themselves from hearing cases where a ruling could be questioned.
STANDARDS: Licensing and conduct requirements help to ensure
that the individuals elected to be judges have the requisite
experience and character to serve the individuals in their
courtrooms. The only negative impact of this requirement may
be the exclusion of candidates with extensive practice outside the
state of Texas. Nonetheless, these qualifications help instill faith
in the judiciary.

EQUITY: First, we need to increase the individuals in the pipeline
who are available and willing to assist those in underrepresented
communities – in every level of the judicial system. We also need
to support (with both work and money) programs and initiatives
that seek to provide equal justice access for all.
OTHER ISSUES: The U.S. Supreme Court has increasingly divested
itself of jurisdiction over issues it has determined belong to the
individual states. Examples include gerrymandering, voting
rights, and a woman’s right to bodily autonomy. Accordingly,
these issues will continue to arise within our state courts. As new
laws are passed, interpreted, and even contested, the Texas
Supreme Court will be the forum.

Website: www.justicenowell.com

Thomas Edward Oxford | LIBERTARIAN
ETHICS: They cannot, we see evidence of justice for sale on a
regular basis.
STANDARDS: The positive is obvious, we need experience on the
bench. The negative is the clear restriction on the rights of voters
to make the decision without arbitrary restrictions.
EQUITY: We must continue to support and improve the IOLTA
program and the pro bono efforts of the local bar associations.
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OTHER ISSUES: The Jury system has been under attack in Texas for
years. Powerful special interest groups have funded judges who
believe they are in a better position than juries to decide questions
of fact. We must continue to push for a system in which judges
decide questions of law and juries decide questions of fact.
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JUSTICE, TEXAS SUPREME COURT, PLACE 5

JUSTICE, TEXAS SUPREME COURT PLACE 5

Rebeca Huddle | REPUBLICAN
ETHICS: I have authored over 400 reasoned judicial opinions. This
body of work demonstrates my fidelity to the rule of law. My opinions
explain why I decided each case as I did and show that I apply the law
fairly, in every case, regardless of who the parties or lawyers are or
whether they contributed to my campaign. My record also shows I
have ruled against campaign contributors many, many times.
STANDARDS: Supreme Court Justices should be experts in Texas
law, with long experience. They must be persons of integrity and
strong moral character, with sterling reputations. Texas’s licensure
requirements weed out unqualified candidates, and I support them.
Their only negative impact is that lawyers who are new or have been
disciplined cannot serve. But that is appropriate in my view.
EQUITY: The Court’s Access to Justice Commission works to expand

access to free legal services. More lawyers should volunteer pro
bono (free) representation of poor Texans, and courts should
encourage and recognize lawyers who do. Technology can also
help. The Supreme Court now permits Zoom hearings in routine
hearings, so Texans can participate in court proceedings without
missing a day of work.
OTHER ISSUES: Court backlogs are a pressing issue in some big-city
trial courts. If criminal judges don’t move dockets, dangerous
offenders roam the streets instead of facing punishment. If civil
judges don’t move dockets, Texas families and businesses wait
too long for resolution. I believe Texas judges must always be
accountable to the people and dispose of cases responsibly, but as
promptly as possible.

Website: www.rebecahuddle.com

Amanda Reichek | DEMOCRAT
ETHICS: While there is always the possibility of influence, strict
limitations on judicial campaign contributions along with
campaign finance disclosure requirements provide safeguards
against abuse. This possibility is also why it is imperative that
we elect and retain judges with unimpeachable integrity and a
demonstrated commitment to fair play and their oath of office.
STANDARDS: The positive to this requirement is that in theory it
is designed to ensure a qualified judiciary. The negative is that in
practice it doesn’t. Many attorneys have practiced over 10 years
and have never been inside a courtroom, and many have practiced

fewer than ten years and have more courtroom experience than
some attorneys see in a lifetime. But disciplinary requirements
ensure integrity.EQUITY: Increased access to pro bono services,
more funding and resources available for legal aid organizations,
simplifying the filing process, and removing other artificial
barriers to accessing the legal system.
OTHER ISSUES: A slew of “hot button” issues that implicate some
of our most basic liberties which counsels quick resolution, but at
the same time are emotionally-charged and complicated.

JUSTICE, TEXAS SUPREME COURT, PLACE 9

JUSTICE, TEXAS SUPREME COURT PLACE 9

Evan Young | REPUBLICAN
ETHICS: First, all Supreme Court decisions are published, so our
rulings can be tested for consistency, legitimacy, and sound
reasoning. Second, the Judicial Campaign Fairness Act strictly
limits how much judicial candidates can receive from individuals,
firms, and PACs. No source can be more than a small percentage of a
judicial campaign’s funds, which helps reduce even the appearance
of undue influence.
STANDARDS: Texas deserves the highest quality judiciary. These
basic standards, which the voters wisely approved by constitutional
amendment, promote competence. One risk, though, is that
some voters may assume that anyone who meets these minimum
requirements is automatically qualified. Longevity and a lack of
formal discipline is not enough. Voters must remain fully engaged to
elect the best Justices.

EQUITY: Ensuring open courts is fundamental to public confidence
in our judiciary and to protecting individual rights. The Access
to Justice Commission, Texas Legislature, and Texas Supreme
Court have made great progress in marshaling public and
private support and resources for expanded representation of
underprivileged Texans and making judicial proceedings more
efficient, comprehensible, and fair.
OTHER ISSUES: Among its most pressing work, the Supreme Court
must ensure, even in times of crisis, and without fear or favor, that
the U.S. and Texas Constitutions’ limits are respected—the lines
between different branches of government, between the state and
local governments, and between government power and individual
liberty. The Court must make sure that the law is followed, wholly
aside from politics.

Website: http://JusticeEvanYoung.com

Julia Maldonado | DEMOCRAT
ETHICS: In my case, I know that my obligation is to follow the law
and to serve all of the residents of the state without regard of any
campaign donations made to my campaign. As a district judge, I have
a record of integrity and ethics that will continue when elected to
the Supreme Court, I have never allowed any campaign donation to
influence my decisions which are always in accordance with the law.
STANDARDS: The positive impacts are, the experience practicing,
learning about different areas of the law and improving
professionally. It is important that the judges, charged with the
interpretation of the laws have the utmost ethical behavior and no
record of misconduct. The negative impact regarding the length of
time is that young lawyers are unable to participate at this level of
the judiciary.

EQUITY: Increase funds for nonprofits who provide services for
low-income Texans, ensure that there are educational materials
in different languages regarding the court processes. Motivate
big firms to provide pro bono services and create partnerships
with law schools so that law students can hone their skills while
providing much needed legal help under the supervision of their
professors.
OTHER ISSUES: Equity and access to justice are two of the most
pressing issues. We have to ensure that the rights of every Texan
are protected and that everyone, regardless of their socioeconomic status, has access to justice. The justices have to ensure
that Texans feel confident with the Court’s actions at all times.

Website: www.maldonadofortexas.com
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JUDGE, TEXAS COURT OF CRIMINAL APPEALS
SIX-YEAR TERM. A MEMBER OF THE NINE-MEMBER COURT WHICH HAS FINAL JUDGEMENT IN ALL CRIMINAL CASES. THE COURT MUST REVIEW ALL CASES
IN WHICH THE DEATH PENALTY IS ASSESSED. IT ALSO EXERCISES DISCRETIONARY REVIEW IN OTHER CRIMINAL CASES AND ISSUES ORDERS TO
GOVERNMENTAL OFFICIALS TO ACT AND INDIVIDUALS TO APPEAR BEFORE THE COURT. CURRENT SALARY RANGE: $168,000 TO $201,600

QUESTIONS TO CANDIDATES:
ETHICS: Since judicial candidates solicit donations and raise money
to be elected, how can voters be assured that campaign donations
will not impact how judges interpret the law and/or review lower
court decisions?
PHILOSOPHY: What is your judicial philosophy?

STANDARDS: Texas requires that candidates for this Court be
licensed in Texas for at least 10 years and have no suspensions or
revocations in that time. What are the positive and negative impacts
of this requirement?
EQUITY: What can be done to improve access to justice for all,
including persons or groups who may be underserved?

JUDGE, TX COURT OF
CRIMINAL APPEALS,
PLACE 2

JUDGE, TEXAS COURT OF CRIMINAL APPEALS, PLACE 2
Mary Lou Keel | REPUBLICAN | RUNNING UNOPPOSED
NO RESPONSE RECEIVED

JUDGE, TX COURT OF CRIMINAL APPEALS, PLACE 5

JUDGE, TEXAS COURT OF CRIMINAL APPEALS, PLACE 5
Scott Walker | REPUBLICAN
NO RESPONSE RECEIVED

Dana Huffman | DEMOCRAT
ETHICS: The judicial conduct commission and the oath taken
hopefully provide assurances that donations will not affect legal
interpretation(s).
PHILOSOPHY: To see that justice is done.
STANDARDS: Positive: ensures that a candidate has substantial
years of legal experience needed. Negative: Some attorneys may

have accumulated more practical experience specific to their
bench than another attorney who has practiced longer but not
necessarily in matters specific to the court.
EQUITY: More access to pro bono representation as well as access
to language lines that cover all languages at every proceeding.

Website: http://judgehuffman.com

JUDGE, TEXAS COURT OF CRIMINAL APPEALS, PLACE 6
JUDGE, TX COURT OF CRIMINAL APPEALS, PLACE 6

Jesse F. McClure III | REPUBLICAN
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ETHICS: Judges take an oath to rule impartially, and should remove
themselves from a case when they cannot. Voters should educate
themselves about all candidates for elected office, including
judges, and evaluate their track records and campaign promises.
Since I have not knowingly received campaign money from a
party appearing before me, voters can be sure that contributions
have not influenced me.
PHILOSOPHY: I follow the text of the constitutional provision or
statute in question. It is rarely, if ever, proper for a judge to depart
from the plain, original public meaning of the text. When dealing
with “non-textual” issues, I strive to bring common sense to my
decision making, always keeping in mind that vindicating the
rights of the citizen is paramount.

STANDARDS: The positive impact of the requirement is that it helps
promote experience (and ethical conduct) so that Judges have
sufficient experience in the law before making very important
decisions that effect the life and liberty of the litigants before
the Court. The negative impact could be that a very qualified, but
relatively inexperienced lawyer is unable to join this Court.
EQUITY: In the criminal justice system, indigent defendants
at the trial court level are appointed counsel, and we need to
ensure that such counsel are competent, fairly compensated,
and have reasonable caseloads. In the civil system, other states
have experimented with allowing non-lawyers to handle certain
matters - an innovation worth evaluating to allow greater access
to Texas courts.

Website: http://VotejudgeJesse.com
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JUDGE, TX COURT OF CRIMINAL APPEALS, PLACE 6

Robert Johnson | DEMOCRAT
ETHICS: The truth? There is no way voters can be one hundred
percent certain campaign donations will not impact judicial
decisions. That’s why I favor a system that provides for equal public
funding for judicial elections, just as I support a non-partisan
judiciary. A judge’s decision should be based on legal precedent.
If you vote for me, I promise to decide cases according to the law.
PHILOSOPHY: My judicial philosophy can be summed up in three
words: Less is more. The less a judge attempts to impose his or
her will on judicial decision making the more consistent our
application of the law will be. Ultimately, this job is not about me
or my opponent. This job is about you and all of our fellow Texans.
I will remain focused on upholding the letter and spirit of the law
as it is written.

STANDARDS: The Court of Criminal Appeals is the highest appellate
court in the state concerning criminal matters. This court hears
only criminal cases. Judges who serve on the highest criminal
court should also have the highest level of experience in practicing
criminal law. I have, nearly, two decades of criminal law experience.
While ten years is adequate, I believe two decades is better.
EQUITY: I believe our State Bar has set high standards for
the representation of indigent and underserved persons/
communities, but we can do more. We should incentivize pro bono
legal services for large law firms by providing discounted bar
dues and continuing legal education fees for those who show a set
minimum number of indigent defense hours. Our justice system is
only as fair as it is perceived.

Website: www.judgerobertjohnson.com

STATE BOARD OF EDUCATION
FOUR-YEAR TERM. THE FIFTEEN-MEMBER BOARD DECIDES CURRICULUM, STANDARDS, STUDENT TESTING, SPECIAL EDUCATION PROGRAMS,
AND TEXTBOOKS FOR TEXAS PUBLIC SCHOOLS. IT ALSO OVERSEES THE PERMANENT SCHOOL FUND. MEMBERS OF THE
BOARD ARE NOT PAID, BUT RECEIVE REIMBURSEMENT FOR EXPENSES INCURRED IN THE COURSE OF OFFICIAL BUSINESS.

QUESTIONS TO CANDIDATES:
CHARTER SCHOOLS: What is the impact of independent charter
schools on the funding for local public schools? And is there
anything you would do to change that impact?
INCLUSIVE EDUCATION: As the developer of Texas public school
curriculum, how would you ensure a comprehensive history
education that addresses the needs of all students?

TEACHER CERTIFICATION: Are you in favor of replacing the current
teacher exam process? Why or why not?
OTHER ISSUES: What other issues do you believe will be the most
pressing for the State Board of Education?

STATE BOARD OF
EDUCATION, DISTRICT 4

STATE BOARD OF EDUCATION, DISTRICT 4
Staci Childs | DEMOCRAT | RUNNING UNOPPOSED
Website: http://stacifortexas.com

STATE BOARD OF EDUCATION, DISTRICT 6

STATE BOARD OF EDUCATION, DISTRICT 6

Will Hickman | REPUBLICAN
CHARTER SCHOOLS: I am in favor of school choice. Any student who
is not present in class in their local ISD school reduces the funding
for that school, whether they are absent, home school, private school,
charter school, or somewhere else. We need to ensure that local ISD
schools are the best education option for the families in the area.
INCLUSIVE EDUCATION: I drafted and the SBOE adopted a new K-8
social studies framework that has two years of world, US, and
Texas history in grades 3-8, as well as enhanced K-2 content. We
will work with work groups to prepare K-12 social studies TEKS to
prepare all Texas students for their future.

TEACHER CERTIFICATION: Yes, although I joined all of my SBOE
colleagues in vetoing the new edTPA exam, I have not talked to
anyone who loves the PPR. I am in favor of multiple high quality
portfolio exam options, and increased accountability for low quality
alt-cert providers.
OTHER ISSUES: The most important issue for me is Texas 60% CCMR
numbers. I have chaired the ad-hoc Flight Plan committee which
is updating the TEKS for a new flight plan course to replace the
existing career exploration and college prep courses. A flight plan is
essentially an IEP for every child. Please reach out if you would like
more details willhickmancampaign.com

Website: http://willhickmancampaign.com

Michelle Palmer | DEMOCRAT
CHARTER SCHOOLS: Charter schools receive substantially more
money per student than public schools. In addition, the average
charter school has MANY fewer special education students than
the local public schools in their neighborhood. I would vote against
approval of any new charters school applications that come before
the Board until the rules have changed to make it more equitable.
INCLUSIVE EDUCATION: As a history and government teacher,
I try to bring in other perspectives to every unit. Every student
in Texas deserves to see their ancestors represented in the
curriculum taught in Texas classrooms. I would bring in diverse
teachers and historians to help develop the curriculum and vote
FOR their changes.

TEACHER CERTIFICATION: I don’t believe the test is a good
indicator of preparation for the classroom. However, The
suggested portfolio is classist. It is too extreme and would cost
several thousand dollars to complete. Perhaps a scaled-down
version that would do more to show preparation for the classroom
but not exclude so many people would be best.
OTHER ISSUES: The social studies curriculum approval being
put off until 2025 is a huge problem. In addition, the science
curriculum needs to include climate change and we need
comprehensive sec education in our health classes and Health
needs to be a required class to graduate in every district in the state
not just those that choose it.

Website: http://palmerfortexased.com
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STATE BOARD OF EDUCATION, DISTRICT 7
Julie Pickren | REPUBLICAN
CHARTER SCHOOLS: No response.
INCLUSIVE EDUCATION: No response.
TEACHER CERTIFICATION: No response.
OTHER ISSUES: No response.

Website: www.juliepickren.com

STATE BOARD OF EDUCATION, DISTRICT 7

Dan Hochman | DEMOCRAT
CHARTER SCHOOLS: Voucher programs would siphon away funding
for public education to charter schools, which spend more on
administration but pay teachers less. Charter schools also are
not required to educate students with disabilities, do not require
teacher certification, and may close with little notice. I support
policies that have for-profit schools be paid for by parents who
choose to go that route.
INCLUSIVE EDUCATION: Every student needs to learn the truth when
it comes to historical events, including facts that may be difficult
or challenging. Otherwise, we are doomed to repeat the mistakes of
the past. For example, there have been proposals in Texas to teach
an “opposing view” of the Holocaust; to me, there is no alternative
explanation to the facts that led up to this mass murder event.

TEACHER CERTIFICATION: Yes. The current exam, the Pedagogy
and Professional Responsibilities exam, is not an adequate test
of a new teacher’s potential. I support an alternative approach,
including more comprehensive teacher training requirements
and an improved exam. I feel strongly that a new exam should not
be more expensive than the current process, as these costs may
create a barrier to entering the profession.
OTHER ISSUES: Over the last decade, when adjusted for cost-of-living,
Texas spending dropped to a little over $8,000 per student, with
Texas ranked 48th out of 50 states. Multiple studies reveal that there
is a direct link between per-pupil spending and student achievement.
Teachers also need to be paid a fair salary that reflects countless
hours of hard work of degreed and highly trained professionals.

Website: http://hochmanforsboe.com

Alan Pyeatt | LIBERTARIAN
CHARTER SCHOOLS: As parents seek alternatives to public schools,
especially in the wake of the Uvalde shooting and other events, the
costs for public schools is clearly reduced.
As a result, we would expect the public school revenues to reflect that
decrease in costs.
INCLUSIVE EDUCATION: IMHO, our country is experiencing
turmoil because we have forgotten our founding philosophy. It is
not enough to know that our Founders rooted our government in
the theories of John Locke and Algernon Sidney, if we do not know,

for example, the goal of government, or what Locke said are the
government’s three legitimate functions. I intend to ensure that
their actual philosophy is taught.
TEACHER CERTIFICATION: I have not yet reached a conclusion on
this matter.
OTHER ISSUES: I believe that it is vital to learn critical thinking
skills in school. As a result, I will advocate that every high
school student be required to pass a course in applied logic
before graduation.

Website: www.electpyeatt.com

STATE BOARD OF EDUCATION, DISTRICT 8

STATE BOARD OF EDUCATION, DISTRICT 8

Audrey Young | REPUBLICAN
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CHARTER SCHOOLS: Public charter schools do not draw property tax
funds. Funding for traditional schools allows for the collection of
property taxes. The additional per-pupil allocation by the state for
charter schools assists in covering the gap in funding. Charters are a
choice for parents and students along with private and homeschool.
Each educational choice has its own impact within a community.
INCLUSIVE EDUCATION: The SBOE oversees the Texas Essential
Knowledge and Skills by which instructional materials
(curriculum) is developed. Local school districts have the
legislative right to adopt the curriculum that best suits the needs
of their students within the community.

TEACHER CERTIFICATION: No I am not in favor of adopting a
national program for teacher certification. I am in favor of
developing a program that is specific to Texas that sets high
expectations, is implemented with fidelity, and aligns with T-TESS.
OTHER ISSUES: Legislation, which previously removed the
authority of the State Board to approve all instructional materials,
should be re-written to require that all core content (Math,
Science, ELAR, and Social Studies) curriculum MUST be adopted by
the SBOE prior to district adoption.

Website: https://YoungSBOE.com

Rhett Rosenquest Smith | LIBERTARIAN
CHARTER SCHOOLS: Due to: schools becoming “targets of
violence,” Covid pandemic risk concerns, and financial (tax $)
restraints,Texas voters must re-think the funding of our public
schools. Texas Libertarians support freedom and choice,
and we believe that allowing funding to follow the school choice
that each student makes regarding their own well-being will
provide the safest, healthiest, and
wisest funding use.
INCLUSIVE EDUCATION: Our campaign is supports developing
curriculum in nontraditional languages, and curriculum re:
Spanish Colonial history -- late 18th century period (the American
Revolution) and 19th century Mexican history that’s fundamental
to understanding contemporary Texas. Also, millions of

immigrants histories, Mexican, African, not forgetting indigenous
Native American, Asian and Pacific Island history.
TEACHER CERTIFICATION: Teacher exam process seems
cumbersome; local decisions are better, if unnecessary
bureaucracy can be eliminated we benefit
OTHER ISSUES: Our campaign will work to provide a “community
college (dual-credit) alternative” for every Texas student and
family! However, if voters, citizens, and taxpayers like their
traditional school system that was in place during this past
year (and prefer to keep it) that will be an option, but I will work
to disclose the tax dollars required to maintain an outdated
educational framework.

Website: http://rhettrsmith-txsboe.wixsite.com/my-site-1
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STATE SENATOR
MEMBER OF UPPER HOUSE IN TEXAS LEGISLATURE. ADVOCATES FOR HOME DISTRICT. WITH TEXAS HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES LEGISLATES,
CONFIRMS GUBERNATORIAL APPOINTMENTS TO ADMINISTRATIVE AND JUDICIAL POSTS, PARTICIPATES IN THE INITIATION OF
PROPOSALS FOR CONSTITUTIONAL AMENDMENTS, AND TRIES OFFICIALS IMPEACHED BY THE TEXAS HOUSE. 4-YEAR TERM.

QUESTIONS TO CANDIDATES:
QUALIFICATIONS: What training, experience and characteristics
qualify you for
this position?
POWER GRID: What measurable actions will you take to significantly
increase the reliability of the power grid throughout the state?

VOTING RIGHTS: Are any changes needed in SB1 in order to ensure
that voter registration, voting, and elections are accessible, secure,
and efficient? Please discuss your position.
PUBLIC SAFETY: What specific actions can the Texas Legislature take
to help address issues affecting public safety?

STATE SENATOR, DISTRICT 4
Brandon Creighton | REPUBLICAN
NO RESPONSE RECEIVED

STATE SENATOR, DISTRICT 4

Misty Bishop | DEMOCRAT
QUALIFICATIONS: I’m an Advocate for All People who has over
20 years of community service and educational background that
involves public service and policymaking.
POWER GRID: I’m a firm believer that transparency is needed
in this situation and any other situations. Therefore, taxpayers
should be aware of all business aspects on how and where their
money are being distributed in order for the grid to run properly.
In addition, there has to be electrical engineers to be part of
any preventative measures of the grid sustaining any type of
weather increments.
VOTING RIGHTS: For every Texan that are eligible to vote should
not be placed on any restrictions on where they should cast their

vote and how they cast it especially during a pandemic or if they
are considered to be terminally ill, handicapped and/or oversees
serving our country. I believe everyone who is at the age of 18 who
contributes to this state should have the right to vote.
PUBLIC SAFETY: Accountability should be reinforced towards public
servants. Every law enforcer should abide their oath to protect and
serve in any circumstances to eliminate the gap between civilians
and law enforcement. The trust is gone especially when a mass
shooting at a public school unraveled under their finger tips. Also,
guns should not be in plain view of any public places. There should
be more gun regulations on how civilians are able to bear arms
because a bullet does not care who it kills.

Website: www.misty4txsenate.com

STATE SENATOR, DISTRICT 6
STATE SENATOR,
DISTRICT 6

Carol Alvarado | DEMOCRAT | RUNNING UNOPPOSED
NO RESPONSE RECEIVED

STATE SENATOR, DISTRICT 7
STATE SENATOR,
DISTRICT 7

Paul Bettencourt | REPUBLICAN | RUNNING UNOPPOSED
NO RESPONSE RECEIVED

STATE SENATOR,
DISTRICT 11

STATE SENATOR, DISTRICT 11
Mayes Middleton | REPUBLICAN | RUNNING UNOPPOSED
NO RESPONSE RECEIVED
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STATE SENATOR, DISTRICT 13
STATE SENATOR, DISTRICT 13

Borris L. Miles | DEMOCRAT | RUNNING UNOPPOSED
QUALIFICATIONS: I have been a state legislator since 2007, fighting
for the families in my district. I have a record of progressive
leadership, improving public education, increasing access to
healthcare, protecting the right to vote and criminal justice reform.
POWER GRID: Texas should mandate that ERCOT connect to the
national power grid so that we can access power from other states
when needed. The Public Utility Commission should work with
utilities to develop incentives for conserving energy at critical
times. The Railroad Commission also needs to ensure that oil
and gas facilities that provide fuel to our power plants are
properly winterized.

VOTING RIGHTS: Our vote is our voice and our right. We need to
reexamine the voting laws passed during the last session and make
substantial changes that impacted thousands of voters across the
state, most notably to mail ballots. We should also make it easier
to vote with options like early voting extensions, flexible voting
times, 24-hour voting and drive-thru polling locations.
PUBLIC SAFETY: We need to pass common-sense gun reform to
keep guns out of the hands of dangerous people and keep more
guns off the street. We can best do this by requiring universal
background checks for all firearm sales and implementing “red
flag” laws to allow the temporary removal of firearms from those
who are an imminent danger to themselves or others.

STATE SENATOR, DISTRICT 15

STATE SENATOR, DISTRICT 15

George Brian Vachris | REPUBLICAN
QUALIFICATIONS: See vachriscampaign.com for credentials. See:
https://texasgop.org/platform. I support the Platform of the Party
as it addresses the above over-simplified statements and nonanswers. All items are important, but block answers may be misinterpreted.
POWER GRID: See References: FERC report-20211116-3047_Cold
Weather Report-TX storm Uri_ November 2021. I will promote
the implementation of many recommendations therein as well as
others to increase grid reliability. I regret that the League has such
simplistic and ill-worded questions. Example: We cannot rapidly
implement a “no carbon” attempt to stop climate change without
starving millions. Food prices are already rising. Rather, we need
to build engineering solutions to accommodate change.

VOTING RIGHTS: The Press promulgates a LIE. SB1 makes voting
MORE ACCESSIBLE in Texas than in many other states. For example,
before COVID, neither New York, nor Pennsylvania, nor Connecticut
had ANY early voting! All states should require voter ID and prior
registration.
PUBLIC SAFETY: Judges must be given and shall review prior arrest
and disposition records of all accused at arraignment, prior to
granting bail. See: https://texasgop.org platform. I regret that the
League has such simplistic and ill-worded questions. Example:
Do I support reproductive rights? Yes, I do, and abortion prevents
reproduction, therefore I am against abortion. The baby has NO
safety, the baby is killed by abortion.

Website: www.vachriscampaign.com

John Whitmire | DEMOCRAT
QUALIFICATIONS: Experience. As the longest serving member
of the Senate, I serve as Dean. I am the only Democrat to chair
a committee in the Senate; and also serve on Senate Finance
and Senate Business and Commerce. I use my experience to
foster compromise.
POWER GRID: As a member of the Business and Commerce
Committee, I continue to ask tough questions of PUC and ERCOT
leaders, as well as of industry representatives. We must hold
regulators responsible and give them the tools they need to ensure
the reliability of our grid during summer months and winter storms.
We must also improve and fund programs for weatherization and
utility bill assistance for our most vulnerable Texans.

VOTING RIGHTS: I voted against SB 1 because it disenfranchises too
many voters. There is no reason we cannot expand voting hours,
early voting and mail in voting while ensuring secure elections.
We also need to pass online voter registration.
PUBLIC SAFETY: The criminal justice system is just that, a system.
When one part of the system fails, it all fails. We must expand
intervention and treatment to keep low level offenders out of our
jails and expand mental health services in the community. Our
courts must address the growing backlogs. We must continue to
address bail reform so that someone is not in jail simply because
they cannot afford bail. At the same time, we cannot continue to
let dangerous and repeat offenders out on multiple bonds.

Website: www.johnwhitmire.com

STATE SENATOR, DISTRICT 17
Joan Huffman | REPUBLICAN
NO RESPONSE RECEIVED

STATE SENATOR, DISTRICT 17

Titus Benton | DEMOCRAT
QUALIFICATIONS: I think elected office is a great way to love my
neighbor. I have always desired to make the lives of individuals,
families, and communities better. I’ve done it as a pastor &
nonprofit executive -- I can do it as state senator, too.
POWER GRID: We must winterize/weatherize the entire
infrastructure of our grid.
We need to hook up to the national grid. We must continue
to diversify our supply to keep up with demand as well.
These steps would not only make the grid more reliable, but
also more profitable.
VOTING RIGHTS: I think our elections are demonstrably
very secure. My concern is with efficiency and accessibility.
We disproportionately disadvantage minority communities,

the elderly, and folks with physical ailments in ways that make
getting to polling places hard. The “easier to vote, harder to cheat”
mantra of the last session sounded nice, but accomplished neither
goal. It’s just as hard to cheat now as it was before (extremely hard),
but no easier to vote for many residents in Texas.
PUBLIC SAFETY: Local jurisdictions should have authority in
the instances of natural disasters and pandemics. All 254 Texas
counties are not equally impacted by such things. The governor
holds too much power in these events. The scourge of gun
violence must be addressed with courage. It’s not about violating
a constitutional right -- it’s about ensuring safety with people
control, not gun control. Control what people can buy, own, and
use weapons.

Website: titusfortexas.com
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STATE SENATOR, DISTRICT 18
Lois W. Kolkhorst | REPUBLICAN
NO RESPONSE RECEIVED

STATE SENATOR, DISTRICT 18

Josh Tutt | DEMOCRAT
QUALIFICATIONS: I’ve worked in IT and Technical Support for
my whole career, giving me skills in technical documentation
and troubleshooting. I’ve volunteer over 1,000 hours with a
crisis hotline to learn active listening. I’m an LGBTQ+ non-profit
community leader.
POWER GRID: We need to increase production capacity and
transmission to anticipate increasing temperatures and
population growth demands. We need to connect to the national
grid for both redundancy in case of emergency, and to access
a broader energy market to sell renewable energy at time of
production. We need updates building codes that require better
energy efficiency and insulation, especially in residential
buildings. We need energy conservation strategies that prioritize
human lives and safety.
VOTING RIGHTS: Are any changes needed to SB1 in order to ensure
that voter registration, voting, and elections are accessible, secure,
and efficient? Please discuss your position. SB1 created barriers

for elderly, rural, and college age voters by making it harder to for
eligible voters to access vote by mail. It created more opportunities
for voter intimidation at the polls by removing an election judges’
authority to manage poll workers. It created new harsh penalties for
mistakes made by election workers, which makes it harder for small
counties to recruit volunteers for that role. Local county election
administrators need authority and support to run local elections.
PUBLIC SAFETY: What specific actions can the Texas Legislature
take to help address issues affecting public safety? Our
communities can benefit from having support from mental health
resources and social worker intervention instead of placing the
burden on armed police officers to respond to every situation
where a person is in distress. In Texas, Permitless carry makes
police officers’ job harder and made it easier for criminals to
get and carry guns with no licensing or training. We need better
funding for VFD’s and other emergency/natural Disaster first
responders. We must invest in infrastructure repairs.

Website: TuttForTexas.com

STATE REPRESENTATIVE
2-YEAR TERM. THE HOUSE IS ONE OF TWO CHAMBERS THAT MAKE UP THE TEXAS LEGISLATURE. THE REPRESENTATIVE IS ONE OF 150 REPRESENTATIVES.
THEY MAKE AND VOTE ON LAWS, DECIDE WHERE THE MONEY GOES WITHIN THE STATE GOVERNMENT, SERVE ON COMMITTEES SUCH AS AGRICULTURE AND
LIVESTOCK, BUSINESS AND INDUSTRY, ELECTIONS, HIGHER EDUCATION, ENERGY RESOURCES, ETC. BILLS FOR RAISING MONEY MUST ORIGINATE IN THE HOUSE.

QUESTIONS TO CANDIDATES:
QUALIFICATIONS: What training, experience and characteristics
qualify you for this position?
POWER GRID: What measurable actions will you take to significantly
increase the reliability of the power grid throughout the state?

VOTING RIGHTS: Are any changes needed in SB1 in order to ensure
that voter registration, voting, and elections are accessible, secure,
and efficient? Please discuss your position.
PUBLIC SAFETY: What specific actions can the Texas Legislature take
to help address issues affecting public safety?

STATE REPRESENTATIVE, DISTRICT 126

STATE REP., DISTRICT 126

E. Sam Harless | REPUBLICAN | RUNNING UNOPPOSED
VOTING RIGHTS: I am happy with SB 1 but we will monitor it closely
to see if we need to tweak it at all. Everyone who has the right to
vote should have their count.
PUBLIC SAFETY: Public safety is our number one job., we must
always make that our number one priority.

QUALIFICATIONS: I am currently of office finishing my second
term. I have lived and worked in the District for 46 years. I am
very involved in the community.
POWER GRID: I have served on State Affairs for 2 sessions which
ERCOT reports to. I help remove the old board members and the
CEO of ERCOT after the winter storm.

Website: Samharless126.com

STATE REPRESENTATIVE, DISTRICT 127
STATE REP., DISTRICT 127

Charles Cunningham | REPUBLICAN | RUNNING UNOPPOSED
VOTING RIGHTS: As the District 127 House Representative, I want
to ensure the integrity of our elections. Our elections should be
consistent throughout the state. We need to reduce the likelihood
of fraud, protect the secrecy of the ballot, allow for voter access,
and count all votes.
PUBLIC SAFETY: 1) Secure Our Border. 2) Address the organize
crime problem. 3) Put an end to the revolving door of dangerous
criminals at the courthouse.

QUALIFICATIONS: I’ve lived in the area since 1983. I have served
my community for decades at the state, regional, and local level.
First in the armed forces (US Army) and then on the Humble
School Board (12yrs) and the Humble City Council (3yrs).
POWER GRID: I have over 30 years of experience in the Electric
Utility Industry. It’s clear that Texas needs innovation in its
electrical infrastructure. I will work with the state leaders, the
business community and the residential customers to address
the needs and requirements around electrical demands, grid
modernization and power resilience.

Website: www.CharlesCunninghamTX.com
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STATE REPRESENTATIVE, DISTRICT 128
Briscoe Cain | REPUBLICAN

STATE REPRESENTATIVE, DISTRICT 128

NO RESPONSE RECEIVED

Charles “Chuck” Crews | DEMOCRAT
QUALIFICATIONS: With well over a decade in the petrochemical
industry, I know how to make plants run more efficiently & safely,
for those working in the plants as well as those in the surrounding
communities. We need more problem-solving engineers in Austin.
POWER GRID: I will craft, submit, & support legislation to
incentivize both sustainable energy & energy storage, as well
as ensure weatherization of existing thermal plants. Further,
I will push for more transparent reporting of safety margins &
weatherization progress.
VOTING RIGHTS: I have been a Volunteer Deputy Voter Registrar
(VDVR) and have served as an Early Vote Election Judge for years.
As such, I have personally witnessed the difficulties faced by many

Texans, which were exacerbated by SB1. First, voter registration
should be automatic for all eligible Texas high school students.
Next, straight-ticket, which was eliminated by Republicans in
2017, should be re-authorized. Third, polling locations should be
chosen based on defined metrics, rather than party whims.
PUBLIC SAFETY: Gun violence is now the number one killer of
children in Texas. There are many solutions: Gun buyers should
always have to pass background checks. Gun owners should have
to buy liability insurance, & demonstrate proficiency by annual
testing. Maternal mortality in Texas is among the worst in the
USA. Prenatal care should be free and readily available. Abortion
should be readily available on request, no questions asked.

Website: crewsfortx.org

STATE REPRESENTATIVE, DISTRICT 129
Dennis Paul | REPUBLICAN

STATE REPRESENTATIVE, DISTRICT 129

NO RESPONSE RECEIVED

Kat Marvel | DEMOCRAT
QUALIFICATIONS: I’m a person who cares very deeply for
the community I live in, and sees our current state laws
failing to support and raise up the individuals who make up
our communities, as well as the structures that bind a
community together.
POWER GRID: The job of a state rep is to introduce and pass laws.
Current laws have allowed the grid to decay while managing to
increase profits for a select few. I would pass updated laws that
would redirect those amazing profits into required upgrades and
maintenance, focusing heavily on sustainable and renewable
energy sources, as well as paid training for new technicians to
build and maintain this grid. This is a public utility, not a private
money-maker. It should be treated as such.
VOTING RIGHTS: SB-1 needs to be repealed in its entirety.
The sheer gall of pretending this bill has anything to do with

“integrity” is mind boggling. SB-1 transparently exists to
disenfranchise voters as much as possible, to the pure benefit of
one party. It’s not even subtle. I’ve worked for Harris County as a
poll worker for years. SB-1’s provisions do nothing to make voting
easier or more accurate. They exist solely to increase apathy in the
average voter. It’s gotta go.
PUBLIC SAFETY: Public safety is an enormous subject that’s been
heavily researched. That research has found the items that have to
be funded: 1. Education that is accessible and equitable; 2. Health
care that doesn’t put people in debt; 3. Communities that exist in
clean, well-maintained neighborhoods; 4. Childcare that doesn’t
require a woman to choose between her kids, her income, or
her education 5. Law enforcement that is supported by social
services rather than military surplus My action: fund it all.

Website: katmarvel.com

STATE REPRESENTATIVE, DISTRICT 130

STATE REP., DISTRICT 130

Tom Oliverson | REPUBLICAN | RUNNING UNOPPOSED
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STATE REPRESENTATIVE, DISTRICT 131

STATE REPRESENTATIVE, DISTRICT 131

Gerry Monroe | REPUBLICAN
QUALIFICATIONS: I’m a 13 year community Advocate/Activist. The
community doesn’t call my opponent when they need something
done. They call me. I’m a master negotiator. I have the will to fight
for all Texans.
POWER GRID: I plan on working with other legislators to write
better bills to strengthen Senate Bill 3. This bill requires upgrades
for power generators and transmission lines to make them better
withstand extreme weather. I will hold the Governor accountable
to make sure this is done.
VOTING RIGHTS: I’m a true fan of SB1. Every Texan should have a
valid ID to be able to vote. I will write a bill to make any form of

election fraud a felony. I’ll also write a bill to give the Attorney
General of Texas the power to prosecute those felonies. Also
there needs to be new laws in the state of Texas to prosecute
Local District Attorneys who fail to prosecute those that violate
election laws. I also want new legislation to eliminate election
administrators throughout the state.
PUBLIC SAFETY: Texas needs stronger sentencing laws. The war on
crime has to start today. The legislation must work as a collective
body to protect the public safety. The legal age to purchase a gun
should be 21 years old, not 18.

Website: Gerrymonroefortexas.com

Alma A. Allen | DEMOCRAT
QUALIFICATIONS: I served in HISD for 39 years as an elementary
teacher, assistant principal, principal, and in human resources
and central administration. I also served 10 years on the Texas
State Board of Education, and have been a State Representative
since 2005.
POWER GRID: The legislature must guarantee facilities are
weatherized, implement robust energy efficiency programs for
low-income households, and increase power storage.

VOTING RIGHTS: SB 1 needs to be fully repealed. The legislation
was filed and passed to address unfounded allegations of voter
fraud in the 2020 presidential election. It is designed to decrease
voter participation.
PUBLIC SAFETY: Public safety must be addressed with a
multifaceted approach, that includes officer training, mental
health services, community involvement, and a serious
discussion about gun control.

STATE REPRESENTATIVE, DISTRICT 132

STATE REPRESENTATIVE, DISTRICT 132

Mike Schofield | REPUBLICAN
NO RESPONSE RECEIVED

Cameron “Cam” Campbell | DEMOCRAT
QUALIFICATIONS: Being a former athlete, coach, and entrepreneur
prepared me for this position. My experience in the leadership
process, decision-making, and establishing and developing talent
will help me be successful in the position.
POWER GRID: Propose legislation to ensure the Public Utilities
Commission has enough oversight of EROCT and the state Utilities.
VOTING RIGHTS: SB1 is problematic in so many ways. A change of
the Voter ID for mail-in ballot, needs a provision change to reduce

the number of rejected ballots, and ensure the citizens who wish to
vote by mail ballot are able to do so. A provision change to assisting
the voter section, It limits the voter access to the ballot by causing
the person assisting the voter, by requiring them under perjury to
take an oath.
PUBLIC SAFETY: Pass common sense gun laws to protect our
communities . -Expanded Background Checks -Mental Health
Checks -Require Insurance for Gun Owner -Red Flag Laws

Website: www.votecoachcam.com

STATE REPRESENTATIVE, DISTRICT 133

STATE REPRESENTATIVE, DISTRICT 133

Mano DeAyala | REPUBLICAN
NO RESPONSE RECEIVED

Mohamad Maarouf | DEMOCRAT
NO RESPONSE RECEIVED

James Patrick Harren | LIBERTARIAN
NO RESPONSE RECEIVED
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STATE REPRESENTATIVE, DISTRICT 134
Ryan McConnico | REPUBLICAN
QUALIFICATIONS: Accomplished business leader and family man
with a stake in society functioning properly. I am committed
to the objective truth and commonsense solutions to help fight
inflation, reduce crime, and improve education across the State.
POWER GRID: - Insulate power generation infrastructure
- Incentivize power plants to store contingency fuel on location
- Invest in natural gas and nuclear power generation infrastructure
- Invest in battery technology for power storage

VOTING RIGHTS: Not at the moment
PUBLIC SAFETY: Fund the police and bail reform to keep violent
repeat criminals off the streets. It is very inefficient when officers
are re-arresting repeat violent criminals released on PR bonds at
the discretion of activist judges.

Website: www.McConnico.org

STATE REPRESENTATIVE, DISTRICT 134

Ann Johnson | DEMOCRAT
QUALIFICATIONS: I am a former Harris County Chief Human
Trafficking Prosecutor, teacher, and small business owner—and
passionate fighter for women and families in the State House.
In Austin, I earned the “Freshman Legislator of the Year” award
from my colleagues.
POWER GRID: I will continue to fight hard to hold utilities and
power companies accountable for their gross negligence and
price gouging. ERCOT, the regulatory board that oversees the
grid, needs wholesale reform, including tough transparency
requirements. Board appointees must have relevant qualifications
and expertise. We need to end the current practice of putting
the governor’s political cronies in charge of these life and
death decisions.
VOTING RIGHTS: SB1, the Republican voter suppression law, must
be repealed. Harris County led the way with popular programs

like 24-hour voting, reduced obstacles to mail-ballot voting, and
drive-thru voting (60 percent of drive-thru voters were women).
These innovations led to a record turnout of voters, and they should
be reinstated. SB1 provisions that allow partisan poll watchers to
intimidate voters must be reversed. The goal should be to make it
easy and safe to vote for every person eligible to vote.
PUBLIC SAFETY: Let’s start by passing common-sense laws to
reduce gun violence, like universal background checks and laws
that keep guns out of the hands of children and those who are
mentally unstable. Everyone who carries a gun should have a
permit. Let’s also eliminate the horrendous backlog of cases
in our criminal courts that is preventing us from reducing
crime. Governor Abbott refused our bipartisan request for more
criminal courts in 2021. I will bring that request back again.

Website: www.annjohnson.com

Carol Unsicker | LIBERTARIAN
QUALIFICATIONS: I have the confidence, because I’ve worked in
various industries, and learned to give and to take with colleagues.
POWER GRID: We need nuclear power, its time has come. We need
to embrace the science and allow a true free market, not restricted
as it is with ERCOT. Countries such as France has been using
nuclear for decades. The technology has change
for the better.

VOTING RIGHTS: Online voting should be available with encryption.
Voting should be easy, not complicated.
PUBLIC SAFETY: The war on drugs has failed. Instead of funding
for drug conviction, it should go for testing the rape kits and
solve the unsolved homicide cases.

Website: carolunsicker.com

STATE REPRESENTATIVE, DISTRICT 135
Mike May | REPUBLICAN

STATE REPRESENTATIVE, DISTRICT 135

NO RESPONSE RECEIVED

Jon Rosenthal | DEMOCRAT
QUALIFICATIONS: My best qualifications are my strong ethics,
morals, and values. I’m guided by logic, kindness, and honor.
I rely heavily on my background as an engineer, using research
to inform my views. And now I also have experience from two
terms in office.
POWER GRID: As the only Mechanical Engineer and the only
Energy Industry tech. professional in our Legislature, I am your
subject matter expert on Energy. I’ve brought numerous bills
to improve TX power infrastructure reliability. Main areas of
concern include weatherizing critical natural gas supply and
adopting a form of capacity market. We should also join the the
National grid network(s) for improved redundancy and reliability.
VOTING RIGHTS: SB1 was completely unnecessary and is
predicated on a false narrative. There is NO evidence of

widespread voter fraud in Texas. And even before SB1, Texas was
already the most difficult state in the USA to register and cast
a ballot. We must reverse this trend of voter suppression and
election worker scapegoating and intimidation as well. We should
start with online voter registration and then we should make
mail-in balloting more robust and accessible.
PUBLIC SAFETY: The police I know say that the FIRST thing we
should do is strike down the permit-less open carry law and raise
the age to 21 for any firearms purchase. We should require training
and a permit to carry a firearm in public. I want to establish a
statewide office for Violence Intervention and Prevention to
invest in proven measures to reduce domestic and and community
violence (HB 1580 from the 87th session). Also, our Bail system
should be reformed to be based primarily on RISK assessment.

Website: www.jonrosenthalTX.com
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STATE REPRESENTATIVE, DISTRICT 137

STATE REPRESENTATIVE, DISTRICT 137

Gene Wu | DEMOCRAT
VOTING RIGHTS: SB1 was a political answer that was looking for a
problem. Its intent has always been to provide one political party
an unfair advantage.
PUBLIC SAFETY: End the CASH BAIL system. Stop letting dangerous
criminals out of jail simply because they have money and
connections. Pass commonsense laws to curb gun violence. Use
technology and training for better community policing.

QUALIFICATIONS: I have a Masters in Public Policy; a Law Degree;
and I have over 10 years of experience in the Legislature, both as a
member and as staff.
POWER GRID: I will support and vote for legislation that connects
ERCOT to the rest of the nation. I will vote to support mandating
weatherization and higher minimum power reserves. I will
oppose the greed and corruption that has caused so much pain
and death in our state.

Website: genefortexas.com

Lee Sharp | LIBERTARIAN
QUALIFICATIONS: We have a collection of attorneys regulating
medicine, health, technology, construction... We also need people
who work in those fields who actually understand those things,
or we will continue to get the broken regulation they have been
giving us.
POWER GRID: We need a reserve capacity market, and
consequences for power generating companies who fail to deliver
power they have contracted for. This will give them incentive to
maintain equipment and to have reserves in place.
VOTING RIGHTS: Right now many people from both traditional
parties do not trust our elections. And this is getting worse.

We need investigations into all levels of voter fraud and voter
repression. And any fraud or repression uncovered needs to
be strongly prosecuted. This means non-partisan election law
enforcement with real teeth. Otherwise, we will lose the faith of
the voter and any hope for law and order.
PUBLIC SAFETY: The biggest thing is to get out of the public’s
way. This summer, a lot of rural school districts did that as they
became guardian schools. Public safety starts local. The Texas
legislature can support those efforts, but can not create them.
The best we can do is not stifle them.

Website: leewsharp.com

STATE REPRESENTATIVE, DISTRICT 138

STATE REPRESENTATIVE, DISTRICT 138

Lacey Hull | REPUBLICAN
VOTING RIGHTS: Yes, it is important that we ensure it is easy to
vote, but hard to cheat. One thing we can do to increase election
integrity is to make voter fraud a felony. This upholds the principle
of one-person-one-vote by punishing those seeking to cheat in our
elections. Election turnout has increased year-over-year as we have
made our elections more secure.
PUBLIC SAFETY: It is vital that we keep our community and schools
safe. Last session, we tripled border security funding including
better technology and more personnel. I am fighting to ensure law
enforcement is properly funded and for bail reform to stop activist
judges from releasing violent criminals onto our streets.

QUALIFICATIONS: I just finished my first session in the
Texas House and have a proven record of fighting for families.
If re-elected, I will continue the fight to cut-and-cap property
taxes, secure our border, and ensure our children receive a
quality education.
POWER GRID: Last session, we passed legislation to ensure power
generators and producers were considered critical infrastructure
and properly weatherized. Next session, I will fight for policies
that increase incentives for natural gas generators to build more
reliable infrastructure to keep up with demand and growth
(1,000 people move to Texas each day).

Website: www.laceyhull.com

Stephanie Morales | DEMOCRAT
QUALIFICATIONS: I represent people in court from all walks of
life. Having been a prosecutor, a defense attorney, and a child’s
attorney make me uniquely qualified to understand what Texans
need and to advocate for them in the Legistlature.
POWER GRID: No response received.
VOTING RIGHTS: Voter registration needs to be more efficient.
Changes should be made to where it can be done online by the
individual person signing up. There also needs to be changes to

voting, allowing it to be easier to vote. Whether this includes more
mail in voting, drive through voting, etc,there needs to be a change.
PUBLIC SAFETY: The Legislature can increase funding for
public safety. They can increase funding to school districts so
that schools can put in place measures that will protect our
children. They can also provide funding to counties and cities for
equipment that can help identify crimes.

Website: Stephaniefortexas.com

STATE REPRESENTATIVE, DISTRICT 139

STATE REPRESENTATIVE, DISTRICT 139
Jarvis D. Johnson | DEMOCRAT | RUNNING UNOPPOSED
QUALIFICATIONS: I have served as State Rep for District 139 since
2016, and prior to that I was on the Houston City Council. As State
Rep, I have secured legislative victories for my constituents,
and fought against bad legislation that would impact them.
POWER GRID: I will work to create a power grid that works for
the people, not corporations. Even after the deadly winter storm,
Republican leadership enacted “reforms” that allowed companies
to continue to make millions from a system that benefits themwhile consumers bear the brunt of the cost and live with the fear
of another power loss. The status of our grid is unacceptable.

VOTING RIGHTS: SB 1 was not passed to make elections more
accessible, secure, or efficient, this was a political bill centered
around Trumps Big Lie. So for starters, many SB 1 provisions need
to be repealed, like the issues with mail-in-ballot application
ID requirements, and the criminalization of small mistakes.
Additionally, it’s time our state operates in the 21st century and
allows online voter registration, same day registration, among
other changes.
PUBLIC SAFETY: There are many issues we should tackle regarding
public safety: the two priorities should be passing ALL provisions
from the Sandra Bland Act AND passing the entire George Floyd Act.

Website: www.repjarvisjohnson.com
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STATE REP., DISTRICT 140

STATE REPRESENTATIVE, DISTRICT 140
Armando Lucio Walle | DEMOCRAT | RUNNING UNOPPOSED
NO RESPONSE RECEIVED

STATE REP., DISTRICT 141

STATE REPRESENTATIVE, DISTRICT 141
Senfronia Thompson | DEMOCRAT | RUNNING UNOPPOSED
NO RESPONSE RECEIVED

STATE REP., DISTRICT 142

STATE REPRESENTATIVE, DISTRICT 142
Harold V. Dutton Jr. | DEMOCRAT | RUNNING UNOPPOSED
NO RESPONSE RECEIVED

STATE REP., DISTRICT 143

STATE REPRESENTATIVE, DISTRICT 143
Ana Hernandez | DEMOCRAT | RUNNING UNOPPOSED
NO RESPONSE RECEIVED

STATE REPRESENTATIVE, DISTRICT 144

STATE REPRESENTATIVE, DISTRICT 144
Mary Ann Perez | DEMOCRAT | RUNNING UNOPPOSED
QUALIFICATIONS: Representative Perez was first elected as State
Representative of House District 144 in 2012 and is currently
serving her fourth term in the Texas House of Representatives.
POWER GRID: Infrastructure upgrades will be required to address
the evolving energy needs in Texas. We need a power grid that is
reliable, resilient, efficient, and modernized.
VOTING RIGHTS: During the 2020 Election in Harris County,
drive-thru voting made voting more accessible to everyone, as
did, extended hours for Early Voting. We want to ensure that all

eligible voters have access to the ballot box, while maintaining
safe and secure elections.
PUBLIC SAFETY: Public safety relies on a partnership between law
enforcement and the community. Trust, transparency, and clear
communication are of the utmost importance. Texans deserve to
feel safe in their communities. Teachers and kids deserve to feel
safe in school. The Legislature needs to look into common-sense,
bipartisan gun safety legislation.

Website: www.votemaryannperez.com

STATE REP., DISTRICT 145

STATE REPRESENTATIVE, DISTRICT 145
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Michael Mabry | REPUBLICAN
NO RESPONSE RECEIVED
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STATE REPRESENTATIVE, DISTRICT 145

Christina Morales | DEMOCRAT
QUALIFICATIONS: I have served in the Texas House since
2019, navigating the pandemic, Winter Storm Uri, and three
special sessions—I now feel I am as veteran as anyone. I have
distinguished myself with constituent services and proactive
community engagement.
POWER GRID: I support reforms to ERCOT that would weatherize
our grid and integrate it with neighboring grids to allow for
support in an emergency. Texas has powered the world for
decades, and the failure to provide power to its own people is
shameful and dangerous.
VOTING RIGHTS: The new restrictions on voting by mail impacted
my Republican colleagues and disadvantaged all vote-by-mail

voters. Those disproportionally affected seniors and voters
with disabilities. I hope that realization will open the door to
rolling back other restrictions that did nothing to curb imaginary
voter fraud.
PUBLIC SAFETY: An immediate roll-back of open carry laws.
Our children live with the trauma of constant shooter drills
and cannot escape the reality of knowing a deadly shooting can
happen at any moment. These psychological injuries are only
worsened by the sight of armed people walking the streets. Red
flag laws for Texas must be enacted and specifically address
“boyfriend”/intimate partner loopholes. I want an age limit for
these high-powered rifles and stricter permit requirements.

Website: www.moralesfordistrict145.com

STATE REP., DISTRICT 146

STATE REPRESENTATIVE, DISTRICT 146
Shawn Nicole Thierry | DEMOCRAT | RUNNING UNOPPOSED
NO RESPONSE RECEIVED

STATE REPRESENTATIVE, DISTRICT 147

STATE REPRESENTATIVE, DISTRICT 147

Jolanda Jones | DEMOCRAT | RUNNING UNOPPOSED
QUALIFICATIONS: Before serving as State Rep., I served on
Houston City Council and HISD’s Board. I am a small business
owner and attorney who sees the real impact of laws on everyday
people, a valuable perspective for my work in the legislature
fighting for Texans.
POWER GRID: We must get the politics out of the power grid.
Currently, the people in charge are political appointees of the
governor, many with no experience managing critical power
infrastructure. ERCOT should be completely overhauled. We
should connect the Texas grid to other national power networks
so we can utilize more power during extreme weather events,
rather than blacking people out like we did during the freeze.
There must be more robust oversight.
VOTING RIGHTS: We need to immediately repeal SB1, the voter
suppression bill passed in 2021. I support an end to discriminatory

ID practices. We need to pass automatic and online voter
registration. Voting by mail and 24-hour voting and drive- through
voting should be available to all. In 2020, in the middle of the
pandemic, our county showed that if you make it easy and safe to
vote, more people will vote. That’s what is necessary for free and
fair elections.
PUBLIC SAFETY: The Texas Legislature should restore local control
so that cities and counties can keep their residents safe. For
example, in 2021, over the strong objections of law enforcement
and local governments, the Legislature allowed Texans to carry
handguns in public without going through training or having
to get permits. Houston and Harris County have been flooded
with guns and have no power to keep them out of the hands of
dangerous people.

Website: www.JolandaJones.com

STATE REPRESENTATIVE, DISTRICT 148 (continued on page 30)
Kay Smith | REPUBLICAN

STATE REPRESENTATIVE, DISTRICT 148

NO RESPONSE RECEIVED

Penny Morales Shaw | DEMOCRAT
QUALIFICATIONS: I am a 21-year attorney from Houston,
mom of 4 young adults, daughter of an Airforce Veteran, and
longtime business owner. A significant part of my practice has
been in human and civil rights. I’ve proudly served as State
Representative since 2020.
POWER GRID: Working diligently, through legislation and
otherwise, to hold the Commission accountable for providing
sufficient and affordable power during the most extreme weather
and to every household, but especially to vulnerable facilities such
as senior assisted living centers and medical facilities. Preventing
consumer price gouging and black-outs. Requiring ERCOT to
maintain reservoirs of power that exceed the public’s needs.
VOTING RIGHTS: Yes. SB1 makes it harder to vote in a state that
is already one of the more difficult states to vote in. SB1 creates

many voter pitfalls and challenges to finally having a vote count.
I protested the passage of SB1 knowing the challenges that voters
would face. Changes such as making the complaint process
written, public and transparent; eliminating the requirement of
matching signatures with historic signatures, and eliminating
free-range poll watchers that can intimidate voters are a few.
PUBLIC SAFETY: Pass responsible gun ownership laws, such as
raising the age to 21, mandatory background checks, banning
open access to assault weapons, and mandating reporting to local
authorities. Adequately fund our public schools so that students
have access to counselors, extracurricular activities and well-paid
teachers. Ensure a fair, just criminal justice and court system
and well-trained law enforcement professionals. Raise minimum
wage so that people have access to better living conditions.

Website: voteforpenny.com
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STATE REP. DISTRICT 148

STATE REPRESENTATIVE, DISTRICT 148 (continued from page 29)
Grizzle Trojacek | LIBERTARIAN
NO RESPONSE RECEIVED

STATE REPRESENTATIVE, DISTRICT 149
Lily Truong | REPUBLICAN

STATE REPRESENTATIVE, DISTRICT 149

NO PHOTO
PROVIDED

QUALIFICATIONS: Trustee for the Alief ISD for the second
consecutive term. 22 years providing assistance to families with
children diagonsed with autism. More than 10 years teaching ESL
and GED for adult education.
POWER GRID: To improve the reliability of the power gridelectricity in reserve must be increased. Wind and solar are
supplements only. Natural gas shouls supported and winterized.
Coal is still a good addition and is environmentally resposible.
Nuclear is the one area where supply can be greatly enhanced.

VOTING RIGHTS: The system of voter registration is readily
available and wasy. Voter ID is necessary. Poll watchers and
random audits can increase voter confidence. The steps taking
during the covid crisis should be avoided as they made fraud
more possible.
PUBLIC SAFETY: Public safety can be greatly enhanced by
supporting law enforcement, funding law enforcement, remove
no-cash bonds, secure the border, and avoid letting felons out of
prison during crisis like during Covid pandemic.

Website: lilytexas.com

Hubert Vo | DEMOCRAT
QUALIFICATIONS: I have several years of experience in the
legislature. I’ve built a reputation of working with my colleagues
to effect legislation. It is my nature to work quietly behind the
scenes to get things done.
POWER GRID: I hear from my constituents that their bills are
going up but the power grid is not getting better. I believe that
we must empower Texans to use their collective voice to demand
improvements. I intend to keep my constituents informed of
actions and inactions of the legislature, the governor and PUC.
The people of this state are more powerful than they understand.
VOTING RIGHTS: SB1 put into place rules that have negatively

affected our election process. Voter registration has been made
more burdensome. I understand 42 states have implemented
online registration; many have used this system since the
early 2000s. Our system of voting by mail in Texas was made more
complicated, so much so that thousands of applications for ballots
and actual ballots were thrown out. I just want the whole voting
process to be easy and fair.
PUBLIC SAFETY: I’d like to see the state revisit how we deal with
people in need of behavioral, mental and addiction services.
Our neglect in this area has directly affected people who seek help
and has added to our public safety problems.

Website: hubertvo.com

Braxton Bogue | LIBERTARIAN
NO RESPONSE RECEIVED

STATE REPRESENTATIVE, DISTRICT 150
Valoree Swanson | REPUBLICAN

STATE REPRESENTATIVE, DISTRICT 150

NO RESPONSE RECEIVED

Ginny Brown Daniel | DEMOCRAT
QUALIFICATIONS: As a pastor, my goal was to create space
where people of different cultures, gender identities, races, &
political beliefs could bring our differences together to serve the
community. As bishop, I led a multimillion-dollar organization
of churches.
POWER GRID: It is unacceptable that, as the Energy Capital of
the world, Texas’ power grid remains unreliable and deadly. I will
advocate for weatherizing the power grid for the extreme
weather we face; I will call for accountability to the past failures;
I will call for an aggressive schedule to correct fixable errors;
I will advocate for more renewable energy opportunities; and I
will demand the state consider connecting the Texas power grid
to other grids nationally.
VOTING RIGHTS: In 2020, Harris County saw a 35% increase in
voter turnout. This is because voters were given more accessibility

to voting than ever before with 24-hour voting locations as well
as drive-thru voting. If our goal is to ensure every voter has the
ability to vote, then we must strengthen voter accessibility with
changes like those made by Harris County. We must also ease the
restrictions on mail-in ballot information so that thousands of
valid Republican and Democrat ballots are not rejected again.
PUBLIC SAFETY: We must pass gun sense legislation that ensures
the safety of every member of our family when we go to school,
work, worship, shopping, and at home. This can be done with
background checks, raising the minimum age to purchase an
assault rifle to 21, and requiring safe storage of guns at home.
I have been attending the monthly Public Safety Forum
meetings and appreciate the collaborative effort of law
enforcement, business owners, faith leaders, school officials.
Safety requires collaboration.

Website: www.texansforginny.com
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CHIEF JUSTICE, 1ST COURT OF APPEALS
SIX-YEAR TERM. COURTS OF APPEALS HEAR APPEALS ON CIVIL AND CRIMINAL CASES FROM LOWER COURTS IN THEIR DISTRICTS.
CURRENT SALARY FOR CHIEF JUSTICE: $187,800.

QUESTIONS TO CANDIDATES:
ETHICS: Since judicial candidates solicit donations and raise money
to be elected, how can voters be assured that campaign donations
will not impact how judges interpret the law and/or review lower
court decisions?
STANDARDS: Texas requires candidates for this Court be licensed
in Texas for at least 10 years and have no suspensions or revocations
in that time. What are the positive and negative impacts of
this requirement?

EQUITY: What can be done to improve access to justice for all,
including persons or groups who may be underserved?
COURT SYSTEM: What is your view of the Texas Courts of Appeals
system and what changes, if any, would you recommend?

Terry Adams | REPUBLICAN
NO RESPONSE RECEIVED

CHIEF JUSTICE, 1ST COURT OF APPEALS

Julie Countiss | DEMOCRAT
ETHICS: I hired a campaign consultant to oversee the
contributions made to my campaign. I am aware of and
appreciative of my donors and supporters but I rely on my
consultant to follow-up and interact with them when it involves
collecting donations. In my three years on the bench, campaign
donations have never impacted how I interpret the law or review
lower court decisions.
STANDARDS: The decisions I make on the First Court of Appeals
impact your rights, that is--your life, your liberty and your
property. So attorneys who run for these courts need a solid
foundation practicing Texas law to be prepared for the bench.
There is more to being a good judge though. Candidates should
also believe wholly in equality of all people under the law and
have a track record to show it.

EQUITY: Judges need to study implicit bias and how it affects the
decisions they make. I completed a course taught by the National
Judicial College and will continue to seek out more training. And
as our judiciary itself becomes more diverse, we see better access
to justice and a dedication to fairness and impartiality having a
positive impact on underserved communities.
COURT SYSTEM: The most important change we need is more
diversity on the bench. The more our judges reflect everyone in
the community, the better our courts can serve all Texans. For
example, as laws are passed that impact women’s rights in Texas,
judges will be the ones deciding how to apply those laws. Electing
more women to the bench will bring our voices to the table for more
fairness and representation.

Website: www.JulieCountiss.com

Ted Wood | INDEPENDENT
ETHICS: Voters cannot be so assured. As long as a judge accepts
campaign contributions, there will always be a perception that
those contributions impact the judge’s decisions. This is the
case even if the judge does not let contributions affect his or her
decisions. It’s the perception that undermines public confidence
in our courts. I recognize this and have chosen to accept no
money from anyone.
STANDARDS: I have no problem whatsoever with this rule.
The law is an effort to ensure that judges on courts of appeals
have a certain minimum level of legal experience.
EQUITY: Let me offer one specific suggestion. Right now, a
criminal defendant who loses at the court of appeals has the right

to file a petition for discretionary review (PDR) with the Texas
Court of Criminal Appeals (CCA). But a defendant is not entitled
to a court-appointed lawyer to file a PDR. This means indigent
defendants have no real ability to seek review from the CCA.
This should be changed.
COURT SYSTEM: The judges shouldn’t be elected in partisan
elections. A bill was introduced in the Texas House a few years
ago that would have made judicial elections non-partisan. The bill
went nowhere. That’s too bad. It’s not the role of a judge to advance
a political agenda. So electing Republican and Democratic judges
makes no sense. That’s why I’m running as an Independent.

Website: http://Tedforchief.com

MORE QUESTIONS? GET ANSWERS
WWW.LWVHOUSTON.ORG/VOTERS-GUIDE
WWW.HARRISVOTES.COM
WWW.CHRON.COM
Call League of Women Voters Houston/KPRC Channel 2 Election Day Hotline on Election Day
November 8 from 7:00am – 7:00pm
713.778.8920 (English)
713.778.8930 (Spanish)
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JUSTICE, COURT OF APPEALS
SIX-YEAR TERM. COURTS OF APPEALS HEAR APPEALS ON CIVIL AND CRIMINAL CASES FROM LOWER COURTS IN THEIR DISTRICTS.
CURRENT SALARY FOR JUSTICE: $154,000 TO $184,800.

QUESTIONS TO CANDIDATES:

ETHICS: Since judicial candidates solicit donations and raise money
to be elected, how can voters be assured that campaign donations
will not impact how judges interpret the law and/or review lower
court decisions?
STANDARDS: Texas requires candidates for this Court be licensed in
Texas for at least 10 years and have no suspensions or revocations

in that time. What are the positive and negative impacts of this
requirement?
EQUITY: What can be done to improve access to justice for all,
including persons or groups who may be underserved?
COURT SYSTEM: What is your view of the Texas Courts of Appeals
system and what changes, if any, would you recommend?

1ST COURT OF APPEALS, PLACE 4

1ST COURT OF APPEALS, PLACE 4

April Farris | REPUBLICAN
ETHICS: Because Texas has an elected judiciary, judicial candidates
unfortunately are required to participate in fundraising. Texas law
caps contributions to judicial races at levels that guard against undue
influence by any single contributor. Voters can choose candidates
based on character and reputation for impartiality. Texas should
explore judicial selection models that don’t require fundraising.
STANDARDS: These requirements ensure that the judges have the
experience, temperament, and judgment necessary to resolve cases
correctly and fairly. Texas appellate courts handle significant matters
involving people’s freedom, families, and finances. Justice suffers
when cases are decided by inexperienced judges who lack appellate
expertise. I see no negative impacts from these requirements.

EQUITY: The cost of attending college and law school should be
significantly decreased. Graduating attorneys often leave school
with so much debt that they cannot take on cases for low paying
clients. Legal aid helps, but systemic reform to the legal education
finance system would achieve a far more equal playing field.
COURT SYSTEM: The Texas Courts of Appeals system is strong.
Although our trial courts are significantly backlogged from the
pandemic, the First Court of Appeals is not. I am proud of
contributing to our Court’s 100% case disposition rate, and I will
continue to work hard to ensure that cases are decided promptly
and correctly.

Website: www.aprilfarris.com

Mike Engelhart | DEMOCRAT
ETHICS: The honest answer is that it’s tricky. However, in 14 years
as a State District Court Judge I’ve received excellent reviews from
plaintiff and defense lawyers in annual Houston Bar Association polls.
This shows I rule fairly based on the facts and law. Those polls are
anonymous so they are a very good indication of the true sentiment of
the very lawyers who practice in front of our Court daily.
STANDARDS: The positives are that voters can be confident that
an attorney running to be a Judge has some experience and has
demonstrated a certain ethical fitness for the position. The
negatives include possible exclusion of some very qualified
younger attorneys who would otherwise be excellent Judges.

Website: http://linktr.ee/JudgeMikeEngelhart

EQUITY: In Harris County, we are doing a lot of these things, but
generally speaking, we need more interpreters in the Courts, and
simple forms for non-English speakers. Further, we need more funding
for volunteer and charitable legal services to assist people in cases of
moderate complexity so that they have not just their day in Court, but
meaningful hearings with successful outcomes where warranted.
COURT SYSTEM: I believe the Texas Courts of Appeals are the most
important Courts in Texas as 95% + of cases that are appealed end
in those Courts. They can be more efficient, publish opinions more
quickly, and provide fairer and more balanced outcomes for parties
whether they are rich or poor. Finally, I would like to bring the
innovations we’ve achieved in our Court to the Court of Appeals.

14TH COURT OF APPEALS, PLACE 2

14TH COURT OF APPEALS, PLACE 2

Kevin Jewell | REPUBLICAN
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ETHICS: This question raises one of the most problematic
consequences of partisan judicial elections in Texas. Judges,
however, must take an oath to follow the constitution and
Texas laws. Judges who do not follow this oath may be subject
to disciplinary or other proceedings in the Judicial Conduct
Commission or the Texas Ethics Commission. Voters should
research candidates.
STANDARDS: This is a positive requirement because it is designed
to ensure appellate court justices have appropriate experience. In

fact, I would suggest a minimum practice requirement of greater
than 10 years. Any lawyer whose license has been suspended or
revoked should not be on the bench.
EQUITY: Increase resources to legal-aid clinics, including access to
bilingual services.
COURT SYSTEM: The workload statewide is not distributed
evenly. I also support changing the way in which Texas selects its
appellate court justices.

Website: www.justicekevinjewell.com

Cheri C. Thomas | DEMOCRAT
ETHICS: The independence of the judiciary is critical to justice and
the rule of law. Judges are governed by the Texas Code of Judicial
Conduct, which requires judges to comply with the law and act
with integrity and impartiality. In accordance with the Code and
my own personal code, I have maintained, and will continue to
maintain, high ethical standards.
STANDARDS: While not all suspensions result from disciplinary
issues, this requirement precludes lawyers who have had serious
disciplinary issues from becoming judges. It also precludes
experienced lawyers who have recently moved to, and become
licensed in, Texas from running for this position.

Website: www.cherithomasforjustice.com

LEAGUE OF WOMEN VOTERS OF HOUSTON

EQUITY: To improve access to justice, we need to provide additional
legal resources and representation for underserved individuals.
We also need better systems for connecting individuals with
existing resources. A central database or search engine of pro bono
resources and organizations would improve access to justice for all.
COURT SYSTEM: I would not change the basic organization of the
Courts of Appeals. Addressing recent bills proposing changes
to the system, Justices from both parties testified before the
Legislature on the negatives of changing the number of Texas
Courts of Appeals and/or the types of cases they can hear. Chief
Justice of Texas’s 3rd COA said it well: “[s]tability is important for
the judicial system.”
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14TH COURT OF APPEALS, PLACE 9

14TH COURT OF APPEALS, PLACE 9

Randy Wilson | REPUBLICAN
ETHICS: All litigants are treated equally by me. Although
voluntary, I strictly comply with the campaign contribution
limits detailed in the Judicial Contribution Fairness Act. I do not
and will not accept contributions from parties who have cases
before me. If I am so close to a party such that it would affect my
impartiality, I have and I will recuse myself.
STANDARDS: These requirements are necessary to ensure
competency. I have never been suspended or had my licensed
revoked. I previously served on the state bar grievance committee
and was an adjunct professor of professional ethics at the
University of Houston Law School. Moreover, when I was a trial
lawyer, one legal directory named me as one the 500 leading
lawyers in America.

EQUITY: Every litigant should have access to the courthouse.
I support all efforts to improve access to the poor including greater
participation by the bar. During the 16 years I was a trial judge,
when I saw a party who did not have a lawyer but nevertheless had
a meritorious case, I appointed the party a lawyer even though the
lawyer would not be paid.
COURT SYSTEM: I currently serve on the 14th Court of Appeals
which hears appeals from 10 counties. The 1st Court of Appeals
also hears appeals from the same 10 counties. The only change
I recommend is that the 1st and 14th Courts should be combined.
This would increase efficiency and prevent inconsistent rulings
by the two courts.

Website: www.judgerandywilson.com

William Demond | DEMOCRAT
ETHICS: They cannot be assured that campaign donations will not
have such an impact; they can, however, elect trustworthy judges
who do not allow campaign donations to impact their rulings and
vote to remove judges from office if they violate the People’s trust.
STANDARDS: The upside is that the People are served by judges
who (presumably) have ten years of experience; the downsides
are that (1) there is no guarantee candidates spent that time
practicing law or appearing in court and (2) there is presently no
exception for attorneys who experience hardships that prevented
them from paying their fees on time.
EQUITY: We can elect judges who (1) have experiences representing
diverse clients with diverse backgrounds; (2) will hire diverse

staff members; and (3) will participate in internship programs to
build the future of the bar. We can also encourage participation in
implicit bias training, recognize attorneys and firms who
perform pro bono work, and allocate funds to help cover some
pro bono expenses.
COURT SYSTEM: Our appellate system tends to be efficient and
staffed by professionals who love researching and writing about
the law. The appellate bar, however, lacks diversity; I would
seek to increase diversity through continuing to encourage and
mentor young attorneys and law students who are not currently
represented in appellate practice.

Website: www.williamdemond.com
EMPOWERING
VOTERS.
DEFENDING
DEMOCRACY.

VOTING FOR JUDGES IN TEXAS
Although in some states judges are appointed, most judges in Texas
are elected. Voting decisions in judicial races are among the most
important that a Texas voter makes.

WHY ARE JUDICIAL ELECTIONS IMPORTANT?

Judges make decisions about fundamental issues that affect all of us —
family life, education, healthcare, housing, employment, finances,
discrimination, civil rights, public safety, and government actions.
Those decisions can have long-lasting impact on individuals, groups,
and the public as a whole. It is critical that our judges make fair
decisions based upon open-minded and unbiased consideration of
the facts and the law in each case. Judges must know the law and not
be influenced by any external political and economic factors.

WHAT SHOULD VOTERS LOOK FOR WHEN
ELECTING JUDGES?

According to the American Bar Association, principles to consider in
selection of judges include:
• Judges should uphold the rule of law.
• Judges should be independent and impartial.
• Judges should possess the appropriate temperament and character.
• Judges should possess the appropriate capabilities and credentials.
• Judges and the judiciary should have the confidence of the public.
• The judicial system should be diverse and reflective of the
		 society it serves.
• Judges should be constrained to perform their duties in a manner
		 that justifies public faith and confidence in the court.

Unlike candidates for most political offices, judicial
candidates cannot make promises about decisions
they would make when certain issues or types of
cases come up in their court. Questions posed to
judges, therefore, focus on improvements they would
make to their court, the need for impartiality and how
they would increase access to justice.

HOW IS THE TEXAS COURT
SYSTEM ORGANIZED?

The Texas court system is made up of a statewide
network of trial courts and appellate courts.
In trial courts, judges and/or juries evaluate the
facts and the law and make a decision in a civil
or criminal legal dispute. When decisions in
most trial courts are appealed, they are sent to an appellate
court where judges consider what happened at the trial court,
evaluate legal arguments, and then decide if a mistake was made.
See www.courts.state.tx.us/pubs/court-overview.pdf for a chart of the
Texas court structure.
The state’s two highest courts, the Texas Supreme Court and the
Court of Criminal Appeals, have both administrative and appellate
responsibilities. The Supreme Court is the final court of appeals within
Texas for both civil and juvenile cases. The Court of Criminal Appeals
hears criminal cases that are appealed from one of the 14 Courts of
Appeals and death penalty cases that by law go straight to the Court of
Criminal Appeals. Members of the Texas Supreme Court and the Court
of Criminal Appeal are elected for six-year terms, with three elected
every two years. Vacancies on either of these two courts are filled by
gubernatorial appointment until the next general election.
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DISTRICT JUDGE - CIVIL
DISTRICT COURTS ARE THE TRIAL COURTS OF GENERAL JURISDICTION OF TEXAS. THEY HAVE ORIGINAL JURISDICTION IN FELONY CRIMINAL CASES,
DIVORCE CASES, CASES INVOLVING TITLE TO LAND, ELECTION CONTEST CASES, CIVIL MATTERS IN WHICH THE AMOUNT OF MONEY OR
DAMAGES INVOLVED IS $200 OR MORE, AND ANY MATTERS IN WHICH JURISDICTION IS NOT PLACED IN ANOTHER TRIAL COURT.
THE COURTS MAY SPECIALIZE IN CIVIL, CRIMINAL, JUVENILE, OR FAMILY LAW MATTERS. 4-YEAR TERM OF OFFICE.

QUESTIONS TO CANDIDATES:
QUALIFICATIONS: What training, experience and characteristics
qualify you for this position?
CIVIL CASES: What will you do to promote the just, prompt, and
affordable resolution of civil cases that come before your court?

DISCOVERY PROCESS: How will you ensure that attorneys and
litigants do not abuse the discovery process?

55TH JUDICIAL DISTRICT - CIVIL

55TH JUDICIAL DISTRICT - CIVIL

Nile Copeland | REPUBLICAN
QUALIFICATIONS: I have been practicing law for 20+ years, a
licensed realtor for 10+ years, a mediator and an arbitrator.
I served the City of Houston as an Associate Municipal Judge
for over 9 years.
CIVIL CASES: We need to maintain a tight control of the docket. As
such I will set a reasonable but firm schedule for attorneys to follow.

We need to catch up on docket backlog and stay ahead of scheduling
issues.
DISCOVERY PROCESS: A judge needs to be firm and when it’s clear
there is discovery abuse. As such, a judge needs to be committed to
sanction lawyers or parties when appropriate.

Latosha Lewis Payne | DEMOCRAT
QUALIFICATIONS: I have tried over 45 jury trials since taking the
bench as Presiding Judge in 2019. I am Board Certified in Civil Trial
Law. I had an 18-year diverse trial and litigation practice as a partner
at Gardere Wynne Sewell and Trahan Kornegay Payne.
CIVIL CASES: I will continue to make sure the court has enough
available oral hearing days so that motions may be heard quickly
and provide clear and understandable court procedures. For
instance, I require an oral hearing for all matters involving self
represented litigants and during the pandemic sent an additional

court notice with information on how to access Zoom hearings.
I will continue to conduct some hearings remotely to increase
access to justice. I have added a Spanish speaker to my court staff.
DISCOVERY PROCESS: I will continue to require substantive
certificates of conference on discovery motions. I will continue to
provide oral hearings within a short time frame to promote quick
and early resolution of discovery issues. I will continue to remain
open to sanctions pursuant to the Texas rules for those that abuse
the discovery process.

Website: www.latoshalewispayne.com

113TH JUDICIAL DISTRICT - CIVIL

113TH JUDICIAL DISTRICT - CIVIL

Nathan J. Milliron | REPUBLICAN
QUALIFICATIONS: I believe in a fair and equitable court that
is committed to the rule of law. I’ve practiced law in Harris
County and within Texas since 2004. I’m experienced, I have a
strong work ethic, and I will prove to have an excellent judicial
temperament.
CIVIL CASES: I plan to order parties to mediate early in the
litigation process, while fees and costs should remain reasonable
and not an impediment to settlement. I will dismiss cases that
aren’t moving forward. Period. I will absolutely deny continued
requests for continuance if a case has stalled and no new action
has taken place. On my watch, cases will move forward and rulings

will be made (up or down) in a timely fashion so individuals and
small business, especially, can look to the future.
DISCOVERY PROCESS: The Rules of Civil Procedure require
mandatory initial disclosures. I take them seriously and view
them as the roadmap for the case. Most parties will have the
evidence they need when they file suit. I believe most pertinent
information should be exchanged at the disclosure stage and there
shouldn’t be a lot of infighting thereafter. Ridiculous discovery
requests seeking court intervention will be viewed unfavorably
especially if the parties won’t cooperate with one another.

Website: www.votemilliron.com

Rabeea Collier | DEMOCRAT
QUALIFICATIONS: As the incumbent judge presiding over 40+ jury
trials, being board certified in Civil Trial Law, my experience as a
trial lawyer for 12+ years, and my local and state judicial leadership
roles qualify me for Judge of the 113th Civil District Court.
CIVIL CASES: As judge, I have and will continue to focus on the
following to ensure just, prompt, and affordable resolution of
civil cases: a) treating every person and organization equally in
my deliberations, b) treating every individual that comes into the
courtroom with the utmost respect and integrity, c) being attentive
for subtle bias or prejudice throughout the proceedings, d) rendering

timely decisions, and e) encouraging early resolution through
mediation and other informal settlement discussions.
DISCOVERY PROCESS: My primary role is to effectively manage the
caseload and allow for jury trials while ensuring that all parties
are being treated fairly and the law is being applied in a just and
consistent manner. To that end, meaningful discovery is necessary
for parties to be prepared for settlement discussions, dispositive
motions, and trial. As such, I am committed to continuing my
practice of rendering timely, consistent, and firm discovery rulings
to prevent discovery abuses.

Website: judgecollier.com
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157TH JUDICIAL DISTRICT - CIVIL

157TH JUDICIAL DISTRICT - CIVIL

Sonya L. Aston | REPUBLICAN
QUALIFICATIONS: I have over 15 years of litigation experience in
construction, environmental and business cases. Additionally, I
was the Administrator of Elections for Harris County for 8 years,
successfully managing 1,000s of employees for many elections.
CIVIL CASES: I will use my management skills to move cases
along quickly and efficiently. I will constantly review the court’s
processes to ensure all cases are given the same effort and

attention in the most expeditious manner. I will work with my
staff the ensure that they have the training and skills to do their
jobs and stretch them to do even better. I will put in the time and
effort that it takes to keep the docket on schedule.
DISCOVERY PROCESS: I will be available to address concerns
as soon as they arise, managing issues before they become
big problems.

Tanya Garrison | DEMOCRAT
QUALIFICATIONS: Prior to the bench, I was an active trial lawyer Board Certified in Civil Appellate Law. I handled numerous trials and
appeals, a member of the American Board of Trial Advocates. I was
also named Judge of the Year in 2021 by TACTAS.
CIVIL CASES: I run an efficient docket, actively moving cases from
filing thru settlement and/or trial. Since taking the bench in 2019,

I’ve maintained one of the lowest case dockets, highest clearance
rate, and highest number of trials to verdict.
DISCOVERY PROCESS: I have little tolerance for discovery abuse,
and an open oral hearing docket for attorneys to file motions when
others participate in such conduct.

Website: www.tanyagarrison.com

189TH JUDICIAL DISTRICT - CIVIL

189TH JUDICIAL DISTRICT - CIVIL

Erin Elizabeth Lunceford | REPUBLICAN
QUALIFICATIONS: I am a 34-year trial lawyer and former Judge
of the 61st District Court. I have personally tried over 38 cases to
verdict and handled 40 appeals, including to the Texas Supreme
Court. In my 18 months on the bench I presided over 30 jury trials.
CIVIL CASES: I will set all cases for trial and timely rule on all
motions and other matters before the court. I will preside over as
many trials as possible in order to reduce the backlog of the court
and encourage resolution of cases through settlement by holding
parties to their assigned trial settings. I will come to work at the

courthouse timely and regularly so that the public can see the
work done in my court.
DISCOVERY PROCESS: I will entertain and timely rule on all
discovery motions. I will offer to review documents in camera
as necessary and will hold in-person and Zoom hearings to rule
on discovery motions. I will also offer to hold depositions in my
courtroom in situations where real time rulings on objections
may be necessary. These were the actions I used when I previously
served as Judge of the 61st District Court.

Website: www.JudgeLunceford.com

Tamika “Tami” Craft | DEMOCRAT
NO RESPONSE RECEIVED
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190TH JUDICIAL DISTRICT - CIVIL

190TH JUDICIAL DISTRICT - CIVIL

Fred Shuchart | REPUBLICAN
QUALIFICATIONS: I have been involved in commercial and personal
injury litigation for 37 years. I have tried cases, both jury and
bench, throughout the State of Texas and have argued appeals in
multiple State Appellate Courts and the Federal 5th Circuit.
CIVIL CASES: Justice delayed is justice denied. If elected, I will set
all maters for trial within the guidelines prescribed by the Texas
Supreme Court. I will also set smaller but more frequent dockets to
reduce waiting time in court. I will hold regular status conferences
to ensure that the cases are moving forward. I will allow more
telephone and video appearances for pre-trial matters. I will issue

fair and timely rulings so that the parties know what is at issue and
can prepare their case accordingly.
DISCOVERY PROCESS: My goal is to avoid discovery abuses by
enforcing state and local rules governing “meet and confer” on
discovery matters, holding attorneys accountable for discovery
responses under Rules 193.3(1) & (2), setting realistic deadlines
and conducting status conferences to facilitate communication
particularly in multi-party cases. If these methods are not
successful, I will exercise my authority under Rule 192.4 to tailor
discovery to avoid abuses.

Website: www.electfred190.com

Beau Miller | DEMOCRAT
QUALIFICATIONS: Before election to the bench in 2018, Judge Miller
was in private practice, representing a wide range of clients in
commercial, products liability, and Section 1983 litigation. From
2001 through 2003, Judge Miller was a law clerk for a federal judge.
CIVIL CASES: After almost four years on the bench and despite
COVID 19, the 190th Court is one of the most efficient civil trial
courts in Harris County. During the Pandemic, the 190th had both
the first virtual bench trial in Harris County and, when safety
protocols were established, the first in-person jury trial. We will

continue to work hard to keep one of the fewest case loads of
the civil trial courts, an active and timely oral hearing and trial
docket, and to rule within two weeks of a hearing.
DISCOVERY PROCESS: Through timely oral hearing and
submission dockets, the Parties have the ability to present any
alleged discovery abuse to the court. If appropriate, the Court
will then sign the appropriate Order to help the Parties with the
efficient and economical resolution of their case.

Website: www.votebeaumiller.com

234TH JUDICIAL DISTRICT - CIVIL

234TH JUDICIAL DISTRICT - CIVIL

Michael West | REPUBLICAN
QUALIFICATIONS: I have been representing people and companies
in the Civil District Courts of Harris County for 30 years. I have
handled more than 750 cases in court.The courts have appointed me to
represent children and missing parties in more than 100 cases.
CIVIL CASES: I will work every day. This may sound trite, but too
many of our current judges do not work all day, or every day. I will
promptly grant requests for hearings, on-line, in person and over
the telephone. This will allow the attorneys to maximize efficiency
in resolving cases. Currently, hearings are delayed 4 to 8 weeks.
I will justly set hearings within a week of the request. I will strongly

encourage litigants to take their cases to mediation, which is far
more economical than a trial.
DISCOVERY PROCESS: My priority is to hold hearings in a prompt
fashion. This will allow complaints of abuse to be timely addressed.
There are well-written Rules from the Texas Supreme Court, which
are too seldom used, that permit an abusive party to be sanctioned,
which may include dismissing their case. Discovery abuse is
committed by plaintiffs, defendants, small firms, large firms, and
in all areas of law. It is my goal to put a stop to the abuse.

Website: WestForJudge.com

Lauren Reeder | DEMOCRAT
QUALIFICATIONS: I began my career practicing commercial
litigation at elite law firms before transitioning to public service
as an Assistant District Attorney where I first-chaired countless
jury trials. I strive to be decisive, fair, and well prepared.
CIVIL CASES: During my time on the bench, I’ve attempted to
be a facilitator of efficient resolution to disputes. I ensure swift
access to the court’s docket, rule decisively and timely, encourage
mediation when necessary, and give firm trial settings when all
other attempts at resolution have failed. I regularly conduct status
conferences to make sure cases are moving forward, and am
courteous and efficient with attorneys and litigants’ time.

DISCOVERY PROCESS: While I try to not micromanage my docket,
and encourage attorneys to confer and come to agreements
related to discovery disputes, when necessary I involve myself in
matters to stop discovery abuse. Typically, the specter of judicial
intervention is enough to help parties and litigants act in good
faith, but if it isn’t, I am more heavy-handed in my approach to
ensure the parties are complying with the rules and the law.

Website: www.LaurenReeder.org
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269TH JUDICIAL DISTRICT - CIVIL

269TH JUDICIAL DISTRICT - CIVIL

Bruce Bain | REPUBLICAN
QUALIFICATIONS: 37 years experience as litigator, arbitrator, special
commissioner, and mediator. Former Tx Sup. Crt. Dist. Chair for
Unauthorized Practice of Law. I represent individuals from all socioeconomic classes including small and large businesses.
CIVIL CASES: First, be prepared and be on time. Second, listen
impartially and allow attorneys to present their case. A judge’s
role is to ensure the process is fair and call balls and strikes as
an umpire would in a baseball game. Third, treat everyone with
the dignity and respect they deserve. It is imperative that the
courtroom be a place where grievances can be heard fairly and

with dignity. Finally, in a jury trial, the jury decides the facts.
Get cases to trial, motions heard and rule timely.
DISCOVERY PROCESS: By adopting a collaborative or team
approach (i.e., working very closely with counsel), making a good
record, insisting on a privilege log, using protective orders and
the appointment of a special master, and awarding sanctions if
necessary. Each party deserves the right to present his case to the
court or jury. Discovery sanctions should be “commensurate with
the offense” with the ultimate goal to secure just, speedy and
inexpensive determination on the merits through trial.

Website: Bainforjudge.com

Cory Don Sepolio | DEMOCRAT
QUALIFICATIONS: I presided over the 269th since January 2019
while earning high marks from the Houston Bar Association
judicial polls. I was a civil trial attorney and former prosecutor and
tried over 100 jury trials with a proven record of exemplary results.
CIVIL CASES: I have represented plaintiffs and defendants,
individuals and corporations, injured workers and product
manufacturers. I know a trial judge’s most important role is to
guarantee that the courtroom is a level playing field
for all litigants. My experience allows me to make prompt decisions
and avoid costly delays. I do not require needless appearances,

thereby reducing costs to litigants. We assign cases to trial far in
advance to eliminate uncertainty and costly trial preparation.
DISCOVERY PROCESS: In most cases parties conduct discovery in
an orderly manner. However, the court’s weekly dockets contain
matters regarding discovery disputes for the court to consider. In
these matters I require litigants to confer regarding the dispute
prior to hearing. In addition, I prepare by reviewing the particular
dispute and making a prompt ruling based on the law. The
litigants in the 269th understand they will have to abide by the
law or face adverse rulings. This consistency aids compliance.

Website: Cory4judge.com

270TH JUDICIAL DISTRICT - CIVIL

270TH JUDICIAL DISTRICT - CIVIL

Michael Landrum | REPUBLICAN
QUALIFICATIONS: I have served six years as a civil district judge,
14 years as Harris County Tax Court Master, and over 25 years as
an arbitrator. For almost 46 years I have been a licensed attorney
and I am certified as a specialist in 2 relevant fields of law.
CIVIL CASES: I will work hard and be punctual. During my previous
service as judge, I kept one of the busiest trial schedules and
smallest case backlogs in our county. My days began before
7:00 AM to assure adequate preparation. I held hearings by
conference call and by zoom, which saved time for the attorneys
and money for their clients. I strived to rule promptly on all

matters and worked to render clear, impartial decisions in
accordance with the law.
DISCOVERY PROCESS: A judge’s diligence and accessibility can
prevent or alleviate the effects of discovery abuse. In my experience,
an informal conference between attorneys and the court will often
avoid the delay and expense of filing formal discovery enforcement
motions. I encouraged such discussions during my previous judicial
service. If a dispute requires formal proceedings, prompt hearings
and clearly worded rulings can reduce delay and cost. In rare cases,
formal sanctions may be ordered.

Website: JudgeLandrum.com

Dedra Davis | DEMOCRAT
QUALIFICATIONS: Multi-tiered experiences & trainings have me as
the BEST and most qualified candidate for judge, without question.
Over 30 years, I’ve worked as a Civil Litigation Paralegal, as a
Certified Mediator, as an Entrepreneur, as a Lawyer and as a Judge.
CIVIL CASES: I firmly believe that justice should be just. Voters do
not have to guess if they will be treated fairly. As a civil judge,
I provide sound legal judgments that are consistently upheld by
the TX Court of Appeals & the TX Supreme Court. Also, voters
can rest assured that I am creative, innovative & think outside
the box. During this entire Covid19 pandemic, I’ve never stopped

holding court. I’ve figured out how to provide swift, safe, equal
access to justice, plus save litigants money.
DISCOVERY PROCESS: As judge, I closely monitor the court cases
in an effort to curtail abuse. I have a docket control order swiftly
issued after an answer is filed in a case. This gives the lawyers
deadlines and structure. If the lawyers are having an issue
working together and need a court hearing, they can always have
one within 30 days. I hear arguments every work day, not the
traditional 1 day a week. Everyone gets a voice. This allows the
cases to keep moving and the matter to get closer to resolution.

Website: www.DedraDavisForJudge.com
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281ST JUDICIAL DISTRICT - CIVIL
Michelle Fraga | REPUBLICAN
281ST JUDICIAL DISTRICT - CIVIL

NO RESPONSE RECEIVED

Christine Weems | DEMOCRAT
QUALIFICATIONS: I am board certified by the Texas Board of Legal
Specialization in both Personal Injury Trial Law and Civil Trial Law.
I’m an American Board of Trial Advocates member - an honorary
organization for trial lawyers. I have tried cases to verdict.
CIVIL CASES: Because of my extensive trial experience, I
understand the practical repercussions of my rulings and can
look downstream at the effects and consequences of what the
lawyers are doing in trial. It allows me to sometimes point out to
the lawyers and litigants that there may be an easier path to get to
the resolution that both sides can live with. Also, I actively try to

move my docket by continuously having dockets and trying cases
to give the parties they rulings they need to make progress.
DISCOVERY PROCESS: I have processes in place for discovery
disputes to move so that the litigants know that their case will
not come to a standstill when an issue arises. I timely take up and
rule on motions to compel and parties know that in particularly
contentious depositions, they will call the court and if I am
available, I will rule on the record on their disputes in real time in
the depo so that they don’t have to continue it for the sole purpose
of getting a ruling from me.

Website: www.weemsforjudge.com

295TH JUDICIAL DISTRICT - CIVIL
Malcolm Whittaker | REPUBLICAN
NO PHOTO
PROVIDED

QUALIFICATIONS: Malcolm Whittaker is a highly experienced
civil 30+ year litigator. Malcolm understands civil disputes and
has successfully guided numerous individuals and corporations
though the process.

CIVIL CASES: A judge must deal promptly and fairly with his docket
and timely enter an order in all disputes he is called to decide.
DISCOVERY PROCESS: By promptly and fairly resolving
discovery disputes.

295TH JUDICIAL DISTRICT - CIVIL

Website: www.harriscountygop.com/judges

Donna Roth | DEMOCRAT
QUALIFICATIONS: I was a civil trial litigator for 31 years prior to
taking the bench. I am board certified in Personal Injury Trial
Law, a member of the American Board of Trial Advocates and
highly rated in the Houston Bar Poll. Experience matters!
CIVIL CASES: I work 5 days a week, 40-60 hours a week. When
necessary I begin the day at 8:00 am and often work past 6:00 pm.
I move approximately 40-60 cases each trial docket (2 weeks)
through trial or mediation. I issue Docket Control Orders on
each case which sets out the calendar and deadlines. I am always
available for a status conference to settle the parties’ disputes

or to arrange a date for trial or mediation.Trial settings are real
settings which promotes prompt settlements.
DISCOVERY PROCESS: I start with a Docket Control Order that
sets out deadlines for important events to be done. I hold status
conferences when necessary. Any party who files for a hearing
complaining about their opponent’s tactics is given an in-person
hearing and the opportunity to be heard. If the situation warrants
I will sanction the party who has been found to be abusing the
discovery process.

Website: www.ElectDonnaRoth.com
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VIETNAMESE

DISTRICT JUDGE - CRIMINAL
DISTRICT COURTS ARE THE TRIAL COURTS OF GENERAL JURISDICTION OF TEXAS. THEY HAVE ORIGINAL JURISDICTION IN FELONY CRIMINAL CASES,
DIVORCE CASES, CASES INVOLVING TITLE TO LAND, ELECTION CONTEST CASES, CIVIL MATTERS IN WHICH THE AMOUNT OF MONEY OR
DAMAGES INVOLVED IS $200 OR MORE, AND ANY MATTERS IN WHICH JURISDICTION IS NOT PLACED IN ANOTHER TRIAL COURT.
THE COURTS MAY SPECIALIZE IN CIVIL, CRIMINAL, JUVENILE, OR FAMILY LAW MATTERS. 4-YEAR TERM OF OFFICE

QUESTIONS TO CANDIDATES:
QUALIFICATIONS: What training, experience and characteristics
qualify you for
this position?
INCARCERATION ALTERNATIVES: What, if any, alternatives to
incarceration do you support? Please discuss program options, as well
as when and how such alternatives can be used.

BAIL REQUIREMENTS: In setting bail amounts, how will you balance
Texas’ Constitutionally-mandated bail requirements with other
conditions of release including minimizing any public safety threat
the defendant may present to community? Please discuss both first
time and repeat offenders.

180TH JUDICIAL DISTRICT - CRIMINAL

180TH JUDICIAL DISTRICT - CRIMINAL

Tami C. Pierce | REPUBLICAN
QUALIFICATIONS: I have spent 30+ years seeking justice. From
police officer, patrol Sergeant, criminal defense attorney and as
an Assistant District Attorney. I will be fair in seeking justice for
victims, while ensuring the defendants rights are protected.
INCARCERATION ALTERNATIVES: I will follow the law. As a
candidate, I must abstain from any further public comment(s)

about any proceeding that may come before me. See The Code of
Judicial Conduct.
BAIL REQUIREMENTS: I will adhere to the Rule of Law in Article 1
Section 11a of the Texas Constitution. As a candidate, I must
abstain from any further public comment(s) about any proceeding
that may come before me. See The Code of Judicial Conduct.

Website: www.fiercewithpierce.com

DaSean Jones | DEMOCRAT
BAIL REQUIREMENTS: I will adhere to the Texas Bill of Rights with
respect to Art I, Sec 11 of the Texas Constitution and conduct an
individualized case assessment for each matter before the court.
As a result, bond conditions narrowly tailored to each case will
be applied. For instance, drug testing for those indicated to suffer
from drug abuse, mental health treatment for those diagnosed
accordingly, and any available outreach programs for those
needing employment.

QUALIFICATIONS: I have practiced law in state, federal, and
military courts. I am fair and impartial. I have been able to
leverage training I received from the military to aid in my
functions as a Judge.
INCARCERATION ALTERNATIVES: Generally, absent severe
circumstances, the alternatives named in the county
assesssment tools for each individualized case are supportable.
These measures should be used as often as feasible and
appropriate for each individual.

Website: www.daseanfortexas.com

182ND JUDICIAL DISTRICT - CRIMINAL

182ND JUDICIAL DISTRICT - CRIMINAL

Robert H. Jackson | REPUBLICAN
QUALIFICATIONS: A US Army veteran, a retired Police Lieutenant with
the Houston Police Department, an attorney, and a former associate
Municipal Court Judge, I am currently working in the D.A.’s Office. My
experiences make me uniquely qualified for this position.
INCARCERATION ALTERNATIVES: I support alternatives to
incarceration for first time non-violent offenders, cases that
involve diagnosable mental health issues and some cases that
involve addiction issues. In such cases, pre-trial diversions
and/or treatment programs involving community supervision,
restitution, electronic monitoring, and substance abuse education
are examples of potentially successful alternatives. However, for

violent offenders and repeat bond violators, incarceration must
remain a viable option.
BAIL REQUIREMENTS: Bond is primarily intended to ensure
the defendant’s appearance in court as required. However,
the safety of the community, the victim of the alleged offense
and law enforcement are all critically important and essential
considerations. When an offender’s conduct results in violations
of bond conditions that represent a threat, that must lead to the
revocation of the underlying bond, or the increasing of that bond
amount, as necessary and appropriate to protect all members of
our community.

Website: www.rhjackson4judge.com

Danilo “Danny” Lacayo | DEMOCRAT
QUALIFICATIONS: I was elected Judge of the 182nd Judicial District
Court in 2018. I previously served as an Assistant Public Defender
from 2013 - 2019. I also served as an Assistant District Attorney
from 2006 to 2013.
INCARCERATION ALTERNATIVES: I am one of four judges that
preside over a volunteer STAR court docket which focuses on
treatment over incarceration for defendants with extensive drug
criminal history. We meet with the defendants every week and
discuss with them their treatment and wellbeing. I also prefer
to send defendants to programs instead such as Young Men About
Change, SATF, ISF, and Santa Maria House instead of prison.

W W W. LW V H O U S T O N . O R G

I believe that some defendants want to change and need the tools
to help them succeed.
BAIL REQUIREMENTS: I follow the constitutional requirements
when setting bail. However, I also add requirements when
necessary to protect the safety of the community including but not
limited to: GPS monitoring, home confinement, curfew, restricting
access to weapons while on bond, and restricting them from going
near any victims. One factor that I consider when determining the
appropriate conditions is whether they are a first time offender or
whether they are a repeat offender.
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183RD JUDICIAL DISTRICT - CRIMINAL

183RD JUDICIAL DISTRICT - CRIMINAL

Kristin M. Guiney | REPUBLICAN
QUALIFICATIONS: I have over twenty years of experience in
criminal law. I have served as an Assistant District Attorney, a
private practice criminal defense attorney and as a District Court
Judge in Harris County. I am Board Certified in Criminal Law.
INCARCERATION ALTERNATIVES: Alternatives to incarceration can
and should be used to treat drug addicted or mentally ill offenders
charged with non- violent crimes. I have previously served as a
STAR (Success Through Addiction Recovery) Drug Court Judge in
Harris County and have witnessed what difference intensive court
supervision can make in changing the life of an addict. When used

appropriately, sentencing alternatives can reduce prison costs,
prevent additional crimes and save taxpayers money.
BAIL REQUIREMENTS: In setting bail, courts must begin with the
premise that the bail amount, the conditions of release, and the
form in which bail must be posted are no greater than reasonably
necessary to assure compliance. Courts must consider the future
safety of a victim of the alleged offense and the community. For
first time offenders charged with nonviolent offenses, courts
should consider personal bonds. Courts should also consider the
defendant’s work record, community ties and prior criminal record.

Website: www.kristinguineyforjudge.com

Gemayel L. Haynes | DEMOCRAT
QUALIFICATIONS: In my 15 years experience as lawyer I have
served as a prosecutor, public defender, and trained lawyers
across the state. I am problem solver. I use a common sense
approach to justice and make decisions after a careful and
thoughtful analysis.
INCARCERATION ALTERNATIVES: Community supervisions
also called probation is an alternative to incarceration. In the
appropriate case, probation can be a valuable tool to redirect
a person’s path. I support programs that address mental
health issues, substance abuse, educational deficiencies, and
job training. I also support rehabilitative programs aimed

at assisting military veterans who become entangled in the
criminal justice system. I believe we can reduce recidivism by
addressing the issues that lead to crime.
BAIL REQUIREMENTS: Texas law requires judges to consider
criminal history along with several other factors to set bail
amounts and conditions of release. Bail amounts and conditions
must be specific to the person accused and the allegations. I will
balance community safety with the accused’s constitutional rights
by reviewing the evidence presented by both sides and tailoring
conditions of release. Those who violate bond conditions will face
a hearing and consequences appropriate for the proven violation.

184TH JUDICIAL DISTRICT - CRIMINAL

184TH JUDICIAL DISTRICT - CRIMINAL

Lori DeAngelo | REPUBLICAN
QUALIFICATIONS: I have been practicing criminal law in
Harris County for 24 years. I spent more than 20 years as a
Harris County prosecutor before going into private practice in
February 2019.
INCARCERATION ALTERNATIVES: I support sending low level
drug cases to Drug Court where offenders get more specialized
supervision and treatment options. I do not support alternatives

to incarceration when it comes to any sort of violent crime.
BAIL REQUIREMENTS: Personal bonds are appropriate for first
offenders charged with low level drug crimes. I don’t believe
personal bonds are ever appropriate for violent crimes
regardless of criminal history. I also believe in denying bond
to habitual offenders and those who commit additional crimes
while out on bond.

Katherine “Kat” Thomas | DEMOCRAT
QUALIFICATIONS: I have balanced a caseload of over 2,000 cases.
As a prosecutor, I advocate for victims of crime. I also ensure that
defendant’s rights are protected. I have tried the most serious
cases that this county sees, including Capital Murder and Murder.
INCARCERATION ALTERNATIVES: I believe in alternatives to
incarceration where appropriate. I am passionate about starting
a youth court in the 184th. I want to establish a space to help keep
young men and women from becoming trapped in a habitual cycle
of becoming repeat offenders. The law also provides avenues such
as probation and deferred adjudication. This allows for the court

to not only implement an option outside of incarceration but also
implement resources to help individuals with root issues.
BAIL REQUIREMENTS: I believe in ensuring safety and equality
when assessing bail; and in order to enforce that belief, I would
look at each individual’s case on a case-by-case basis and fairly
apply the law. Whether or not someone is a first-time offender
is a circumstance to also factor in; and is one of the many
considerations on an enumerated list afforded to the court.
Every case is different, and as such each case deserves an
individual examination.

Website: www.katherinethomasfor184thjudge.com

185TH JUDICIAL DISTRICT - CRIMINAL

185TH JUDICIAL DISTRICT - CRIMINAL
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Chris Carmona | REPUBLICAN
QUALIFICATIONS: I received my law degree from South Texas
College of Law in Houston and have been successfully practicing
law for 12 years. My integrity and my ability to be fair and
impartial makes me a great steward of administering justice.
INCARCERATION ALTERNATIVES: Depending on the offense, there
are numerous programs that can be utilized to rehabilitate an

offender, especially first-time offenders. It would be more difficult
to continue to offer these programs to repeat offenders who show
no signs of wanting to leave the criminal lifestyle.
BAIL REQUIREMENTS: I will follow the law as allowed under Senate
Bill 6 and will weigh the safety of the community against the threat
of the accused in determining the amount of bail to set.

Website: www.ChrisCarmona.com
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Andrea Beall | DEMOCRAT
QUALIFICATIONS: The majority of my career has been dedicated to
handling the most violent crimes in our community. I currently
serve Harris County as a District Court Chief Prosecutor in
Child Fatality. I teach our 4th Amendment rights at the Houston
Police Academy.
INCARCERATION ALTERNATIVES: I support rehabilitative programs
such as probation and deferred adjudication as an alternative to
incarceration when appropriate. If elected, I will create a program
for probationers in my court between the ages of 17-25 in order
to ensure that when we spend resources on rehabilitating
young people, they are provided the age-appropriate tools needed

to successfully stay out of the criminal justice system. This age
group is our largest recidivist group and current programming
is insufficient.
BAIL REQUIREMENTS: I will take into account all factors required
by the Texas Constitution as well as Texas Code of Criminal
Procedure 17.15. For non-violent offenders, I will provide Personal
Recognizance bonds where appropriate. However, for repeat violent
offenders, as is required by law, I will set an amount of bail that
takes community safety into account. In cases where Defendants
have made their constitutionally-entitled bail, yet need additional
monitoring, I will require ankle monitors and curfew.

Website: www.AndreaBeallforJudge.com
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Heather Hudson | REPUBLICAN
QUALIFICATIONS: In my 14 years of experience as prosecutor, I
have handled hundreds of appeals in misdemeanor and felony
cases, and I have reviewed the legality of a wide range of rulings
made by trial court judges.
INCARCERATION ALTERNATIVES: Community supervision and
deferred adjudication are appropriate alternatives to incarceration
if the defendant is eligible and if probation would be in the best
interest of justice. Pretrial diversion programs are also an option
for certain defendants. For example, I volunteered as a prosecutor

in SOBER Court, a judicially monitored program for eligible DWI
defendants that addresses the underlying problem by helping
them to achieve sobriety.
BAIL REQUIREMENTS: In determining the appropriate amount of bail,
I would take into consideration various factors, such as the nature of
the offense, the defendant’s ability to make bail, his prior criminal
history, his work record, his family ties and ties to the community,
and the degree of risk the defendant’s release would pose to the
safety of the victim, to law enforcement, and to the community.

Website: heatherhudsonforjudge.com

Beverly Armstrong | DEMOCRAT
QUALIFICATIONS: I’ve been licensed in Texas for 25 years. Since
2014, I’ve managed other Criminal attorneys as Court Chief and
then Division Chief. In 2018, I was recruited as First Assistant DA,
where I also manage a staff of 15. My trial experience is extensive.
INCARCERATION ALTERNATIVES: I have a history of working out
sensible solutions that has allowed non-violent defendants to go
into programs instead of prison. For example, I’ve worked with
the Probation Department to get a parent skills program set up
for a mother, where she maintained parental rights and kept her
child instead of going to prison. I’ve worked with the courts to
find mental health placement options as an alternative to prison.

These alternatives have proven successful considering the low
recidivism rates.
BAIL REQUIREMENTS: Setting bail requires a judge to strike a fair,
sensible, legal balance between public safety (something I will
always keep at top of mind) and the presumed innocence of the
defendant (enshrined by statue) where bail is not “punitive”. In
the case of habitual, violent defendants, their track record will be
meticulously reviewed to set bond. Appropriate conditions will be
established whenever the charge allows. When conditions aren’t
met, revocation of bond will take place.

Website: www.beverlyarmstrongforjudge.com
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NO RESPONSE RECEIVED

Brian E. Warren | DEMOCRAT
QUALIFICATIONS: I was hired with the Harris County District
Attorney’s Office in the August of 2001 until 2006. In 2006, I left
and went into private criminal defense practice I have been the
judge of the 209th for the last 3 and half years.
INCARCERATION ALTERNATIVES: Many of the alternatives to
incarceration are programs are offered and run by the district
attorney’s office. I fully support these programs and allow
defendants to participate in these programs. As a judge, I am
often called upon to put an individual in a program. I have
worked with and supported for these programs for the last
20 years. I support offering drug treatment options for

non-violent offenders. This increases the likelihood that these
individuals will not re-offend.
BAIL REQUIREMENTS: Judges and candidate’s for judge cannot
signal how they would rule on any particular issues. However,
since being elected as judge, I have cut the rate for those on
bond re-offending by over 50% by making smarter decisions on
bonds and conditions of release. Having handled over 30K cases
as a prosecutor, defense attorney, and now as a judge, I am to
make smart decisions under the law, that both reduce the jail
population and decrease those on bond who are charged with
new offenses.

Website: JudgeBrianWarren.com
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Andy Taylor | REPUBLICAN
QUALIFICATIONS: I have practiced criminal law at all levels
throughout Texas for 13 years. For six years I have represented
a police union. I am experienced in the courtroom and an
experienced trial lawyer not only in criminal law, but also in other
areas of law.
INCARCERATION ALTERNATIVES: I am of the opinion that
incarceration should primarily be used in instances of violent
offenses or cases of moral turpitude. Two areas of criminality that
should be directed away from incarceration are cases involving
non-violent addiction and mental health issues--both of which are
vastly overlooked in the criminal justice system. In-patient and

out-patient programs as well as the drug courts and mental health
dockets should be utilized fully when addiction or mental health
issues are present.
BAIL REQUIREMENTS: Constitutionally, bail cannot be used as a tool
of oppression. Each case should be judged on a case-by-case basis
without applying a “schedule.” A first-time offender not charged
with a violent crime should have bail set at an appropriate amount
to ensure his/her appearance in court whereas a repeat offender
with a history of violence should have bail set to not only secure
his/her attendance in court but also deter misbehavior and fully
vest the defendant in the process.

Website: www.andytaylorforjudge.com

Frank Aguilar | DEMOCRAT
NO RESPONSE RECEIVED
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Brad Hart | REPUBLICAN
QUALIFICATIONS: I worked in the Harris County courts as a
prosecutor from 1997 until 2013. I served as judge of this court
from 2013 through 2018. I currently serve as Chief of the Felony
Division of the Fort Bend County District Attorney’s Office.
INCARCERATION ALTERNATIVES: Incarceration based on the
facts of an individual case and for the safety of the community
is important. I also believe there is a place for rehabilitation in
criminal justice. When I was Judge of this court, I ran a successful
“Change Through Intervention” program as a rehabilitative
alternative to incarceration, helping people get back to work. In

my current position, I created one of the first felony THC diversion
programs as well as a felony drug intervention program to
accelerate sobriety.
BAIL REQUIREMENTS: When I was Judge of this court I followed the
requirements of the Texas’ Constitution and the Code of Criminal
Procedure that govern the setting of bail. Included in those are
the requirements to consider the facts of the individual case, the
criminal history of the individual defendant (first time or repeat
offenders) and the safety of the community. As I did before I will
continue to adhere to these standards.

Website: www.returnjudgebradhart.com

Chris Morton | DEMOCRAT
QUALIFICATIONS: I have served as a criminal prosecutor, a
criminal defense attorney, and a criminal District Court judge. I
also teach trial advocacy at the U of H Law Center. I have practiced
in every professional capacity within the Criminal Justice System.
INCARCERATION ALTERNATIVES: I support the widespread use of
pretrial diversions, deferred probations, and specialty probation
courts such as STAR Drug Court, Mental Health Court, and
Veterans Court. It is crucial that we do more than merely provide
alternatives to incarcerations. We must also provide the programs
necessary to allow individuals to build the skills and resources
that prevent recidivism.

BAIL REQUIREMENTS: Public safety is a concern for both 1st and
repeat offenders. The TX Constitution requires that bail be set in
all but a few instances and each of those instances requires an
evidentiary hearing. When setting cash bail the concern is return
to court because no amount of money paid for bail is protective of
public safety. For that concern we must focus on bond conditions,
supervision of those conditions, and holding the DA’s office
responsible for hearings when those conditions are violated.

Website: www.chrismortonforjudge.org
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Joshua Normand | REPUBLICAN
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QUALIFICATIONS: I have practiced criminal law for over ten years.
I have experience representing accused defendants, including law
enforcement officers, through all aspects of the criminal justice
process. I will uphold the laws of Texas and the Constitution.
INCARCERATION ALTERNATIVES : Each case and defendant must
be evaluated individually based on the totality of information
available. I support utilizing all available punishment and
rehabilitation options that are approved by law and instituted in the
County. I believe a Judge should use all the tools allowed by law to
ensure justice is served. Programs, such as drug courts, probation,

and mental health treatment programs are crucial tools to ensure
the efficient running of the courts.
BAIL REQUIREMENTS: I will focus on individualized bail and
specific bond conditions set for the specific facts in each case.
I will weigh all the factors that are mandated by Texas Law and the
Constitution including the safety risk to the community of any bail,
victim safety, the criminal history of the defendant, along with
the right of the defendant to a fair trial. The court’s docket must be
appropriately managed to avoid defendants being out on bond for
many years with no action.

Website: www.joshuanormand.com
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Josh Hill | DEMOCRAT
QUALIFICATIONS: Board Certified in Criminal Law, Texas Board of
Legal Specialization, Member: Texas Bar College, Current Judge of
232nd Criminal District Court for 3.5 years, Previous Criminal Defense
Attorney, Previous Assistant District Attorney, Harris County DAO
CIVIL CASES: Since my first week as a judge, I have volunteered as
a STAR Drug Court judge. I am a firm believer in using all available
rehabilitative resources to make every possible effort to give people
the tools needed to change their lives in a way that prevents their
return to the criminal justice system. Various forms of probation
and diversion programs have been proven, effective for the right

individuals who have been properly screened to identify the
underlying causes of their actions.
DISCOVERY PROCESS: The law intends that the amount of bail
is to ensure a defendant’s return to court, while conditions of
release are put in place to ensure the safety of the community. The
amount of bail set must be based on an individual determination
of a defendant’s financial status, and conditions must be tailored
to promote community safety. In certain circumstances, no
conditions can be imposed that will ensure community safety, and
in those instances, an increased bail amount should reflect that.

Website: www.judgejoshhill.com
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Julian Ramirez | REPUBLICAN
QUALIFICATIONS: I’ve handled criminal cases for 32 years with the
Harris County DA’s Office from 1989-2016 and on contract since. I’ve
tried 150+ jury trials and handled everything from capital murder to
public corruption. I am patient, fair-minded, and meticulous.
INCARCERATION ALTERNATIVES: Incarceration alternatives
authorized by the legislature, such as community supervision
and pretrial diversion programs are appropriate in many cases
to encourage rehabilitation. I support using specialty courts that
help non-violent offenders with extenuating circumstances,
such as veterans, drug addicts, and the mentally ill. Violent
offenders who pose a threat to public safety must be incarcerated.

Reducing the court’s bloated docket will speed justice for victims
and defendants alike.
BAIL REQUIREMENTS: The incumbent’s failure to adequately
consider public safety in setting bail as required by law has made
our county less safe. Crime Stoppers reports an unprecedented
8 new murders allegedly committed by defendants in the 248th
out on multiple felony bonds. I will consider the facts of the
offense and the defendant’s risk to public safety, including any
criminal history. When bail is required for violent charges I will
consider GPS monitoring, house arrest, and other appropriate
bond conditions.

Website: www.julianramirezforjudge.com

Hilary Unger | DEMOCRAT
QUALIFICATIONS: Over 30 years’ experience combined prosecuting
& defending, & approaching 4 years as judge. In particular, my
experience with mental health/CPS cases has shown me how
mental illness & abuse affects criminal behavior, which in turn
affects society.
INCARCERATION ALTERNATIVES: Reducing recidivism should be
a priority for the judiciary. Many offenders turn to crime out of a
lack of positive socialization. When those root causes are present,
both in sentencing, and especially in setting bond conditions,
where outreach may be more effective, I regularly engage with
social workers, service organizations, and community leaders,

to find alternatives to incarceration, to afford opportunities for
offenders to redeem themselves and to find socially responsible
paths forward.
BAIL REQUIREMENTS: Public safety is a bond consideration, and
reducing recidivism protects the public. Setting appropriate bond
requires consideration of a defendant’s individual circumstances
as well as the facts of a case. Prior criminal history is relevant,
but that alone does not warrant detention without bond. For that
to occur, the prosecution has a legal duty present evidence at a
hearing, which they very rarely do. This fact is unknown or ignored
by those who criticize judges.

Website: www.JudgeHilaryUnger.com
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Tonya McLaughlin | REPUBLICAN
QUALIFICATIONS: I have been practicing criminal law for over
16 years. I am a former harris county prosecutor and current
criminal defense and criminal appeals lawyer. I have both
prosecuted and defended in this court. I am passionate about
justice for both victims and the accused. Since I have practiced on
both sides, I have a unique understanding of what is required to
run an efficient court.
INCARCERATION ALTERNATIVES: I support substance rehabilitation
programs as well as mental health programs. Many offenders are
stuck in the criminal justice system because they cannot manage
their substance and/or mental health issues on their own.

BAIL REQUIREMENTS: The felony district courts are not bound by
the bond reform lawsuit that the county criminal courts are for
misdemeanor cases. That is for good reason because the district
courts handle the most serious offenses by the most serious
offenders. It is important to consider bonds on a case by case basis;
however, it is generally not acceptable to allow violent offenders
to be released over and over on multiple felony bonds. It does not
benefit the community or the offender. Many times a defendant may
be struggling with drug abuse or mental health and if you release
them over and over without taking a moment to address their issues
then they end up with 5 felony cases. Our district court system is not
set up to accommodate a bond system similar to the federal courts.

Website: www.tonyaforjudge.com

Lori Chambers Gray | DEMOCRAT
QUALIFICATIONS: I have been a lawyer for 34 years and a judge
for almost 4 years. I have the ability to work with both young
and old and to treat everyone with dignity, fairness and respect
in my Court.
INCARCERATION ALTERNATIVES: I support some alternatives
to incarceration in the appropriate cases. The law allows
alternatives to incarceration that include probation with
meaningful conditions, drug rehabilitation, veterans court,
mental health evaluations and treatment among other things.

BAIL REQUIREMENTS: A judge should consider the seriousness of
the offense threat to the victim and safety of the community.
As well as the Defendants criminal history, ability to pay and
ties to the community. If the judge sets bond, the conditions
could include no contact with the victim, curfew, drug testing
and GPS monitoring. If the Defendant is a repeat offender the
bond may be denied, set at a much higher amount and include
more stringent conditions.

Website: www.LoriChambersGrayforJudge.com
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Amber Cox | REPUBLICAN
QUALIFICATIONS: I have worked as a criminal defense attorney
and I’ve worked the last five years as a prosecutor. I’ve been in
the Post-Conviction Writs division where my focus has been solely
on the law.
INCARCERATION ALTERNATIVES: Releasing defendants on bond on
the conditions that are set by the court is a viable alternative to
being custody. But this alternative only works if the conditions
are strictly enforced.

BAIL REQUIREMENTS: There are multiple factors that, as a judge,
I would be required to take into consideration. Ability to make
bail is just one. Community safety is another, as is a defendant’s
criminal history, and a defendant’s history with bond forfeiture.
All of those will be weighed in my decisions. Without speaking in
absolutes, because every case is different, people on bond should
get one chance. If they choose not to abide by the conditions of
release, then they need to be held accountable.

Melissa Marie Morris | DEMOCRAT
QUALIFICATIONS: I am a 15 year attorney and enjoy a good
reputation and successful private practice. Also, as a member
of a marginalized community I understand the effects of
racism and privilege that cause disparities and hardships to
those communities.
INCARCERATION ALTERNATIVES: I believe diversion programs,
specialty courts and probations are favorable alternatives to
incarceration as prison should be reserved for the dangerous
and destructive not the disordered and desperate. Mental illness
and addiction should be treated as a root cause of some criminal
activity as a matter of public safety. Violent offenses should be

treated differently from non-violent offenses. Second chance
programs that ensure future housing and employability are
preferred over incarceration.
BAIL REQUIREMENTS: The purpose of bail is to ensure the
defendant’s appearance and protect the safety of society during the
pendency of the case. Setting a sufficiently high bond, imposing
appropriate conditions and proper supervision would satisfy
both requirements. I’d balance those interests by considering the
nature of the offense and the background of the defendant. On first
offenders, and non-violent offenses, I’d first consider PR bonds. On
subsequent offenses, I’d set higher bonds with more restrictions.

Website: www.votemelissamorris.com
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Maritza Antu | REPUBLICAN
QUALIFICATIONS: Criminal lawyer, 17 years on both sides; 12 years
prosecutor, 6 years defense attorney. Have tried over 75 jury trials.
Presiding Judge of the 482nd for 8 months. Have reduced the
backlog from 2,444 cases to 1,399 cases; trial cases from 191 to 27.
INCARCERATION ALTERNATIVES: As a defense attorney I worked
primarily in the Responsive Interventions for Change drug court.
I represented clients with addiction and mental health issues.
Pre-Trial Diversions are integral for clients who successfully
complete drug treatment. I also support other specialty courts
whose mission is to divert people from incarceration. I strongly
support the STAR court, Veterans Court, Sober Court, and the

Felony Mental Health Court. I am very familiar with all programs
in Harris County.
BAIL REQUIREMENTS: Experience is needed to know who is a
danger to our community and who is not. All defendants in
my court get conditions of bond. Law requires me to consider
public safety and other factors in setting bond amounts.
Repeat offenders who violate bond conditions, I hold hearings
as requested by prosecutors. If prosecutors prove a violation
has occurred, I take appropriate legal action. Same factors are
considered for first offenders as criminal history is a factor
to be considered.

Website: Maritzaantu.com

Veronica Monique Nelson | DEMOCRAT
QUALIFICATIONS: 16 years experience with over 75 trials, most
dealing with violent offenses. Chief Prosecutor who supervised
attorneys and trained in juvenile and mental health issues.
I am a Staff Attorney to judges training on judicial and
administrative matters.
INCARCERATION ALTERNATIVES: Most programs come from the
DA and I support their intervention programs. As judge, I would
be able to offer probation or deferred adjudications in appropriate
cases. Deferred adjudication is a great tools that would allow
people to seal their records when eligible. In my current position,
we have started a program for those eligible to seal, an avenue to

gain nondisclosures. Also, I support and hope to increase
specialty courts. My goal is to help create and run a 2nd Mental
Health court.
BAIL REQUIREMENTS: The law instructs judges to consider each
factor in Art. 17.15 when deciding bond, to ensure appearance in
court and not as punishment. I would follow the law when setting
bond. Factors I will consider are previous failure to appears,
evidence of flight risk, defendant’s ties to the community, any
type of or lack of criminal history, public safety concerns and the
facts of the case. In addition, I will utilize conditions of bail to
ensure the safety of the community and of the complainant.

Website: www.veronicanelsonforjudge.com
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DISTRICT JUDGE - JUVENILE AND FAMILY
DISTRICT COURTS ARE THE TRIAL COURTS OF GENERAL JURISDICTION OF TEXAS. THEY HAVE ORIGINAL JURISDICTION IN FELONY CRIMINAL CASES,
DIVORCE CASES, CASES INVOLVING TITLE TO LAND, ELECTION CONTEST CASES, CIVIL MATTERS IN WHICH THE AMOUNT OF MONEY OR
DAMAGES INVOLVED IS $200 OR MORE, AND ANY MATTERS IN WHICH JURISDICTION IS NOT PLACED IN ANOTHER TRIAL COURT.
THE COURTS MAY SPECIALIZE IN CIVIL, CRIMINAL, JUVENILE, OR FAMILY LAW MATTERS. 4-YEAR TERM OF OFFICE.

QUESTIONS TO CANDIDATES:
QUALIFICATIONS: What training, experience and characteristics
qualify you for
this position?
FAMILY INTERESTS: In addition to the current standards and
protocols for appointment of attorneys ad litem, guardians ad litem,
and mediators and guardians, what other steps will you take to

ensure that the interests of all parties will be fairly and adequately
represented and considered?
COURT FAIRNESS: What will you do to ensure that the court works
collaboratively with Child Protective Services and other entities to
establish a coordinated system of care and services that serves the
best interests of children and families?

245TH JUDICIAL DISTRICT - JUVENILE AND FAMILY
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Dan Lemkuil | REPUBLICAN
QUALIFICATIONS: 28 years practicing family law; served 5 years as
associate judge in a family court; Board Certified in Family Law by
the Texas Board of Legal Specialization; and an MBA in Finance.
FAMILY INTERESTS: It is important that all parties and attorneys
are treated with courtesy and respect. My policies will be
designed to reduce the emotional and financial costs of
litigation. Court appointments will only be made when necessary.

I will attempt to resolve appropriate issues via Zoom or phone
conferences to avoid unnecessary court appearances.
COURT FAIRNESS: The court will serve as a gatekeeper to ensure
that CPS provides appropriate services for children and families
when needed. I will appoint attorneys to represent children and
parents who have demonstrated competence in handling those
types of cases.

Website: LemkuilforJudge.com

Angela Lancelin | DEMOCRAT
QUALIFICATIONS: My family law career began in 1992, and in 1995
I joined the Texas Attorney General’s Office. As a public servant I
am committed to protecting the safety and rights of all residents
of Harris County, by enforcing the laws enacted to protect them.
FAMILY INTERESTS: I would conduct a review of the ad litem wheel
applications, resumes, training and areas of expertise for each
applicant. It is important to include approved volunteer advocates
from charitable organizations that can protect the interest of Harris
county’s diverse community. I will incorporate community outreach
referral programs to help underrepresented parties with educational

needs, vocational training and any mental health issues regardless
of race, gender or religion.
COURT FAIRNESS: I will establish coordinated meetings with
the Harris County Attorney’s Office, Juvenile Court Judges, ad
litem and advocacy groups to improve the standard of care and
determine if adequate services and placement arrangements are
ensuring the safety of our most vulnerable citizens. Status and
Permanency hearings would be used to determine if cps case plans
are meeting the needs of the children and allow an opportunity to
make required order changes.

Website: voteangelalancelin.com
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Charley Prine | REPUBLICAN
COURT FAIRNESS: I have eight years experience working to protect
children. I trained hundreds of child advocates to help protect
children. I insisted and will insist that CPS, advocates, and attorney
be proactive in protecting children and providing the services they
need to be safe and connect with helpful family members.

QUALIFICATIONS: Former Judge 246th District Court. Former
Associate Judge 309th District Court.
FAMILY INTERESTS: Children are our future. Each child is precious.
I consider the circumstances and immediate needs of the children
when making appointments.

Angela Graves-Harrington | DEMOCRAT
QUALIFICATIONS: I have the knowledge, skills, and compassion
to be a Family Court Judge. I am Board Certified in Family
Law and remain up-to-date on the law. I also serve on several
committees of the NCJFCJ and the Supreme Court of TX
Children’s Commission.
FAMILY INTERESTS: I once heard a speaker at a national conference
refer to her trauma-informed court as a “hope-centered” court.
That one phrase forced me to shift my viewpoint on many of my
court policies, including appointments. It allowed me to see the
court as a place where accountability resides within every person
who has a role in helping families navigate their cases. Therefore,

to be appointed to a case, a person must attend trauma- informed
training over the 3 hours mandated by the legislature.
COURT FAIRNESS: Collaboration is one of the critical principles of
a trauma-informed approach. Implementing trauma-informed
practices into every aspect of CPS cases was my primary goal
when I was elected in 2018. To educate key stakeholders, I invited
trauma-informed experts to train attorneys, CPS workers,
and judges on the six principles that guide a trauma-informed
approach, including emphasizing the importance of working
collaboratively to attain the goal of positive permanency for
the children.

Website: www.VoteAngela246.com
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Geric Tipsword | REPUBLICAN
QUALIFICATIONS: I have been a practicing family law attorney
for 15 years. My military and business background qualify me
to effectively lead and manage the court. I am currently
working part-time at the Houston municipal court as an
adjudication officer.
FAMILY INTERESTS: First, I would ensure that all those who
desire appointments have sufficient experience. I would make

sure that all litigants’ needs are reviewed and met to the best
of my ability. I would also look to make sure that those litigants
who have individual special needs are paired with someone
uniquely qualified.
COURT FAIRNESS: I would ensure that CPS has access to the court.
I would also make sure that children are not needlessly separated
from their parents as their safety is considered.

Website: www.tipswordlaw.com

Janice Berg | DEMOCRAT
QUALIFICATIONS: I am Board Certified in Family Law by the
TX Board of Legal Specialization. I have improved docket
efficiency and reduced caseload. Covid limited courthouse
access; I held all hearings by Zoom and ensured open courts,
live-streaming all proceedings.
FAMILY INTERESTS: Our staff tries to let self-represented litigants
know about available resources. Family proceedings are often
expensive and can be complicated to navigate. I accommodate
preferential scheduling so that hours are not wasted at the
courthouse waiting to have your case heard in a long docket.

I have been reaching out to minority bar associations seeking
bilingual attorneys who may not know about applying to our
appointment wheel system.
COURT FAIRNESS: The Court participates in programs lead by the
Texas Children’s Commission with stakeholders from all angles
of a CPS case. This keeps us informed about new initiatives and
programs that can support families in need of services. We look
for options to avoid placing children in foster care whenever
possible; collaboration with all stakeholders helps us keep
families together safely.

Website: Janicebergforudge.com
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Leonel Leo Farias II | REPUBLICAN
QUALIFICATIONS: While in law school I interned for two law firms
that primary focus was family law and clerked for the 246th Judicial
Court. I have practiced in the area of family law for the past 16
years. I am hard working, practicable, and patient.
FAMILY INTERESTS: I will ensure that the individuals seeking
appointments are qualified and have proper training for the
positions that they seek appointments. I will develop a
mentorship program for attorneys that have less experience.
I will appoint qualified attorneys that will be able to
communicate with litigants in their native language. I will work

with the bar to develop attorneys’ skills, so that everyone will
have competent representation.
COURT FAIRNESS: I will appoint attorney ad-litems for both
parents and children that understand the DFPS (formally known
as CPS) process. The attorneys will be expected to follow the
applicable laws, rules of evidence, rules of civil procedure and
professional rules of conduct. If elected, I will schedule a meeting
with the Assistant County Attorney assigned to the 257th along
with their managing attorney and the attorneys that handle DFPS
cases to assist in developing a system that best serves everyone.

Sandra Peake | DEMOCRAT
QUALIFICATIONS: Prior to my election in 2018, I was engaged
in the private practice of law for more than 30 years with a
focus on family, probate and consumer bankruptcy law. I have
diligently served on the family bench with the additional broad
knowledge base.
FAMILY INTERESTS: In most instances, I have relied on the
appointment wheel. However, I have realized that our Harris
County bar has become extremely diverse. It is important that
we encourage diversity in appointments to ensure optimal
understanding of the court process for those who may have
language, cultural or other barriers. As Judges, we need to

encourage younger lawyers to apply for appointments so that
we will have a sufficient number of experienced, knowledgeable
counsel for appointments in future.
COURT FAIRNESS: The one improvement on accessibility for CPS
is that electronic access has brought an ability for more families
to participate in the court process involving their children with
less financial hardship. Participation can be had through Zoom or
other platforms. We schedule hearings individually so that parties
are not waiting extraordinary amounts of time to be heard. It is
more accessible, less humiliating and encourages more parents to
participate towards ultimate resolution.

Website: votesandrapeake.com
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280TH JUDICIAL DISTRICT - JUVENILE AND FAMILY
Rose Cardenas | REPUBLICAN
NO RESPONSE RECEIVED

Damiane “Dianne” Curvey | DEMOCRAT
QUALIFICATIONS: I am a 17 year licensed attorney who primarily
focues on family and criminal law, which is what this court is
built on. I have been Trauma-Informed trained to help abused
applicants to receive justice and abusers to receive therapy.
FAMILY INTERESTS: I plan to hold a hybrid court of both in person
and zoom hearings. Moreover, I plan to create an online tutorial to
teach people both how to apply for a protective order and how to

defend against a protective order. In addition, I want to ensure that
all parties have an interpreter in court, free of charge to make it
easier for non-English speakers to have their day in court. Finally,
I plan to create a more efficient system to get orders signed and to
law enforcement on the same day.
COURT FAIRNESS: This question is not applicable in this court, as
this court does not handle CPS cases, per se.

Website: www.curveyforjudge.com

308TH JUDICIAL DISTRICT - JUVENILE AND FAMILY

308TH JUDICIAL DISTRICT - JUVENILE AND FAMILY

Todd Frankfort | REPUBLICAN
QUALIFICATIONS: With nearly 28 years of practice, I have a broad
experience in family law, which will translate into more efficient,
accurate rulings. Every day, I will work hard for the citizens of
Harris County, and will base rulings on the law and the evidence.
FAMILY INTERESTS: When making appointments, it is critically
important to insure the bests interests of the children and the
families are considered. While the current law under the Texas
Family Code is certainly instructive and should be followed, it is
important to understand that there is no “one size fits all” because
every family is different and special. As a judge, I would be certain

to ascertain the needs of the individual family, and make an
appointment that fits the personalities involved.
COURT FAIRNESS: With the understanding that each family is
unique, as judge, I am committed to ensuring that all of the
stakeholders, especially the children, are getting the services and
attention they need. In cases where CPS is involved I will endeavor
to ensure that every voice is heard—that we consider family
specific needs. I will work collaboratively with CPS and with the
FAMILY to provide all available resources to ensure the protection
and best interest of the children.

Website: www.frankfortforjudge.com

Gloria López | DEMOCRAT
QUALIFICATIONS: I am Board Certified in Family Law. I have
presented/published articles on family law issues (for judges,
lawyers, and organizations). I am compassionate, measured,
and fair. I have executed the duties of the bench with integrity
and compassion.
FAMILY INTERESTS: When elected, I restored integrity to the 308th
Court. Transparency and the elimination of impropriety (including
the appearance of impropriety) was my first goal when I became
a Judge. It is important that parties are guaranteed their case is
heard in a fair and just manner. All proceedings are live streamed to
provide transparency. It is also important that parties know their

atty understands their native language and culture. Thus, I have an
appointment list that is diverse and inclusive.
COURT FAIRNESS: Better coordination and collaboration outside
of the courtroom will improve outcomes inside the courtroom.
Collaborating with parents and allowing them to be active
participants in the problem solving is imperative. Parents know
their needs and strengths. We must allow their voices to be heard
and acknowledge their concerns. A model that brings everyone
together (CPS, Placement, Court, and Parents) is important to
help families know that the system is working to reunite and not
take their child.

Website: glorialopez4judge.com

309TH JUDICIAL DISTRICT - JUVENILE AND FAMILY

309TH JUDICIAL DISTRICT - JUVENILE AND FAMILY (continued on page 48)
Jesus Guillen | REPUBLICAN
QUALIFICATIONS: I have been licensed to practice law for about 7
years. I have completed over 100 trials representing the Department
of Family Protective Services, while working for the Harris County
Attorneys Office. I have practiced Family Law my entire career.
FAMILY INTERESTS: In my current role as a County Attorney I have
seen many cases where CPS caseworkers are a different ethnicity
from parents. This can create a cultural barrier and inhibit the
completion of services by a parent. CPS should assign workers
that understand the culture of the parents in cases. I will also
appoint special attorneys such as Disability Rights Texas and

W W W. LW V H O U S T O N . O R G

Foster Care Advocacy Center to assist in cases with mental health
and disability issues.
COURT FAIRNESS: As a County Attorney I have worked with the Court
to create a PAL docket so that children in care, can get together and
learn about all the resources available to them while in care and
after care. We have worked with different organizations such as
Child Advocates, Texas Workforce Commission, Texas Children’s
Foster Care Clinic, Yes Waiver, the Hay Center, Disability Rights
Texas, and the Foster Care Advocacy Center to make sure the right
people are assigned to the right case.
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309TH JUDICIAL DISTRICT - JUVENILE AND FAMILY (continued from page 47)
Linda Marie Dunson | DEMOCRAT
QUALIFICATIONS: My education helps me understand different
ethnicities. I have been trained to listen, to think critically
and comprehend vast amount of information, which is
important in reading, interpreting and applying the law. I
have judicial demeanor; I care.
FAMILY INTERESTS: The best interest is of the child/ren is of
paramount importance. Because families are diverse, those
who represent them must understand the differences within
cultures, traumas individuals experience, as well as there
own implicit biases. Therefore, it is necessary to ensure that
specific training in trauma, cultures, and biases are available
for appointed attorneys.

COURT FAIRNESS: The 309th District Court, where I am
the currently the Presiding Judge, has been selected by
the Texas Childrens Commission to be one of six Trauma
Informed Courts in Texas. The objective is to increase
positive outcomes for families impacted by Child Protective
Services, which requires collaboration between the courts,
and other stakeholders. I have been diligently working to
train attorneys, target and engage community organizations,
participating in meeting with my core team, including CPS.

Website: www.dunson4judge.com

310TH JUDICIAL DISTRICT - JUVENILE AND FAMILY
310TH JUDICIAL DISTRICT - JUVENILE AND FAMILY

Andrew Michael Bayley | REPUBLICAN
NO RESPONSE RECEIVED

Sonya Leah Heath | DEMOCRAT
QUALIFICATIONS: I am a licensed attorney with over 38 years in the
legal field (25 as a legal assistant and 13 as an attorney/judge. Once
I opened my own firm, I practiced exclusively family law. And have
been a family judge for 3.5 years.
FAMILY INTERESTS: I believe it is important to bring about change
that assures fairness and equity regardless of race, gender,
sexual orientation, immigration status, socioeconomic status,
and political affiliation. I am going to give everyone the same

treatment, and to extent they are a member of a group historically
discriminated class, all persons will have an opportunity to be
heard. An example would be to ensure I find an interpreter if the
litigant does not speak English.
COURT FAIRNESS: To become a Trama Informed Court and ensure
attorneys taking appointments representing litigants in our CPS
cases in this Court have had this training as well.

Website: www.heath4judge.com
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311TH JUDICIAL DISTRICT - JUVENILE AND FAMILY

Gardner Eastland | REPUBLICAN
QUALIFICATIONS: I’ve been practicing exclusively family law for 19
years. I have handled hundreds of family law cases throughout the
Houston area.
FAMILY INTERESTS: I am not taking any contributions from
matrimonial lawyers. I will use the wheel to select these
appointments.

COURT FAIRNESS: Attempt to devote one day a week to child
protective services cases. Ensure decorum and cooperation will be
mandated in all manners before the court.

Website: gardnereastland.com

Germaine Ja’Net Tanner | DEMOCRAT
QUALIFICATIONS: I am the current Presiding Judge of the 311th
Family Dist. Court. I am a highly rated jurist with the Houston
Bar Association’s Bi-Annual Bar Poll and I’m recently elected
as a Fellow with the Texas Bar Foundation, for my professional
achievements.
FAMILY INTERESTS: In addition to the qualifications enumerated
in the Texas Family Code for choosing appointed counsel, I
assess the ad litems from a global perspective. While education,
training and years in practice are critical, an appointees varied life
experiences, cultural background and a demonstrated reputation

for being fair and balanced, are considered when matching them
with specific cases.
COURT FAIRNESS: The Judicial Code of Conduct prohibits judges
from “collaborating” with agencies that prosecute OR defend
cases that come before the court. However, as the Judge, I utilize
my authority to order services that are specific to the needs of
each individual case, based on the facts and evidence presented.
This ultimately serves the best interests of the children and their
parents, with the goal of increasing the chance for family healing
and reunification once the case is concluded.

Website: www.judgegermainetanner.com
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312TH JUDICIAL DISTRICT - JUVENILE AND FAMILY
Quyen Pham | REPUBLICAN

312TH JUDICIAL DISTRICT - JUVENILE AND FAMILY

QUALIFICATIONS: I have been practicing Family Law in Harris County for 15 years.
FAMILY INTERESTS: No response received.
COURT FAIRNESS: No response received.

Teresa J. Waldrop | DEMOCRAT
QUALIFICATIONS: Private law practice 30+ yrs; Board certified in
family law by the Texas Board of Legal Specialization since 2009.
The only board certified candidate in this race; Member, State Bar
College. Graduate of Leadership Houston (Class XXII).
FAMILY INTERESTS: Publish guidelines of the Court’s expectations
of attorneys accepting appointments in the 312th District Court. For
example, non-emergency telephone calls & emails to be returned
within 24 hours. Establish standards for Court approval of attorney
fees that require exercise of good ethical & moral responsibility,
common sense and professionalism in billing. For example, avoid

block billing, include descriptions, no reimbursement for travel
time/mileage inside Harris County.
COURT FAIRNESS: Implement policies and procedures of oversight
to ensure due process for children and families. This oversight
would include ongoing communication to clarify roles and
expectations, streamline required court and legal processes,
moving forward in an expeditious manner to resolve issues, and
prioritizing training regarding implicit bias. Acknowledge existing
disparities and make efforts to understand the root causes with the
goal of that being to advance equity in the child welfare system.

Website: www.teresawaldropforjudge.com
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Rachel Leal-Hudson | REPUBLICAN
QUALIFICATIONS: I worked at the Harris County Attorney Office,
assigned to the Child Abuse division, representing CPS and in
private practice over 10 years with a focus in Child welfare,
Family mediation, Juvenile and Guardianship. I am one of
19 adopted children.
FAMILY INTERESTS: I will strive to make sure that parents, children
and council have access to our court system using Zoom as well as
in-person hearings, when necessary. I will also utilize community
resources and match families to programs that can help give a

well rounded approach to the challenges families are facing so
that all aspects of their success can be considered.
COURT FAIRNESS: I am familiar with and will continue to stay
educated regarding CPS’s policies and procedures as well as
community resources available to families so that there is a
collaborative approach to the families being served. In addition,
being knowledgeable about the law, legislative process to amend
laws and CPS policies will be vital to helping serve the families
and children in CPS care.

Website: Rachellealhudson.com

Natalia Oakes | DEMOCRAT
QUALIFICATIONS: I practiced law in Juvenile Court for 18 years
handling both juvenile delinquencies and child welfare cases
before being elected judge in 2018. I was a secondary school
teacher, a mother of a teenage boy and trained to establish
rapport with youth.
FAMILY INTERESTS: The cornerstone of due process is adequate
notice and the right to appear & be heard. In delinquency & CPS
proceedings this entails competent counsel for the juvenile, child
& parents.I advise the child & parents of their right to appear &
express their concerns to me.It is extremely important that every
litigant knows that they will be treated with respect & courteously

in my court.While a party may not agree with my ultimate decision,
I strive to ensure that each party’s due process is protected.
COURT FAIRNESS: The main principle in every CPS case is the best
interest of the child. Though stakeholders agree with this principle,
they often disagree on how to apply it.Public policy in Texas is
to keep children with their parents. Sadly that is not possible in
all cases. The court reminds parents to provide a safe & stable
home, encourages parents to complete their service plan & reach
out to their CPS caseworker & their attorney when they need help
achieving the goal of reunification with their child.

Website: www.nataliaforjudge.com
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Cindy Hide | REPUBLICAN
QUALIFICATIONS: I have been licensed by the Supreme Court of
Texas since 1984 and have focused my legal career on family law,
successfully representing litigants facing all issues related to
marriage and divorce. I strive to balance accountability
with compassion.
FAMILY INTERESTS: I would first seek to understand the financial
circumstances of the litigants and what supplemental resources are
available, if needed. This is critical to ensure that everyone has a
fair, equal opportunity to be heard. I believe there is great value in
staying focused on the end goal of the case and for everyone to work
cooperatively to get there. Discovery should be conducted in good

faith and completed in a timely manner. Effective communication
often resolves misunderstandings and outcomes.
COURT FAIRNESS: Barring funding restrictions to work
collaboratively with the latest technology, enthusiasm for our
sincerest efforts to adjudicate beneficial outcomes is job one.
The court, CPS, and relevant agencies should all engage in best
practices and protocols to serve the families, children, and
populations we are employed to serve. We should also look to
other exemplary counties for guidance to correct what we can
improve. Ultimately, judicial oversight is crucial for accountability
and performance.

Website: CindyHideForJud com

Michelle Moore | DEMOCRAT
QUALIFICATIONS: I am the current judge in the 314th D.C seeking
re election. From 2006-2018, my client was Children’s Protective
Services (CPS). I was the lead attorney in the 315th Juvenile Dist.
Crt in Harris Co for 5 years. I have experience as judge and atty.
FAMILY INTERESTS: I approve expenses for investigators, mental
health professionals, & other necessary experts so that litigants are
able to present their case adequately. I require all court appointed
attorneys to file a statement of due diligence affirming they have
visited their child client(s) prior to every hearing. Litigants are
given prompt hearing dates when necessary. Conversely I approve
agreements, without a hearing, when requested which means no
litigation expense to the parties.

COURT FAIRNESS: I hold hearings on CPS cases often and require
mediation on all contested cases. I have found when parties talk,
all sides have a better understanding to what it is expected of them.
I ensure cost is not barrier to obtaining services by holding hearings
every few months to determine the party’s progress on services and
what services are needed. I routinely go to trainings to stay abreast
of changes within CPS. Child Advocates is appointed to CPS cases to
ensure best interests of the child.

Website: www.judgemichellemoore.com

315TH JUDICIAL DISTRICT - JUVENILE AND FAMILY

315TH JUDICIAL DISTRICT - JUVENILE AND FAMILY

Maria Valeria Brock | REPUBLICAN
QUALIFICATIONS: I’m a candidate for a child and family court.
For 30 years, I’ve represented children, parents, and family
members in the legal system. I respect the judicial process and the
participants. I want safety for children and the community.
FAMILY INTERESTS: I will ensure that everyone has the opportunity
to state their case and and have it considered as promptly as
possible. Timely access to the court is important. Consideration of
language barriers is important. Respectful attention to concerns

is important. The court makes an impact in the community when it
listens to the facts and follows the law.
COURT FAIRNESS: I have a long-standing working relationship
with the stakeholders in the court. Understanding the roles and
contributions of each entity is important to using available care and
services effectively. Keeping abreast of opportunities for the children
and families served by the court is essential to maximizing the
benefit they receive, and allows more families to remain intact.

Website: www.votevaleria.com

Leah Shapiro | DEMOCRAT
QUALIFICATIONS: As presiding judge of 315th District Court, and
having served as a prosecutor and assistant public defender,
I have the experience that delivers understanding of the law,
and appreciation for the impact of system-involvement on
children and families.
FAMILY INTERESTS: In the 315th District Court we engage attorneys,
their clients, and individuals participating in litigation to educate,
confirm understanding of the systems at play, and create solutions
to issues that arise. I promote improved representation and
communication with all individuals before the court, including ease
of access through remote appearances. I will continue supporting

enhanced training, including implicit bias training, for all
attorneys receiving appointments in the 315th.
COURT FAIRNESS: In the 315th, the court adapts to work with
children, families, agencies, and service providers to better
serve the best interest of each child and family. We are available
beyond traditional hours to accommodate the needs of the cases.
We piloted the Dual Status Docket in Harris County, serving
those most vulnerable youth involved both the delinquency and
dependency systems. We dedicate individualized time with the
youth, families, and teams to coordinate services and system
accountability.

Website: www.LeahShapiroForJudge.com
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HARRIS COUNTY - COUNTY JUDGE
PRESIDES OVER COUNTY COMMISSIONERS COURT, WHICH HAS BUDGETARY AND ADMINISTRATIVE AUTHORITY OVER
ALL COUNTY GOVERNMENT OPERATIONS. ADDITIONALLY, THE COUNTY JUDGE IS RESPONSIBLE FOR CALLING ELECTIONS,
FOR POSTING ELECTION NOTICES, FOR RECEIVING AND CANVASSING ELECTION RETURNS, AND FOR CIVIL DEFENSE
PREPAREDNESS AND DISASTER RELIEF. THE COUNTY JUDGE MAY ALSO PERFORM MARRIAGES. 4-YEAR TERM.

QUESTIONS TO CANDIDATES:
QUALIFICATIONS: What training, experience and characteristics
qualify you for this position?
VOTERS RIGHTS: What is the role of Commissioners Court in ensuring
that the Harris County elections are conducted in a manner that is
both accessible to all eligible voters and efficiently conducted?

COUNTY GOVERNMENT FUNDING: What options do you see for
funding county government services in light of recently enacted
Constitutional restrictions on property taxes?
PUBLIC SAFETY: How will you address issues of public safety in
Harris County?

Alexandra Del Moral Mealer | REPUBLICAN
QUALIFICATIONS: I’m a West Point grad, former Army bomb squad
Captain and led 600+ people. Completed my JD/MBA from Harvard,
worked 6 years in investment banking, most recently as a
Vice President. I’m a wife, mom of 2 toddlers, and concerned
about our County.
VOTERS RIGHTS: When Commissioners Court created the position of
the Elections Administrator, there was bipartisan opposition. Any
shortcomings of previous elections pale in comparison to recent
elections: +30 hours to report initial results, +10k ballots uncounted.
For our democracy to thrive, we need an election process that instills
confidence with the public. Upon taking office, I will immediately
vote to return elections to our elected officials by eliminating the
Office of Elections Administrator.
COUNTY GOVERNMENT FUNDING: Our County government needs
to focus on efficiently and effectively delivering core services.

Just last year, property tax revenue grew by over 7%. By any
measure, this is an extremely well-funded government, yet
we are unable to fund the 2023 budget. Given where we are
in the economic cycle, we must return our focus back to core
government functions. Chief among them, restoring public safety
by aggressively funding our criminal justice system.
PUBLIC SAFETY: Every neighborhood deserves safety and the
most effective way is through community policing. Our law
enforcement is so starved of resources that deputies are rushing
from call to call, by increasing the amount of deputies, we can
proactively reduce crime. We also need to resource the entire
criminal justice system, everything from prosecutors to the
medical examiner’s office. Harris County has a court backlog of
+130k and in practical terms means families of victims are waiting
years for justice.

Website: alexandramealer.com

COUNTY JUDGE

Lina Hidalgo | DEMOCRAT
QUALIFICATIONS: I’ve steered us through COVID, floods, fires,
and the freeze, while pioneering initiatives like “worst first”
on flooding, historic investments in early childhood, reducing
homelessness and fighting crime. I’m guided by what’s best
for our community.
VOTERS RIGHTS: Commissioners Court is responsible for
certifying the canvass. We must not pander to conspiracy
theorists. One Commissioner refused to certify the canvass in
2021. We cannot elect folks who refuse to acknowledge there is
no widespread election fraud. Commissioners Court must also
adequately fund elections. We have invested in initiatives to
make voting more accessible, from 24-hour polling sites to an
expansion of early voting — leading to the highest turnout in
Harris County in almost 30 years.
COUNTY GOVERNMENT FUNDING: The recent property tax
restrictions will likely lead to a decrease in per capita funding

as the population grows. Every year since taking office, we
triumphed through restrictions and maximized dollars by passing
an overall 7.72% tax decrease (the most ever), improving our toll
road bond rating, and adopting outcome-driven budgeting for the
first time. These innovations included restructuring toll road debt
to increase road rating, flood control, and fiscal year alignment.
PUBLIC SAFETY: People need to feel safe in Harris County – that’s
a fundamental responsibility of government. We’ve invested $1.4
billion in public safety – including a budget increase for every law
enforcement agency. The DA’s budget is 24% higher today than in
2018. We’ve invested in reducing the court backlog, fighting gun
violence, and an all-of-the-above approach to crime prevention,
including backing law enforcement and addressing mental health.
I believe in being tough on crime but also smart.

Website: www.linahidalgo.com

Naoufal Houjami | WRITE-IN
QUALIFICATIONS: 25 years of Experience Entrepreneur, Politician,
Author, US National Security Strategist, Member of CSIS,
International Experience in Africa, Europe, Mideast, Master in
Strategy & Risk Management, Inventor, Composer, Volunteer,
Husband & Father of 4
VOTERS RIGHTS: The County allows residents to vote at any
polling location on Election Day, not just their home precinct, &
has expanded early voting hrs & locations, including access for
students early voting polls opened at the University of Houston
& Texas Southern Univ. Harris County made $17M investment
to triple the number of Early Vote locations & provide mail-in
ballots Created Elections Adm. Position to ensure voting is fair,
efficient, secure, & accessible & approved fund of $54M new
voting machines.
COUNTY GOVERNMENT FUNDING: Texas voters approve two
property tax relief measures: Proposition 1: a measure to

essentially cut school district property taxes for homeowners
who are 65 and older or disabled, passed by a wide margin.
Proposition 2: raise the state’s homestead exemption — the dollar
amount of a home’s value that’s exempt from taxation by school
districts — from $25,000 to $40,000. The owner of an average
Texas home, worth about $300,000, will save around $175 on their
annual property tax bill.
PUBLIC SAFETY: High Crimes & innocents are Killed every day
in Harris County because the failure of PR bail reform passed
by corrupted and incompetents officials Holding Key powers at:
>District Attorney >Mayor Office >County Judge, Commissioners
& Court Judges. I will bring Justice & Order: 1. Increase Law
enforcement budget 2. Build new bigger Jail. Texas Commission
on jail standards, Harris County Jail is under-staff Conditions
are not safe 3. Create 2nd chance programs for criminals to
integrate society

Website: www.houjamifortexas.webador.com
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HARRIS COUNTY - COUNTY CIVIL COURT AT LAW
PRESIDES OVER ORIGINAL AND APPELLATE COUNTY CIVIL CASES; EXCLUSIVE JURISDICTION OVER EMINENT DOMAIN PROCEEDINGS.
DECIDES TITLE ISSUES ON REAL/PERSONAL PROPERTY. HEARS SUITS TO RECOVER DAMAGES FOR SLANDER/DEFAMATION OF CHARACTER; ENFORCEMENT OF
LIENS ON REAL PROPERTY VALUED AT $200 OR MORE; CORPORATE CHARTER FORFEITURES; AND RECOVERY OF REAL PROPERTY. 4-YEAR TERM.

QUESTIONS TO CANDIDATES:
QUALIFICATIONS: What training, experience and characteristics
qualify you for this position?
CIVIL CASES: What will you do to promote the just, prompt, and
affordable resolution of civil cases that come before your court?

DISCOVERY PROCESS: How will you ensure that attorneys and
litigants do not abuse the discovery process?

HARRIS COUNTY - COUNTY CIVIL COURT AT LAW NO. 1

COUNTY CIVIL COURT AT LAW NO. 1

James Lombardino | REPUBLICAN
QUALIFICATIONS: I served the citizens of Harris County as an
Assistant District Attorney and 8 years as a District Court Judge.
I have 30 years’ litigation and appellate experience and have resolved
over 38,000 cases including child custody and child abuse cases.
CIVIL CASES: Justice Delayed is Justice Denied. Cases should
be heard without unnecessary delay. This is accomplished by
the judge and the court staff working a full workday, 5 days a
week. Unless there is an agreement of the parties, cases should
be scheduled for trial 6 to 9 months after they are filed. Nonemergency hearings should be heard by the court 10 to 14 days

after filing. Phone inquiries by the public and by attorneys should
be answered by live court personnel not by answering machines.
DISCOVERY PROCESS: The court has a duty to ensure that the
discovery sought is not unreasonably cumulative and that the
burden and expense of the discovery does not outweigh its likely
benefit. The court will allow the parties to contact the court and
schedule a telephone conference with the judge. This procedure will
allow them to protect themselves from undue burden, unnecessary
expense, harassment, annoyance, and invasion of personal rights
without having to incur the expense of traveling to the courthouse.

Website: www.1stcourt.com

Audrie Lawton Evans | DEMOCRAT
QUALIFICATIONS: I have an affinity for this particular court for
years. As a practicing attorney for 20 years, I have tried a good
number of cases in the county courts at law. I believe that I have
the requisite experience and the right temperament as a judge.
CIVIL CASES: I believe the judiciary’s job is to facilitate the efficient
resolution of disputes. As a judge, I am responsible for maintaining
decorum in the court room, making sure that all parties have
equal access to the legal system, and to render the prompt and fair

resolution of cases filed in court. My staff and I strive hard to make
sure that most cases that are filed in my court reach some type of
resolution within 365 days or one calendar year.
DISCOVERY PROCESS: I have found that one of the best ways to
deal with discovery disputes is to have both parties sit down and
agree to some discovery deadlines, also called a docket control
order. This helps because if both parties agree to deadlines, it is
kind of hard for either of them to abuse the discovery process.

Website: www.audrielawtonevans.com

HARRIS COUNTY - COUNTY CIVIL COURT AT LAW NO. 2

COUNTY CIVIL COURT AT LAW NO. 2

Clyde Raymond Leuchtag | REPUBLICAN

52

QUALIFICATIONS: An experience litigation attorney for 30+ years
who was the highest HBA rated County Civil Court Judge while
on the bench from June 2015 through December 2016, with zero
reversals and only 1 modification on appeal. Graduated in Top 5% of
law school.
CIVIL CASES: Until every county-wide Republican up for election
in November 2016 was swept out of office, our court had earned a
reputation for FAIRNESS and for treating all people with RESPECT
and courtesy, while faithfully following the law. I will again rule
quickly, have multiple dockets per day, make sure both sides

understand the court proceedings and the law, and I will never
accept more than $250 (instead of max of $5,000) from any attorney
or litigant who might have a case in our court.
DISCOVERY PROCESS: 1. As a former Judge, I strongly encouraged
litigants to resolve their own discovery disputes, and the vast
majority worked out their differences, with very few exceptions.
2. Where I had to intervene, I was usually able to assist the parties
to work out an acceptable compromise with the court’s guidance.
3. Lacking compromise, I will enforce the discovery rules, such as
automatic disclosure requirements.

Website: www.JudgeClyde.com

Jim F. Kovach | DEMOCRAT
QUALIFICATIONS: I have been a licensed lawyer in Harris Co.,
Texas for over 31 years. I have served as your judge in this office
for over 3 years. I have handled thousands of cases in this court,
and I have always treated all parties and lawyers with respect.
CIVIL CASES: I sit on the Houston Bar Association Board of Directors
for the Dispute Resolution Center (DRC). The DRC is a non-profit
entity that provides free mediation services to litigants. I refer
many cases to the DRC to help get cases settled. I’m also an
advocate of Early Dispute Resolution (EDR). I co-authored an article
supporting its virtues. EDR is used when all parties have lawyers

and we are concerned that the amount of attorneys’ fees may
impede settlement if not mediated promptly.
DISCOVERY PROCESS: I allow all parties to submit their discovery
disputes to the court by either written submission or oral
hearing. I require the lawyers to confer with each other in person
or in a Zoom Breakout room prior to beginning the hearing,
so that the parties can better explain their differences if they
do come before me. I rarely have discovery disputes from the
lawyers in my court because they know my reputation for
being fair, but firm.

Website: KovachforJudge.com
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HARRIS COUNTY - COUNTY CIVIL COURT AT LAW NO. 3
Aaron G. Adams | REPUBLICAN

COUNTY CIVIL COURT AT LAW NO. 3

NO RESPONSE RECEIVED

LaShawn A. Williams | DEMOCRAT
DISCOVERY PROCESS: On certain cases, those that may present
more complex issues, we have scheduling orders that are proposed
by the parties. This requires that the parties confer about key
issues in the case. In other general matters, the court requires
that parties meet and confer regarding discovery disputes before
approaching the Court. Where parties are unable to agree or the
Court finds improper conduct, sanctions may be in order along
with a court imposed schedule.

QUALIFICATIONS: Prior to taking the bench, I had 23 years litigation
experience, including in-house counsel to a national restaurant
chain, counsel to several non-profits including religious entities
and housing development companies. I have also tried many cases.
CIVIL CASES: We will continue to do remote hearings when it is
fair and feasible to do so. Remote hearings allow folks to appear
without missing tos much work or spending money on childcare.
Also attorneys are able to appear in multiple courts passing savings
to their clients. Where we have technical difficulties, we then
require the parties to appear in person, but may allow for certain
expert witnesses or others to appear remotely.

Website: www.lawforjudge.com

HARRIS COUNTY - COUNTY CIVIL COURT AT LAW NO. 4

COUNTY CIVIL COURT AT LAW NO. 4

Brian Staley | REPUBLICAN
QUALIFICATIONS: I am an attorney and small business owner.
I have over 25 years of experience as an attorney practicing
civil law. I have litigated thousands of cases, handling matters
including mediations, pre-trial hearings, bench trials,
and jury trials.
CIVIL CASES: One of the primary issues in County Civil Court is the
efficient administration of justice. Since these are usually smaller
cases, they need to be handled by the court in a way that reduces
attorney’s fees and expenses. That means not wasting people’s

time and money with unnecessary and lengthy procedures. I will
move these cases along by making sure that trials are set in a
timely manner.
DISCOVERY PROCESS: I believe strongly that everyone before
the court must be treated fairly and have the right to be heard,
whether you have an attorney or if you are on your own arguing
your case. You have the right to a fair judge that will treat you with
the dignity and respect that is your due as a Texas citizen.

Website: StaleyforJudge.com

M. K. Monica Singh | DEMOCRAT
QUALIFICATIONS: I am an experienced civil litigator with over 100
trials. I lead a diverse group of staff and often teach continuing
education courses for attorneys. As a community activist, I remain
committed to promoting access and fairness in the legal system.
CIVIL CASES: I will closely manage the docket to ensure litigants
have their cases heard promptly, without unnecessary delay. I will
conduct status hearings for the court’s oldest cases to understand
the history and how the court can help move the case forward.
To ensure a just resolution, the law and facts will determine my
rulings, rather than preconceived notions about the dispute.

Lastly, I will support community legal education efforts and
ensure pro bono resources are available in my courtroom.
DISCOVERY PROCESS: Discovery is an important legal right, yet
one of the most complex, time-consuming processes in litigation.
As an experienced litigator, I am keenly aware that discovery
can be abused, causing unnecessary delays, costs, and stress.
The court’s role is to set clear discovery deadlines, ensure timely
compliance, and promptly rule on discovery disputes. I will
prioritize docket management and quickly resolve discovery
matters to set clear expectations for litigants and minimize abuse.

Website: www.SinghforJudge.com

IMPORTANT NOTE ABOUT ELECTRONIC DEVICES

2022

Texas law does not allow voters to access information or personal notes using electronic devices
(such as mobile phones or tablets) while at the polling place. However, you may take printed or
handwritten notes into the voting booth, including a printed copy of this Voters Guide.
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HARRIS COUNTY - COUNTY CRIMINAL COURT AT LAW
EXCLUSIVE ORIGINAL JURISDICTION OVER MISDEMEANORS WHERE THE FINE ALLOWED EXCEEDS $500 OR
CONFINEMENT IN THE COUNTY JAIL DOES NOT EXCEED ONE YEAR. DECISIONS FROM THE MUNICIPAL AND
JUSTICE OF THE PEACECOURTS MAY BE APPEALED TO COUNTY CRIMINAL COURTS AT LAW. 4-YEAR TERM.

QUESTIONS TO CANDIDATES:
QUALIFICATIONS: What training, experience and characteristics
qualify you for this position?
INCARCERATION ALTERNATIVES: What, if any, alternatives to
incarceration do you support? Please discuss program options, as
well as when and how such alternatives can be used.

BAIL REQUIREMENTS: In setting bail amounts, how will you balance
Texas’ Constitutionally-mandated bail requirements with other
conditions of release including minimizing any public safety threat
the defendant may present to community? Please discuss both first
time and repeat offenders.

HARRIS COUNTY - COUNTY CRIMINAL COURT AT LAW NO. 1
Nathan Moss | REPUBLICAN

COUNTY CRIMINAL COURT AT LAW NO. 1

NO RESPONSE RECEIVED

Alex Salgado | DEMOCRAT
QUALIFICATIONS: I was a prosecutor for 9 years prior to taking the
bench and I have now been the Judge of this court for 3.5 years. My
experience is purely criminal. I am a fair and impartial Judge and
only make decisions based on the law and facts before me.
INCARCERATION ALTERNATIVES: As a misdemeanor Judge I support
any alternative to incarceration, and any pretrial diversion
program that results in a dismissal for a person. Majority of
misdemeanors are non-violent, first time offenders who do not
need their lives ruined by a criminal record. I am in full support
of allowing a person to avoid a conviction by classes, community
services, or other diversion programs.

BAIL REQUIREMENTS: My colleagues and I settled a bail lawsuit
in which a federal court judge found was unconstitutional when
applied to misdemeanor defendants. I believe that money does not
make the community safe and people should not be incarcerated
simply because they are poor. If someone is a true threat to the
community, then their bond should be set at an amount that
keeps them in jail. The majority of misdemeanor defendants are
released without paying any money per our settlement.

Website: alexsalgadoforjudge.com

HARRIS COUNTY - COUNTY CRIMINAL COURT AT LAW NO. 2

COUNTY CRIMINAL COURT AT LAW NO. 2

Paula Goodhart | REPUBLICAN
QUALIFICATIONS: Licensed attorney 29 years, 14 year prosecutor, 6
year criminal defense attorney and 8 year 10 month former judge of
Harris County Criminal Court at Law #1. Tried more than 100 jury
trials as an attorney and presided over more than 300 as the judge.
INCARCERATION ALTERNATIVES: As a former judge, I was
responsible for an alternative to incarceration program called
SOBER (Saving Ourselves By Education and Recovery) court for
repeat young offenders. Since majority of what a misdemeanor
judge sees are alcohol related offenses, I support expanding
the program. Studies show that supervision for the appropriate
person with wrap around services and accountability are the most

successful strategies for reducing recidivism and protecting the
public from DWI related offenses.
BAIL REQUIREMENTS: Whether a first or repeat offender, I will
evaluate each case individually as required by law and consider
the following: 1. Bail will be reasonable and ensure appearance
in court 2. Bail will not be an instrument of oppression 3. I will
consider the nature and circumstances of the offense 4. I will
consider the individuals ability to make bail 5. I will consider the
future safety of the victim and community 6. I will consider the
criminal history of accused Bail/Release will be set accordingly

Website: PaulaGoodhart.com

Ronnisha Bowman | DEMOCRAT
QUALIFICATIONS: I’ve worked as an attorney and judge for the
past ten years. I have presided over a large misdemeanor docket,
reduced docket numbers and worked to ensure community safety.
As judge, I am firm yet fair and ready to listen to all parties.
INCARCERATION ALTERNATIVES: Some alternatives to
incarceration after convictions include: sentencing to treatment
facilities, probation and house arrest. These options help with jail
overcrowding and give alternative punishment to those who may
be a good candidate.

BAIL REQUIREMENTS: Bond is set to ensure the safety of the
community and secure the defendants presence in court; all
conditions of release are tailored with this law in mind. Guardian
interlock devices, protective orders and gps tracking devices
are examples of court ordered conditions of bond that may be
appropriate to bolster community safety.

Website: www.judgebowman.com
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HARRIS COUNTY - COUNTY CRIMINAL COURT AT LAW NO. 3

COUNTY CRIMINAL COURT AT LAW NO. 3

Leslie Johnson | REPUBLICAN
BAIL REQUIREMENTS: There must be a proper balance in setting
bail. Public safety and the rights of the defendant are primary.
Bail is about accountability and making sure the process of
disposing of a case is smooth and sensible. Both first time
offenders and repeat offenders should have their own records
balanced against the crime for which they stand accused, the
rights of the victim and the level of accountability required
balanced with fairness and public safety.

QUALIFICATIONS: Almost 25 years as a practicing attorney in
Harris County with experience in both civil and criminal matters.
Extensive amount of time practicing in our county’s criminal
courts as part of private law practice.
INCARCERATION ALTERNATIVES: I support alternatives to
incarceration where the facts of the case, public safety needs and
the record of the defendant align. Alternatives should match the
needs of the victim and the defendant. The ultimate goal should
be justice, resolution and cultivating a solution that results in the
courthouse not being a revolving door. I support programs for
veterans and those with addictions for which they need assistance.

Porscha Natasha Brown | DEMOCRAT
QUALIFICATIONS: I handle misdemeanors and serious felonies
in our courts everyday. I volunteer locally; serve in leadership
positions; participate in committees statewide; frequently
speak on criminal law; have a diverse background, and a zeal
for equality.
INCARCERATION ALTERNATIVES: I support the use of alternatives
to incarceration based on risk-assessments and evidence based
practices to reduce recidivism. I plan to work within our County
programs and with outside organizations on alternatives that
address mental health, substance abuse, and/or homelessness.
I cannot say how I would rule in any particular case, but I will

consider any relevant information from the Prosecutor,
Defense Attorney, risk assessments and probation programming
evaluations.
BAIL REQUIREMENTS: Judges are allowed by Texas law to consider,
in whole, the ability to pay, community safety, criminal history,
the future safety of the victim of the alleged offense, and ties
to the community when determining the bond of the accused.
Additionally, a Judge can further impose specific conditions to
bond. As a Judge, I am not allowed to say how I would rule in any
particular case but I will consider all of the factors and conditions
to bond that Texas law allows in determining bail for everyone.

Website: www.Porscha4Judge.com

HARRIS COUNTY - COUNTY CRIMINAL COURT AT LAW NO. 4

COUNTY CRIMINAL COURT AT LAW NO. 4

Zachary Gibson | REPUBLICAN
QUALIFICATIONS: In my current job, I am required to know a vast
amount of criminal law off the cuff. I have been a prosecutor for
seven years in two counties, and I currently defend the rulings of trial
courts in higher courts. I know what judges may and may not do.
INCARCERATION ALTERNATIVES: The Texas Legislature has
approved probation but only if a judge first determines that
probation is in the “best interest of justice, the public, and the
defendant.” When I feel that a jail sentence is warranted, but these
criteria are not met, then I shall sentence the defendant to jail.

BAIL REQUIREMENTS: The US Constitution and Texas statute both
recognize that a trial judge should consider the safety of the
community and victims in setting bail. Although a defendant’s
ability to make bail is a factor, there will be times when other
factors will properly lead to a bail amount being set that a person
cannot afford. In many instances, a first-time offender should
have a lower bond than a repeat offender, but other considerations
may warrant a higher bond even for a first-time offender.

Website: www.zach4harriscounty.com

Shannon Brichelle Baldwin | DEMOCRAT
BAIL REQUIREMENTS: For first time defendants & repeat
offenders, I am bound by a federal court order to set affordable
bonds UNLESS they are a carve out offense (violent offense)
described in our local rule 9. I have hearings to review evidence
required by U.S. & Texas Constitutions & Code of Criminal
Procedure. I consider public safety (victims), personal (ties to
community and finances) information and criminal history of
the Defendant. Conditions of bond are specific to the offense &
determined after a hearing.

QUALIFICATIONS: I practiced law over 22 years as a prosecutor
and criminal defense attorney. I was lead attorney in many
criminal jury trials including capital murder. As judge,
I’ve maintained excellent case management, jury trials & fair
access to court and justice.
INCARCERATION ALTERNATIVES: I support pre-trial intervention
where defendants complete “probation like” programs
successfully and do not receive convictions. This is typical of
defendants that don’t have criminal history. These programs are
offered by the District Attorney’s Office to defendants who qualify.

Website: www.shannonbaldwin4judge.com
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HARRIS COUNTY - COUNTY CRIMINAL COURT AT LAW NO. 5

COUNTY CRIMINAL COURT AT LAW NO. 5

Elizabeth Buss | REPUBLICAN
QUALIFICATIONS: As a Harris County Prosecutor of nearly a decade,
I have served as a Misdemeanor Chief and practiced in the Felony,
Juvenile and Intake Divisions. I have evaluated thousands of cases
and been to trial in Misdemeanor and Felony courts.
INCARCERATION ALTERNATIVES: Each case should be
determined by the facts, and community safety must always be
a consideration. In the appropriate case pretrial intervention,
deferred adjudication and probation can be useful in allowing
offenders to maintain employment and familial roles while still
being held accountable for their actions. Additionally, specialty
courts, such as treatment and Veteran’s courts, are also beneficial

in connecting offenders with the resources they need to lower
their risk of reoffending.
BAIL REQUIREMENTS: In setting bail, I will consider the facts
of the offense and the amount of bail which will reasonably
ensure the defendant both appears in court and complies with
conditions of bond. I will review the public safety report. Future
safety of a victim of the alleged offense, law enforcement, and the
community will always be considered. If a defendant is a repeat
offender, I will consider their history of bond forfeiture and/or
bond violations.

Website: www.VoteElizabethBuss.com

David Marcel Fleischer | DEMOCRAT
QUALIFICATIONS: I opened my criminal defense practice in 2004,
and rep’ed thousands, including Spanish speaking b/c I am
hispanic. Elected Judge in 2018, took an active part in seeking
historic changes; like bail reform, managed Assign Counsel and
open hrs court.
INCARCERATION ALTERNATIVES: I support alternatives that focus’
on rehabilitation, ends mass incarceration and closes the revolving
door of criminal justice, esp with our youth. We, Harris Cty Court
Judges, instituted bail reform to level the playing field and end the
practice of pleading guilty to be released. I am a strong advocate
of diversionary programs that educate to prevent re-offending.

These programs are important; however, it is also important to
send a message that public safety is of paramount importance.
BAIL REQUIREMENTS: Bail reform is important and what is
constitutionally correct; however, public safety is also equally as
important. We have the power to place conditions on defendants
to ensure public safety; such as, leg monitors, curfews, alcohol
interlock devices, protective orders, restrictions on where a
defendant may go or with whom they speak. I regularly place
these to ensure safety of community. Those who fail to adhere to
these requirements are subject to having their bonds revoked.

Website: www.judgedavidfleischer.com

HARRIS COUNTY - COUNTY CRIMINAL COURT AT LAW NO. 6

COUNTY CRIMINAL COURT AT LAW NO. 6

Mark Montgomery | REPUBLICAN

56

QUALIFICATIONS: I worked as a Houston Police Officer on night shift
patrol while attending law school. I promoted to Lieutenant and
supervised the DWI Task Force and other divisions. Since retirement
from HPD, I have been in private practice for 12 years.
INCARCERATION ALTERNATIVES: I support alternatives to
incarceration especially for misdemeanor cases. I agree with the
alternatives that are currently being used such as community
service, pretrial intervention, house arrest, DWI ignition interlock
device, ankle monitors, drug testing and anger management
classes. It is important to give youthful or first-time offenders an

opportunity for a second chance. I also, believe there is more to do
for people with mental issues.
BAIL REQUIREMENTS: Bonds are given to reasonably ensure the
defendant’s appearance in court as required and the safety of the
community, law enforcement, and the victim of the alleged offense.
As a Judge, I would follow the law. Misdemeanor defendants are
entitled to bail, but bond conditions would be monitored closely,
and violations of bond conditions could lead to the enhancement
of a bond amount, or an increase in bond conditions to protect the
community. Violators of bond conditions are subject to revocation.

Website: MontgomeryforJudge.com

Kelley Andrews | DEMOCRAT
QUALIFICATIONS: I have spent my entire career working in the area
of criminal law. I was a criminal attorney for 12 years and have
now been a criminal judge for almost 4 years. The majority of the
work that I have done has been here in Harris County.
INCARCERATION ALTERNATIVES: I preside over a misdemeanor
court and in my experience, both as a criminal attorney as well as
a judge, the misdemeanor courts are often a person’s first contact
with the criminal justice system and are also often the first area
that underlying issues such as mental illness and substance abuse
are addressed. If you treat issues that factor into a person getting

LEAGUE OF WOMEN VOTERS OF HOUSTON

into criminal trouble, you not only help them avoid getting into
criminal trouble again, you also help the entire community.
BAIL REQUIREMENTS: When determining bail, it is imperative
that a judge listen to all facts that are presented to the Court by
both the State and the Defense, and to rule on any motions re
bail that are brought before it. The factors that are often taken
into consideration when determining bail include the type of
offense, prior history, ties to the community, and the safety of the
community. This is what I do each time. There is no cookie cutter
rule that works for bail. Each case must be addressed individually.
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HARRIS COUNTY - COUNTY CRIMINAL COURT AT LAW NO. 7

COUNTY CRIMINAL COURT AT LAW NO. 7

Mike Monks | REPUBLICAN
QUALIFICATIONS: Forty years of practice in the Harris County
Criminal Justice System including 11 years as a prosecutor in
Southside Place and six years at counsel for the Harris County
Misdemeanor Courts Veteran Program. I have tried over one
hundred jury trials.
INCARCERATION ALTERNATIVES: I support the extensive use of
community service for misdemeanor cases. Every defendant who
enters a guilty plea should give back something to the community.
Community service can be supervised through the probation

department or monitored by the court. My goal is to turn criminal
defendants into public servants.
BAIL REQUIREMENTS: Bail decisions must be based on the
individual defendant and the facts surrounding the case. Clearly,
bail for first offenders will be less restrictive than bail for repeat
offenders or individual charged with new offenses while on bail.
Bail conditions should protect the community including the
complainant, witnesses or third parties.

Website: Monksforjudge.com

Andrew A. Wright | DEMOCRAT
QUALIFICATIONS: I’m a 15 year licensed attorney, board certified
in Criminal Law. I was elected in 2018 and have presided over
45 trials, mostly during a global pandemic. I am a fair,
hardworking judge that knows the law is committed to the
people of Harris County.
INCARCERATION ALTERNATIVES: Generally, these alternatives
to incarceration are a function between the state & defense.
But many times in my court we have people on alternative
resolutions of their cases that do not result in a formal plea—
called pretrial diversion. They are used in Court 7 pretty
regularly, sometimes formal and sometimes informal. I support
such agreements between the parties. There also exists deferred

adjudication and probation. When appropriate, we use these tools
instead of the Harris County Jail.
BAIL REQUIREMENTS: Court 7 is a misdemeanor court where
we follow the system under the O’Donnell consent decree. This
is a system developed where the cases that need specialized
concern by a judge are reviewed more thoroughly, but the other
misdemeanor detainees are given bonds that get them back home
to their families and community with appropriate conditions.
The court routinely will hear from the sides and give conditions
that help to ensure public safety but curtail the jailhouse coercion
seen in the past.

HARRIS COUNTY - COUNTY CRIMINAL COURT AT LAW NO. 8

COUNTY CRIMINAL COURT AT LAW NO. 8

Mark Goldberg | REPUBLICAN
QUALIFICATIONS: Prosecutor with the DA’s Office. Criminal
Defense Attorney for over 14 years. Elected 3 times to Houston City
Council. Previously a Visiting Judge in this Court. Mentor with
Big Brothers, Big Sisters and Board Member of the Houston Area
Red Cross.
INCARCERATION ALTERNATIVES: I support Pre-Trial Intervention
for first time offenders of non-violent crimes. Probation and
Deferred Adjudication are appropriate for young defendants
or domestic assault offenders who would benefit from anger
management classes, BIPP, and effective decision making classes.
First time DWI cases should be evaluated for alcohol dependency

and have a guardian interlock installed if appropriate. I prefer
a punishment with restitution in cases where the victims have
suffered monetary damages.
BAIL REQUIREMENTS: I will follow the law and make sure that bail
bonds are not punitive. A risk-based system is best to guarantee
public safety and assure court appearances. I will set appropriate
conditions for bonds. I support the use of P.R. bonds for first time
offenders who have sufficient ties to the community. This also
aids in defendants hiring their own attorneys. Repeat offenders,
if released, will have strict reporting conditions and curfews.
My goal would be to keep the public and victims safe.

Website: MarkGoldbergForJudge.com

Erika Ramirez | DEMOCRAT
QUALIFICATIONS: I began my career as a teacher, caseworker
assistant (working with survivors of domestic violence), and a
guardian ad litem for children in foster care. My current role
as a prosecutor has given me thousands of hours of courtroom/
trial experience.
INCARCERATION ALTERNATIVES: I believe that restorative justice
can be an important alternative to incarceration, especially with
regards to misdemeanor cases. I’ve found in my own personal
experiences that people tend to have more empathy for others
when they either know someone similar or can see themselves in
the other’s position. Restorative justice can be a healing experience

when both parties are open to the experience, and can help prevent
the person from entering back into the criminal justice system.
BAIL REQUIREMENTS: Misdemeanor arrestees must have
unsecured bail amounts no higher that $100 and should be
released on personal bond as soon as practicable after the arrest.
There are however important exceptions that account for public
safety, which include cases of violation of bond/protective order;
charges of “Assault Family Member”; a repeat offense of “DWI”;
and offenders with open cases or while currently on community
supervision. In these instances Judges have more discretion in
setting a bond amount.

Website: www.Ramirez4Judge.com
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HARRIS COUNTY - COUNTY CRIMINAL COURT AT LAW NO. 9

COUNTY CRIMINAL COURT AT LAW NO. 9

Sartaj Bal | REPUBLICAN
QUALIFICATIONS: I have trial and appellate experience up to the
TX Supreme Ct. and the Fed. 5th Cir. Ct. of Appeals. I will apply my
knowledge and experience to efficiently adjudicate cases. A trial
court’s job is to make rulings. I will make rulings in my court.
INCARCERATION ALTERNATIVES: Punishment is a deterrent to
future crime. Incarceration is only one form of punishment
and may not necessarily be best choice for every individual.
Depending on the specific facts of the case and the individual,
other forms of punishment, or a combination thereof,
may be more appropriate. If the safety of the community,
law enforcement or the victim is not threatened, deferred

adjudication, monetary fines and community service are also
options can may be considered.
BAIL REQUIREMENTS: I will apply the law with the specific facts
of the case. In setting bail amounts to ensure the defendant’s
continued participation in the proceedings, the individual’s
criminal history as well as safety of the community, law
enforcement and the victim of the offense will all be considered
as required by the Code of Criminal Procedure. I intend to
evaluate each person before me to ensure that we have taken the
appropriate steps to protect our community.

Website: Sartaj2022.com

Toria J. Finch | DEMOCRAT
QUALIFICATIONS: (1) Judicial Experience as the Incumbent Judge;
(2) County Administrative Leadership Experience (3) 10 years
Board Cert & Specialization in Juvenile Law (quasi-civil and
criminal); and (4) 16 yrs as criminal law atty: Pub Def;
Asst Dist Atty; etc.
INCARCERATION ALTERNATIVES: I support alternative sentencing
options in general, to include informal Pre-Trial Intervention
programs; Formal Pre-Trial Intervention programs; Deferred
Adjudications, etc. As a Judge, there is a non-exhaustive list of
factors to consider when determining an appropriate disposition or
sentence. I always consider the full range of punishment, but I also

look for opportunities, when appropriate, to utilize alternatives to
incarceration, especially in non-violent, first-time offender cases.
BAIL REQUIREMENTS: I always seek to follow federal and state laws
in every case. When considering the applicable legal requisites, to
include both statutory and constitutional requirements for setting
bail, the Court conducts a critical analysis which includes the
safety of the community, the safety of the alleged complainant (if
any); the likeliness of the Defendant to appear for court, and all
legal requirements regardless of whether the person is a first time
or repeat offender.

Website: www.votetoriafinch.com

HARRIS COUNTY - COUNTY CRIMINAL COURT AT LAW NO. 10

COUNTY CRIMINAL COURT AT LAW NO. 10

Dan Spjut | REPUBLICAN
QUALIFICATIONS: I was raised in Houston. I served as a Houston
police officer for twenty-seven years, earning my law degree
while serving my community as a police officer. If elected, I will
focus on keeping our community safe.
INCARCERATION ALTERNATIVES: First time, misdemeanor
offenders should be offered rehabilitation and community service
if their crimes were not violent. The safety of our community

should always be a priority. Convicted offenders should engage in
community service to give back.
BAIL REQUIREMENTS: First time misdemeanor offenders should
receive a chance to remain out on bond with conditions to keep
the community safe. The safety of our community should always
be a priority. Violent offenders should not be allowed to put our
community at risk.

Juanita Jackson | DEMOCRAT
QUALIFICATIONS: I have over 20 years’ experience in criminal
law- handled over 3000 cases. I have worked in every
criminal court in Haris County. I am a former Asst Public
Defender and certified by the Fair Defense Act for felony and
misdemeanors appointments.
INCARCERATION ALTERNATIVES: There are many studies that
show incarceration for minor offenses does not deter recidivism
or crime. I am a proponent of effective community supervision
(probation) programs that incorporate education, job and life
skills courses. As a condition of probation, I will be incorporating

career counseling and work/trade skills assessments. As well as
working with local unions and trade schools that offer skills classes
that can lead to tangible job opportunities.
BAIL REQUIREMENTS: The Texas Penal Code defines bail as “the
security given by the accused that he will appear and answer before
the proper court the accusation brought against him”. The main
factors that the court must consider in setting bond for first and
repeat offenders is public safety (propensity of violence), likelihood
to appear (ties and connection to the community), and any previous
bond violations.

Website: www.juanitajacksonforjudge.com
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HARRIS COUNTY - COUNTY CRIMINAL COURT AT LAW NO. 11

COUNTY CRIMINAL COURT AT LAW NO. 11

Dan Simons | REPUBLICAN
BAIL REQUIREMENTS: Community safety is of the utmost
importance to me. Every case should be evaluated on criteria such
as: nature of the offense, known facts of the case, the victims
involved, prior criminal history of the accused, etc. I believe a
blanket policy would put our community at risk. Depends on the
severity of the case, repeat offenders should not be treated the
same as first-time offenders

QUALIFICATIONS: I am a seasoned former prosecutor and
current defense attorney with almost a decade of experience.
My unique background and work experiences have fully prepared
me to be an ethical judge that will follow the law and not legislate
from the bench.
INCARCERATION ALTERNATIVES: I support pretrial interventions,
deferred adjudication, and probations. These are some of the ways
we can allow a defendant to avoid jail by earning it. However, it
is a case by case situation that are driven by the facts of the case,
victims, and prior criminal history.

Sedrick T. Walker II | DEMOCRAT
QUALIFICATIONS: I have served as Judge of this court since 2019.
I’ve presided over jury trials & contested hearings, conducted
legal research, and attended judicial education programs.
Hard work and attention to detail are the principles that guide
me each day.
INCARCERATION ALTERNATIVES: I support any program that seeks
to prevent repeat offending by dealing with underlying issues
(alcohol, drugs, mental health, etc.) that may have contributed to
the criminal behavior. Since 2019 I have presided over a substance
abuse treatment court in addition to my regular duties. Our SOBER
Court program works with people on probation for Driving While

Intoxicated, and our goal is to provide the participants with alcohol
& drug treatment that gives them short-term and long-term
success.
BAIL REQUIREMENTS: In Texas, magistrates set the bail amount
in most cases. However, when I do personally set bail, I’m also
required to follow state and federal law that says bail must be set
in a non-excessive amount. Bond conditions must be the least
restrictive conditions to ensure the defendant’s appearance and
the safety of the community. The specific bond conditions I may
require are determined after considering the alleged facts of the
case and the defendant’s prior criminal history (if any).

Website: judgewalkertx.com

HARRIS COUNTY - COUNTY CRIMINAL COURT AT LAW NO. 12

COUNTY CRIMINAL COURT AT LAW NO. 12

Matthew Dexter | REPUBLICAN
QUALIFICATIONS: I have experience the criminal justice system
as a police officer, a prosecutor and a defense attorney. I routinely
keep abreast of the updated case law relative to my practice area
and truly believe that a levelheaded, balanced approach is best.
INCARCERATION ALTERNATIVES: I am a firm believer in drug and
alcohol rehabilitation as well as community service. Good people
make bad choices. I have seen specialty Courts designed for these
cases that can, and do, prevent further damage to a persons
life. I feel that a comprehensive treatment program for alcohol
and drug abuse can do wonders for a person’s future in lieu of
incarceration, when appropriate. Taking each case on its own

merits and set of facts is the best approach. there is no “one size
fits all” solution.
BAIL REQUIREMENTS: Texas law is fairly clear when it comes to
setting and forfeiting bonds. It’s a balance of a person’s right
to bail against the safety of the community when setting bonds
and conditions of release. Evaluating the facts before the Court
can go a long way. Holding everyone in the system accountable
really is crucial. Repeat offenders and bond violators should get
scrutinized with a closer eye on what is working and what is not.
A blanket approach to release and bond conditions fails everyone.

Website: www.dexter4judge.com

Genesis E. Draper | DEMOCRAT
QUALIFICATIONS: Before becoming the Judge of Court 12, I served
as an assistant public defender for over 10 years. In that role,
I represented hundreds of individuals at every stage of litigation.
As a judge, I have successfully presided over hundreds of cases.
INCARCERATION ALTERNATIVES: I support diversion and specialty
programs that address root causes of crime, including issues of
substance abuse, education and job training, and other barriers
to success. Currently I preside over a specialty docket designed
to help women dealing with alcohol and drug dependency issues.
The intense program offers women substance abuse treatment,
counseling, and a level of support, not offered in most probation

programs. Many misdemeanor cases benefit from alternatives
to incarceration.
BAIL REQUIREMENTS: As the judge of Court 12, I take an
individualized look at every case and make sure that people are
not being held in custody ONLY because they can not afford to pay
the bail amount. For those appropriately released on bond, I set
relevant conditions of bond that will support community safety.
For a repeat offender, prior convictions can help inform appropriate
conditions of release, but it’s important to note that at this stage of
the case the person is accused, not convicted.

Website: www.judgegenesis.com
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HARRIS COUNTY - COUNTY CRIMINAL COURT AT LAW NO. 13
Lance Long | REPUBLICAN

COUNTY CRIMINAL COURT AT LAW NO. 13

NO PHOTO
PROVIDED

QUALIFICATIONS: I was an assistant district attorney for
Harris County for over 25 years. I have also worked for Jefferson
County and Wharton County. I regularly teach at state-wide
and national organizations on capital murder prosecutions and
search and seizure.
INCARCERATION ALTERNATIVES: Community supervision should
be the most common sentence for misdemeanor cases, by far.
I believe in specialty courts for non-violent offenders, if the
defendants express a true desire for reform.

BAIL REQUIREMENTS: Public safety will always be my number
one concern. Always. I understand that this is a misdemeanor
court, but I will not agree to the automatic release of repeat DWI
offenders, domestic violence defendants, and anyone else
charged with a crime of violence. Defendants who choose not to
appear in court will have their bonds forfeited. The law has always
mandated that judges consider multiple factors in setting bail. The
current judges seem to have neglected the public safety element.

Raúl Rodríguez | DEMOCRAT
QUALIFICATIONS: Judge, Harris County Criminal Court at Law No.
13 (2019-Present) / Municipal Court Judge (13 YRS): Presiding over
arraignment & trial dockets | Criminal Defense Attorney (26 YRS):
Handling felonies & misdemeanors in District & County
Criminal Courts
INCARCERATION ALTERNATIVES: ALTERNATIVES TO
INCARCERATION: Use of Personal bonds under Local Rule 9 /
Pre-Trial Diversion & Deferred Adjudication Probation
PROGRAM OPTIONS: Counseling & Rehabilitation for individuals
with mental health concerns or drug, alcohol or domestic
violence issues.
NOTE: This court handles misdemeanor cases only. All alternatives
and options are subject to a case-by-case judicial review.

For a list of comprehensive answers to all responses, visit:
https://bit.ly/lwv2022rodriguez
BAIL REQUIREMENTS: BAIL REQUIREMENTS: Except for a Violation
of a Protective Order, the Texas Constitution requires the Court to
set a bail amount.
CONDITIONS OF RELEASE: Generally determined by the type of
criminal offense & priority in minimizing public safety threats.
1ST-TIME OFFENDER: Bond conditions can be set on a
case-by-case basis.
REPEAT OFFENDER: For certain offenses, bond conditions are
required.
NOTE: This court handles misdemeanor cases only. For full
answers, visit: https://bit.ly/lwv2022rodriguez

Website: raulforjudge.com

HARRIS COUNTY - COUNTY CRIMINAL COURT AT LAW NO. 14

COUNTY CRIMINAL COURT AT LAW NO. 14

Jessica N. Padilla | REPUBLICAN
QUALIFICATIONS: I have 21 years of criminal law experience as
a prosecutor and defense attorney with specialized training in
addiction and recovery. My professional experience, being a busy
multi-tasking mom and community service, gives me a solutionoriented focus.
INCARCERATION ALTERNATIVES: For the past seven years I have
been a part of the Harris County Specialty Courts and support
programs that offer therapeutic treatment options rather than
incarceration for low level, non-violent crimes. These courts
offer drug and mental health treatment, provide structure, hold
offenders accountable, tackle joblessness and homelessness,

and help eliminate obstacles that lead defendants to reoffend.
When implemented properly these programs change lives while
protecting the community.
BAIL REQUIREMENTS: I will follow the law in setting all bonds,
review the public safety report and criminal history to apply bond
conditions such as curfews, electronic monitors, scram devices,
and drug testing or other conditions that are appropriate to balance
the offender’s right to a bond and the public’s right to safety.
In addition to bond conditions, I will utilize pretrial services, get
daily reports for any offenders violating bond conditions, and take
timely and appropriate actions for bond violations.

Je’rell A. Rogers | DEMOCRAT
QUALIFICATIONS: I graduated from Notre Dame and earned my
law degree from LSU. Before law school, I taught in HISD. I am
currently the chief of a felony court where I handle murders and
supervise junior attorneys.I also train officers on
4th amendment and profiling.
INCARCERATION ALTERNATIVES: I support programs, inpatient
or outpatient, that focus on the needs of individuals. I support
specialty courts like SOBER Court and Veterans’ court that
address particular needs of people in our community. I support
pre-trial diversion programs that help victims obtain restitution
and address mental health needs of defendants and deter repeat

behavior. These programs should be used with non violent
offenders when competent evidence shows the individual, as well
as the community, would benefit.
BAIL REQUIREMENTS: I’ll consider evidence before me and not be
conclusory when setting bail. On my own when appropriate, I’ll
revisit bond amounts for people who have been unable to bond to
ensure it is appropriately set. For individuals on bond, I’ll re-visit
conditions to ensure they’re not overly onerous yet sufficient to
keep community safe. First time and repeat offenders, I’d consider
any criminal history and balance presumption of innocence with
community safety every time and decide on case by case basis.

Website: www.jerell4judge.com
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HARRIS COUNTY - COUNTY CRIMINAL COURT AT LAW NO. 15

COUNTY CRIMINAL COURT AT LAW NO. 15

Xavier Alfaro | REPUBLICAN
QUALIFICATIONS: Since 2006 I have devoted myself to criminal
law. I spent the first 4 years of my career as a prosecutor in Harris
County. I was then a defense attorney for 7 years. Since 2019, I have
been a Deputy Division Chief prosecutor in Fort Bend County.
INCARCERATION ALTERNATIVES: We need to make sure that there
is plenty of room in our jails for violent offenders. Non-violent
offenders who get the benefit of an alternative sentence, such
as probation or deferred adjudication, should realize that jail
is still a possibility if they do not fulfill the obligations of their
alternative sentence. Alternative sentences should address
any problems that may contribute to a defendant reoffending

(ex. drug rehabilitation). Addressing drug & alcohol addiction is
the key to success.
BAIL REQUIREMENTS: Criminal history must be considered. I will
follow the law when deciding a defendant’s bail. Judge’s should
be following Art. 17.15 of the Code of Criminal Procedure. Bail
shouldn’t be an instrument of oppression, but there are factors
that must be considered. Criminal history, nature of the offense
and circumstances under which the offense was committed,
whether violence towards officers or family members, the future
safety of the Victim, Officers and the Community should always
be considered.

Tonya Jones | DEMOCRAT
QUALIFICATIONS: I possess the requisite temperament,
commitment to the rule of law, and passion for public service
that is necessary to serve in this role. I also possess unique life
experiences that aid me in relating to and understanding
diverse communities.
INCARCERATION ALTERNATIVES: I support diversion programs for
first time and youthful offenders with the goals of rehabilitation
and deterrence. True justice does not end once a case is resolved.
We should also strive to mitigate the obstacles that lead individuals
into the justice system. Increasing access to resources such as

education/training, housing, and employment not only help this
population but it makes our communities safer.
BAIL REQUIREMENTS: I conduct individualized hearings where
both the state and defense have the opportunity to present vital
information about the case. I take into account various factors in
setting bail which include but are not limited to: the nature of the
offense, the defendant’s ability to post bond, prior criminal history,
and whether there is any risk of not returning to court. At all times
I strive to find a balance between keeping the community safe and
preserving the rights of the accused.

Website: www.tonyajonesforjudge.com

HARRIS COUNTY - PROBATE COURT
JURISDICTION OVER DECEDENT’S ESTATES (PROBATING WILLS, DETERMINING HEIR-SHIP, APPOINTING EXECUTORS AND ADMINISTRATORS),
GUARDIANSHIPS (INCLUDING DETERMINING THE NEED FOR A GUARDIAN AND APPOINTMENT OF A GUARDIAN), AND ISSUES INVOLVING TRUSTS.
PROBATE COURTS HAVE JURISDICTION OVER LAWSUITS BY OR AGAINST EXECUTORS, ADMINISTRATORS, GUARDIANS AND TRUSTEES.
COURTS 3 AND 4 ALSO HAVE JURISDICTION OVER INVOLUNTARY COMMITMENTS TO MENTAL HEALTH INSTITUTIONS AND FORCED MEDICATIONS.

QUESTIONS TO CANDIDATES:
QUALIFICATIONS: What training, experience and characteristics
qualify you for this position?
MENTAL HEALTH ISSUES: How will you use the resources available
to the court to address the interests of all parties in cases involving
mental health issues and involuntary commitment?

GUARDIANSHIP CASES: What will you do to ensure an effective and
coordinated process for dealing with guardianship cases, especially
those involving parties who are disabled or elderly?

HARRIS COUNTY - PROBATE COURT NO. 1

COUNTY PROBATE COURT NO. 1

Loyd Wright | REPUBLICAN
QUALIFICATIONS: I was Judge of Harris County Probate Court
No. 1 for 8 years. As an attorney with now over 30 years experience
in probate, guardianship, estate planning, and elder law, I have
always handled the matters entrusted to me with diligence
and integrity.
MENTAL HEALTH ISSUES: Probate Courts No. 1 and 2 do not handle
involuntary commitments. Probate Courts 3 and 4 do. I will
always ensure that those parties who come before me are treated
fairly and impartially and that we are thorough in our evaluations

and investigations of those who may need a guardian while fully
respecting the rights of the individual.
GUARDIANSHIP CASES: I will always ensure that those parties
who come before me are treated fairly and impartially and that
we are thorough in our evaluations and investigations of those
who may need a guardian while fully respecting the rights of
the individual. The Court Investigator does an investigation and
report for every proposed guardianship. The Court then ensures
that all requirements of the guardianship code are met.

Website: loydwright.vpweb.com

Jerry Simoneaux | DEMOCRAT
QUALIFICATIONS: I was a staff attorney in this court from 20082010, an Associate Municipal Judge from 2015-2019, and the
current judge of this court beginning in 2019. I also have 20 years
experience in probate litigation and appeals.
MENTAL HEALTH ISSUES: Probate Court 1 does not preside over
involuntary commitments. However, I implemented the county’s
first remote appearances six months before COVID, which has
allowed more wards in guardianships to be present for their
hearings than ever before. Further, I helped design and led a massive
technology upgrade for all probate courts to provide greater access

for attorneys and their clients. I am also a frequent speaker teaching
other judges around the state about guardianship law.
GUARDIANSHIP CASES: We constantly monitor guardianship filings
to ensure each case is personally reviewed by a Court Investigator,
that all compliance requirements are met, and that the case can be
placed on the docket as soon as possible--often within two-three
weeks, depending on cooperation by state agencies. Emergencies
can be heard immediately. Our new technology gives wards and
those with mobility issues greater access than ever before through
remote appearances.

Website: www.JudgeJerry1.com
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HARRIS COUNTY - PROBATE COURT NO. 2
Sophia Mafrige | REPUBLICAN

COUNTY PROBATE COURT NO. 2

QUALIFICATIONS: 34 plus years of broad experience practicing law
including probate matters, civil litigation and other areas of law
pertinent to the Court; quasi- judicial service as Chair of the Houston
Police Civil Service Commission 2008-2022; non-profit service.
MENTAL HEALTH ISSUES: Currently, Harris County Probate
Courts #3 and #4 handle the mental health and involuntary
commitment docket, not this Court, Probate Court #2. However,
regarding mental health issues in guardianship proceedings, I
will appoint qualified representatives and be sure the Court and
staff are up to date on relevant training programs, including
those through the Natl. Center for State Courts’ Center for

Elders and the Courts, and the Guardianship Abuse, Fraud and
Exploitation Deterrence Program.
GUARDIANSHIP CASES: The guardianship process can be
intimidating and confusing. Following and applying the law
consistently will assure that those appearing before the Court
can have confidence in their voices being heard and their rights
being protected, that potential wards are not being taken
advantage of, and that all parties will be treated fairly. I would
work to ensure that within the constraints of the Code of Judicial
Conduct, information on the process is accessible to the parties
and their counsel.

Website: www.sophiamafrige.com

Pamela Medina | DEMOCRAT
QUALIFICATIONS: Medina Law Texas, PLLC, owner, attorney,
practice areas: estate planning, probate, trusts, guardianships,
probate/general civil litigation. Cadence Bank corporate trusts
and estates division. Law clerk for 269th Civil District Court.
Licensed 2007.
MENTAL HEALTH ISSUES: These matters underly guardianships.
But to the extent that Court No. 2 may assist in these matters,
resources would be used to create strong collaborations with legal
and other organizations that serve these communities; train
court staff and lawyers on mental health issues, alternatives, and
implicit bias to ensure sensitivity to the individual’s civil liberties.

Ensure in-person and virtual access to the court for emergency
hearings. The Mental Health docket is heard in Probate 3 & 4.
GUARDIANSHIP CASES: Ensure all parties have court access and
implement virtual hearings, mandate guardianship and implicit
bias CLEs; proper assessment by medical experts; alternatives
are considered; personal service of proposed ward; clear
communication on ward’s Bill of Rights, and court rules; qualified
court staff to manage reports of ward’s ongoing care. Collaborate
with organizations serving this community, to communicate the
court’s protocol and community resources that exist. Adhere to
the Estates Code.

Website: www.pamelamedinacampaign.com

HARRIS COUNTY - PROBATE COURT NO. 3
Rory Robert Olsen | REPUBLICAN
NO RESPONSE RECEIVED
COUNTY PROBATE COURT NO. 3

Jason Cox | DEMOCRAT
QUALIFICATIONS: I have nearly 20 years experience in the area of
probate, guardianship, and mental health both as a lawyer and a
judge. Public service is at my core: As a Judge I am fair, efficient,
transparent, innovative and I treat all with dignity and respect.
MENTAL HEALTH ISSUES: Since being elected, I’ve implemented
efficient, streamlined procedures, including the use of new
technologies to increase access for patients and families. I’ve
also developed cooperative partnerships with entities, such as
The Harris Center, UTHealth and the University of Houston, to
increase the availability of mental health services; this lead to

the creation of new programs, including an outpatient treatment
program (which was awarded a $2.7 million, four-year grant).
GUARDIANSHIP CASES: Our Court submitted to a voluntary audit by
the State to review our guardianship processes and received high
marks. We are continuing to build on this success as we strive to
provide the highest possible service to the people of Harris County.
More broadly, I have worked with the Office of the Governor on
the Committee on People with Disabilities to review and offer
recommendations for improvement for laws related to guardianship
to increase the options available to wards and their caregivers.

Website: reelectjudgejasoncox.com

F RE E
RIDE
TAKE METRO TO THE POLLS
METRO is providing free rides to the polls on Saturday, October 29 for Early Voting and on Election Day,
November 8, 2022. Get information by going to www.ridemetro.org or calling 713-635-4000.
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HARRIS COUNTY - PROBATE COURT NO. 4
Will Archer | REPUBLICAN

COUNTY PROBATE COURT NO. 4

NO PHOTO
PROVIDED

QUALIFICATIONS: 31 years of experience as an attorney. Having
drafted thousands of Last Will and Testaments. Have given
seminars to both the public and attorneys on Probate for over
10 years. Have represented numerous clients in many types of
Probate matters.
MENTAL HEALTH ISSUES: The court has staff and investigators
available to assist the elderly and those suffering with mental

disabilities. My court will continue to rely on staff and physicians
to better obtain insight on involuntary commitments of patients.
GUARDIANSHIP CASES: It is understood that the Probate Court has
tremendous power to remove an elderly and disabled person from
their assets and personal medical decisions. Physician reports are
crucial in this determination. However, the Court must rely on the
Attorney ad-Litem and their work to make a clear ruling.

Website: WillArcherforJudge.com

James Horwitz | DEMOCRAT
QUALIFICATIONS: Over 41 years as a practicing attorney
specializing in estate planning and probate. 3 & 1/2 years as the
Judge for Harris County Probate Court #4. The administrative
judge for all the Harris County Probate Courts in 2020 during the
pandemic.
MENTAL HEALTH ISSUES: I, as one of only 2 judges in Harris
County, have jurisdiction over commitment hearings which are
conducted every Monday morning at 9:00 am which are available
to watch on the Harris County Probate Court #4 YouTube channel.
I appoint ad litem attorneys to represent patients and conduct
evidentiary hearings on both the necessity of commitment

and forced medication. It is also possible to have out-patient
commitments when appropriate to assist the patient who takes
medication voluntarily.
GUARDIANSHIP CASES: I appoint experienced attorneys as ad
litems to represent proposed wards advocating for what the
proposed ward desires to do. Additionally, when requested or in
the Court’s opinion is needed, I appoint seasoned attorneys to
act as guardian ad litems which advise the Court on what is in
the best interests of such proposed ward. The Court coordinates
often with the Harris County Guardianship Program to provide
guardianships for individuals that have no one to assist them.

Website: reelectjudgehorwitz.com

HARRIS COUNTY - DISTRICT CLERK
DUTIES INCLUDE CUSTODIAL CARE AND SAFEKEEPING OF ALL COURT RECORDS FOR THE DISTRICT COURTS AND COUNTY COURTS AND
ACCOUNTING FOR ALL MONEY PAID IN AS DEPOSITS ON CIVIL CASES WAITING DISPOSITION AND ALL MONIES AWARDED TO MINORS
IN COURT ACTIONS THAT ARE PAID INTO THE REGISTRY OF THE COURT. THE DEPARTMENT ACCOUNTS FOR AND PROCESSES CHILD SUPPORT
PAYMENTS AND ALSO COORDINATES THE JURY SYSTEM FOR THE COURTS. THE DISTRICT CLERK IS ELECTED TO A FOUR-YEAR TERM.

QUESTIONS TO CANDIDATES:
QUALIFICATIONS: What training, experience and characteristics qualify you
for this position?
PROSPECTIVE JURORS: What will you do to ensure that prospective jurors
represent the broadest possible cross-section of our community?

RECORDS: What steps will you take to ensure that the District Clerk’s
records are safeguarded from cyber attacks and that the privacy of sensitive
information is protected?

Chris Daniel | REPUBLICAN

DISTRICT CLERK

QUALIFICATIONS: I ran the office successfully for 8 years &
produced most of the modern content you now see, while
navigating the office through Hurricane Harvey. I ran multimillion dollar projects for oil service companies & practice as an
attorney. Eagle Scout.
PROSPECTIVE JURORS: I will continue to innovate the
process: improve diversity of summons languages & delivery
methods, expand jury pay options, improve jury e-reminders.
I will collaborate with Judges to reduce wasted jury panels by
innovating jury panel requests by judges, so we don’t call a person
unless needed. In addition to continuing my successful outreach

programs to diverse communities, I would introduce jury videos
for new employee orientation of local companies so as to target
younger potential jurors.
RECORDS: I implemented double authentication protocols to access
sensitive records by attorneys, and password login to stop bots
from scraping the website of records. I also implemented 4 types of
backup to ensure data security & integrity. I will continue to work
with county IT to keep the network secure & to do internal
security weakness tests regularly. Further I will ensure our
website meets state & federal compliance for ADA access without
compromising security & increase server capacity/numbers.

Website: www.chrisdaniel.org

Marilyn Burgess | DEMOCRAT
QUALIFICATIONS: As a CPA for 25 years, Executive Director of
Texas PTA, and President of a local Chamber, I have the education,
work experience, knowledge of the office ,work ethic and vision
needed for this job. I am a hands-on manager, not a figurehead.
PROSPECTIVE JURORS: I will strengthen our outreach campaign
to educate minority communities and young people on the
importance of jury service. I will focus the DCO’s social media
on promoting jury service as a critical and important civic duty
and a crucial component to alleviating the case backlog in Harris
County. I will continue implementing innovative IT solutions
to make jury service more convenient. I will continue to work

with commissioners court to increase jury pay so all citizens can
afford to serve.
RECORDS: We employ cybersecurity best practices - next
generation firewalls, latest anti-virus, robust backup strategies
and strong password policies. Given current cybersecurity
issues, we cannot afford to become complacent. We are
devising plans for Multi-Factor Authentication, intelligent
threat detection and advanced cybersecurity education for our
clerks. With constant technology innovations, comes inherent
vulnerabilities. We will work to be early adopters of new and
advanced cybersecurity solutions.

Website: www.MarilynBurgess.com
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HARRIS COUNTY - COUNTY CLERK
MAINTAINS THE RECORDS OF COMMISSIONERS COURT, PROBATE COURTS AND COUNTY CIVIL COURTS-AT-LAW; RECORDS VITAL DOCUMENTS SUCH
AS PROPERTY RECORDS, MARRIAGE LICENSES, ASSUMED NAME CERTIFICATES, BIRTH RECORDS AND DEATH RECORDS. 4-YEAR TERM.

QUESTIONS TO CANDIDATES:
QUALIFICATIONS: What training, experience and characteristics
qualify you for
this position?
PRIORITIES: What will be your priorities for the next 4 years?
What measurable actions will you take to address them?

OPERATIONS: How can technology be used to streamline day-to-day
operations of the County Clerk’s Office and make your services more
easily accessible?

Stan Stanart | REPUBLICAN

COUNTY CLERK

QUALIFICATIONS: As the elected Harris County Clerk from 20112018, I made major enhancements to the office’s technology
and increased efficiency. I will serve the public, not require
appointments for services. Voters deserve competent leadership
in this office.
PRIORITIES: With Republican control of Commissions Court in
2023, they will return election duties to the County Clerk. We are
on the 4th election official since I left office less than 4 years ago
and they have shown that they don’t know how to run elections.
As a Certified Elections Registration Administrator, with 8 years
of proven results, I know how to fix this mess. I humbly ask for

your vote, so that I can return confidence to our election process
in Harris County.
OPERATIONS: As an Electronic and Software Engineer, I am
an expert in technology. As the County Clerk from 2011-2018,
I moved the office from main frames to state of the art
technology. I created online document viewing, implemented
electronic filing in the courts, developed a signature verification
system that saves $100,000 every major election. I designed
and created the ePollbook iPads for elections. My proven ability
implementing technology provides better service and saves your
taxpayer dollars.

Website: StanStanart.com

Teneshia Hudspeth | DEMOCRAT
QUALIFICATIONS: I have served in the County Clerk’s Office for
17 years under four County Clerks, from Admin Assistant to six
positions later elected County Clerk. I have diligently worked
to make the Clerk’s Office more modern, transparent, efficient,
and safe.
PRIORITIES: Continue to Advance Technology through
Modernization, Community Outreach Mobile Unit Services,
Providing more secured vital records online, and with my years
of experience in elections continue serving as an Election
Commission Member to support and hold the elections
administrative office accountable to produce safe, fair, and

efficient elections. Measurable actions currently in place includes
onsite testing, analyze outcomes, rank processes through KPI’s
and our CCO C.A.R.E.S strategic plan.
OPERATIONS: Technology is currently at the forefront of the
County Clerk’s day to day operations, to record, file, and access
copies of records. Automating some of our processes has helped
to better serve all constituents whether for personal or business.
Through specific streamlining processes we are able to increase
cost efficiency, improve productivity, improve communication
inside and outside the organization, and minimize risk. In my first
term we have managed to provide several new services online.

Website: www.teneshiahudspeth.com

Empowering Voters. Defending Democracy.
THE LEAGUE IS HAPPY TO PROVIDE THIS VOTERS GUIDE FREE OF CHARGE
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HARRIS COUNTY - COUNTY TREASURER
THE TREASURER IS CHIEF CUSTODIAN OF COUNTY FUNDS AND RECEIVES ALL MONIES BELONGING TO THE COUNTY.
THE TREASURER KEEPS AND ACCOUNTS FOR THE FUNDS IN DESIGNATED DEPOSITORIES AND DISBURSES THE FUNDS AS
COMMISSIONERS COURT MAY REQUIRE OR DIRECT, NOT INCONSISTENT WITH CONSTITUTED LAW. THE TREASURER ALSO SERVES
THE FLOOD CONTROL DISTRICT AND THE PORT OF HOUSTON AUTHORITY. THE TREASURER IS ELECTED FOR A FOUR-YEAR TERM.

QUESTIONS TO CANDIDATES:
QUALIFICATIONS: What training, experience and characteristics
qualify you for this position?
ROLE: Please discuss your view of the role of the County Treasurer as
a member of the County’s Bail Bond Board.

FIDUCIARY RESPONSIBILITIES: Please discuss your plan for how you
will fulfill the fiduciary responsibilities of this office.

COUNTY TREASURER

Kyle Scott | REPUBLICAN
QUALIFICATIONS: As a small business owner and taxpayer,
I am committed to restoring accountability, transparency,
and integrity to our county. As a Trustee for Lone Star College
I represented the interests of taxpayers through fiscally
responsible policies.
ROLE: This role provides an opportunity to protect our community
by holding irresponsible bond companies accountable. Bond
companies that risk public safety or use exploitive means for
profit should be held to account. I will advocate for fully funding
law enforcement, our legal system, and other practical solutions
for addressing issues that can lead to crime. As a small business

owner with an MBA from Rice, I have the perspective and
expertise necessary to advocate for practical solutions.
FIDUCIARY RESPONSIBILITIES: With a background in public
and private sector accounting and finance, I will draw on my
previous experience to make sure the proper internal controls
are in place to prevent fraud and waste. This includes reviewing
all expenditures and transfers rather than relying on the
unelected Office of Management and Budget. I will testify before
commissioners court on matters that do not align with the law
or the interests of taxpayers. I will increase transparency to
improve accountability.

Website: www.electkylescott.com

Carla L. Wyatt | DEMOCRAT
QUALIFICATIONS: As a veteran Harris County I’ve committed
my life to the county for many year. I’ve had the privilege of
working with nearly every department in Harris County.
My experience combined with my education make me the
most qualified candidate.
ROLE: The role of the County Treasurer as a member of the
County’s Bail Bond Board is to provide be and active member
that’s capable of providing sound advice that leads to decisions
that make since with regard to bonds. All board members should
all provide reasonable, level headed, informed advice that not
only protect Harris County, the accused and the victims of crimes

throughout the county. These roles are very important because
the lives of soo many depend on fair, sound, and timely decisions.
FIDUCIARY RESPONSIBILITIES: I will work with the Harris
County Commissioners Court to bring about more transparency
and fulfill the fiduciary responsibilities of the Harris County
Treasurer’s Office. As your next Harris County Treasurer, I will
used the relationships I’ve built during the span of my career
to serve the people of Harris County with the professional and
responsible accountability we all deserve. I will work to bring this
office back to being the financial watchdog for the constituents of
Harris County.

Website: www.drwyattforharriscounty.com

SUPPORT THE VOTERS GUIDE WITH YOUR CONTRIBUTION!
Please join other voters in supporting the Voters Guide.

DOUBLE YOUR IMPACT
Contributions made by October 15, 2022 will be matched dollar for dollar.
Make your tax-deductible donation to LWV Houston.

Online
www.lwvhouston.org
Mail Your Check To:
P.O. Box 25997, Houston, TX 77052
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HARRIS COUNTY - DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION, SCHOOL TRUSTEE
THE BOARD OF TRUSTEES ACTS TO ESTABLISH POLICIES GOVERNING THE OPERATION OF HARRIS COUNTY DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION.
AS A GOVERNMENTAL BODY, IT CAN TAKE ACTION ONLY BY MAJORITY VOTE AT A LEGALLY CALLED PUBLIC MEETING.
THE BOARD ELECTS THE COUNTY SUPERINTENDENT AS ITS CHIEF EXECUTIVE OFFICER TO ADMINISTER THE ORGANIZATION. FOUR YEAR TERM.

QUESTIONS TO CANDIDATES:
QUALIFICATIONS: What training, experience and background qualify
you for this position?
GREATEST CHALLENGES: What are the greatest challenges facing
local ISDs at this time and how can the Harris County Department of
Education (HCDE) help?

INSTRUCTIONAL PROGRAMS: What are the greatest challenges facing
HCDE’s ability to deliver a continuum of instructional programs that
address the needs of both children and adults?

DEPT OF EDU., SCHOOL TRUSTEE, PLACE 1 - POSITION 1 PRECINCT 2

DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION, SCHOOL TRUSTEE, PLACE 1 - POSITION 1 PRECINCT 2
Ben Saldana | REPUBLICAN
NO RESPONSE RECEIVED

Amy Hinojosa | DEMOCRAT
QUALIFICATIONS: I am passionate about education and alleviating
the injustices and disparities in our community. I founded a
professional mentor program, a high school mentor program and
a non-profit specific to my hometown.
GREATEST CHALLENGES: The greatest challenges post-COVID, are
social and emotional needs that must be addressed for students
to do their best in school. HCDE provides school-based therapy
and after school programs and our Head Start program provides
academic, social, emotional and behavioral support for families
before their children enter school. This is support for the whole

family unit, promoting parent engagement and providing hot
nutritious meals.
INSTRUCTIONAL PROGRAMS: Fortis Academy, our public high
school for addiction recovery, is an amazing yet underutilized
resource. It is challenging to get the community to take advantage
of Fortis because of the stigma associated with drug and alcohol
addiction. Further, addictions are hidden and silent, therefore
many families and school districts may not be fully aware when
there is a problem.

DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION, SCHOOL TRUSTEE, PLACE 2 - POSITION 2 PRECINCT 4
DEPT OF EDU., SCHOOL TRUSTEE, PLACE 2 - POSITION 2 PRECINCT 4

Danielle Dick | REPUBLICAN
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NO RESPONSE RECEIVED

Andrea Duhon | DEMOCRAT
QUALIFICATIONS: With a career background focused in business
development and budgeting, I bring an ability to prioritize student
and community needs while understanding intricacies of business
and tax implications.
GREATEST CHALLENGES: Teacher and administration and support
shortages are a huge issue currently. HCDE’s teaching and learning
center helps to get certified teachers trained and in the best
positions to help the student populations. Counseling and therapy
services helps to ensure ISD’s have the resources to meet the needs
of the students. HCDE’s specialty schools for drug rehabilitation

and alternative behavior programs meet the students where they
are to offer support instead of punitive measures.
INSTRUCTIONAL PROGRAMS: Helping the public to understand the
benefit of having a county-wide educational support service has
been the biggest challenge. Offering CASE for Kids after school
programs, adult education and certifications, and new endeavors
such as the Tools for Teachers programs have brought massive
support to students, teachers, and then community as a whole
while saving tax dollars for homeowners throughout Harris County.

Website: www.voteduhon.com
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HARRIS COUNTY - COUNTY COMMISSIONER
MEMBER OF COMMISSIONERS COURT: CONTROLS COURTHOUSES AND JAILS; APPOINTS/EMPLOYS PERSONNEL, DETERMINES COUNTY TAX RATES,
ADOPTS BUDGET, CALLS BOND ELECTIONS, SETS VOTING PRECINCT BOUNDARIES, LETS CONTRACTS, AND BUILDS/MAINTAINS ROADS, BRIDGES,
LIBRARIES AND PARKS. WITHIN OWN PRECINCT DIRECTLY RESPONSIBLE FOR ADMINISTRATION AND PARKS, ROAD AND BRIDGE PROGRAMS. 4-YEAR TERM.

QUESTIONS TO CANDIDATES:
QUALIFICATIONS: What training, experience and characteristics
qualify you for this position?
MOST IMPORTANT ISSUES: What are the two most important issues
affecting the residents of your precinct? What measurable actions
will you take to address them?

VOTERS RIGHTS: What is the role of Commissioners Court in ensuring
that the Harris County elections are conducted in a manner that is
both accessible to all eligible voters and efficiently conducted?
PROPERTY TAXES: What options do you see for funding county
government services in light of recently enacted Constitutional
restrictions on property taxes?

COUNTY COMMISSIONER, PRECINCT 2

COUNTY COMMISSIONER, PRECINCT 2

Jack Morman | REPUBLICAN
QUALIFICATIONS: I served two successful terms as the Precinct
Two Commissioner. That means I have the skill, experience
and knowledge to manage the precinct and act as one of Harris
County’s policymakers.
MOST IMPORTANT ISSUES: Crime and transportation. Violent
crime has increased. Murders have skyrocketed. Defunding local
police must stop. We must unclog our courts and jails. Our streets
are also clogged and, instead of reaching out to transportation
parters who bring resources to the table, the county is suing
them based on political agendas. The stalling of the Interstate

45 expansion is a perfect example of the county mismanaging a
mobility project that could help families.
VOTERS RIGHTS: The Commissioners Court should make sure
election operations are well-funded and efficient and then
eliminate the Elections Administrator office and see those duties
are returned to accountable elected officials like the County Clerk
and Voter Registrar.
PROPERTY TAXES: Cut spending. County officials have spent
themselves into a mess and the best solution is to rollback
excessive spending and cut waste.

Website: www.electjackmorman.com

Adrian Garcia | DEMOCRAT
QUALIFICATIONS: I’ve served as a police officer, sheriff and now,
county commissioner. I grew up working in my dad’s auto
repair shop. I get how hard it is for working people to get by.
I’ll always stand with Texas women and fight for their
reproductive health care.
MOST IMPORTANT ISSUES: We have many challenges. Reducing
crime and gun violence, and providing relief for rising prices,
are at the top of the list. That’s why we’re launching a new gun
violence interrupter program that has reduced violence in other
cities, and a new task force to track down violent criminals.
We’re addressing the rising cost of living by expanding access
to affordable health care with new, mobile health care units.
We’re also cutting the tax rate and making housing costs more
affordable for seniors.

VOTERS RIGHTS: Free and fair elections are the cornerstone of our
democracy and the only way for Harris County residents to get the
representation they deserve. Harris County raised the bar for safe
and accessible voting in 2020. Unfortunately, Republicans in Austin
have undone many of our innovative programs that led to record
voter turnout. But we will never stop fighting. I am pushing for more
funding, more transparency, and more training for our elections
department and election workers.
PROPERTY TAXES: When times are tough, Texans pull together.
That’s what we’re doing in Harris County to provide more and better
services without raising tax rates. We are being more efficient with
taxpayer dollars. We are entering into partnerships with cities
within Precinct 2 to share costs. We are leveraging federal funds and
grants to improve the lives of our local residents and stretch our
local resources.

Website: www.AdrianGarcia.com

COUNTY COMMISSIONER, PRECINCT 4
R. Jack Cagle | REPUBLICAN

COUNTY COMMISSIONER, PRECINCT 4

NO RESPONSE RECEIVED

Lesley Briones | DEMOCRAT
QUALIFICATIONS: I am a former teacher, non-profit executive, and
judge. I helped turn a Houston start-up into a leading national
organization and oversaw a multi-million-dollar budget. I would be
only the third woman elected as commissioner in 146 years.
MOST IMPORTANT ISSUES: I am deeply committed to supporting
law enforcement and keeping our families safe. I will fund datadriven programs to keep violent offenders off our streets, while
fighting to improve fairness and accountability in our justice
system. In this time of rising inflation, I will work to bring down
the cost of living by cutting tax rates and expanding tax breaks for
seniors, eliminating waste in government and controlling county
spending, and expanding access to affordable health care.
VOTERS RIGHTS: Every level of government should work together
to guarantee free and fair elections. As Commissioner, I will fight

for full funding of the county Elections Division and more training
for election workers, while demanding accountability from our
elections administrator. I will work to remove obstacles to voter
registration and expand access to the polls. I will work tirelessly
with our Harris County delegation in Austin and Washington to
protect voting rights from partisan political interference.
PROPERTY TAXES: With inflation on the rise, our first priority
should be to eliminate wasteful spending and control costs. Next,
we need to do a better job of leveraging available funds from other
sources, including grants and federal programs. I will push to
expand partnerships with local cities and non-profit agencies to
share costs of vital programs. As a non-profit executive, I helped
oversee more than a billion dollars in grants, including funds for
projects that benefited local governments.

Website: www.LesleyBriones.com
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HARRIS COUNTY - JUSTICE OF THE PEACE
HAS JURISDICTION OVER CRIMINAL MISDEMEANOR CASES PUNISHABLE BY FINE ONLY, E.G. ASSAULT, BAIL JUMPING, CRIMINAL MISCHIEF, BAD CHECK WRITING,
PUBLIC INTOXICATION, THEFT. HEARS CIVIL CASES INVOLVING UP TO $10,000. HANDLES MISCELLANEOUS COMPLAINTS, PERFORMS MARRIAGES,
ISSUES COMMITMENT PAPERS FOR THE MENTALLY ILL, ISSUES SEARCH AND ARREST WARRANTS. JUDGES ARE ELECTED TO A FOUR-YEAR TERM.

QUESTIONS TO CANDIDATES:
QUALIFICATIONS: What training, experience and characteristics
qualify you for
this position?
IMPACT: How do the decisions made by Justices of the Peace impact
the everyday lives of the people of Harris County?

EVICTION: In eviction cases, is it the court’s responsibility to assist
litigants in exploring alternatives to eviction? Why or why not?

JUSTICE OF THE PEACE, PRECINCT 1 PLACE 2
JUSTICE OF THE PEACE, PREC. 1 PLACE 2

Steve Duble | DEMOCRAT | RUNNING UNOPPOSED
QUALIFICATIONS: 33 years as a litigator handling a wide variety
of cases. Peer review rated with the highest level of professional
excellence for legal expertise, communication skills, & ethical
standards (AV Preeminent, Martindale-Hubbell).
IMPACT: JPs are often the first point of contact for people who
are struggling, which provides a unique opportunity to resolve
conflicts before they get to county courts. They should be
community-centered courts that are accessible and welcoming.
JPs should focus on providing resources and solving problems, not
on chastising or punishing people.

EVICTION: Yes. As the first point of contact in eviction cases, JPs
have the best opportunity to refocus the process on avoiding
evictions rather than just processing paperwork. This means
coordinating with the County and nonprofits to maximize
resources for rental assistance and eviction and homelessness
diversion programs that create win-win scenarios for landlords,
tenants, and the community as a whole.

Website: www.steveduble.com

JUSTICE OF THE PEACE, PRECINCT 2 PLACE 2

JUSTICE OF THE PEACE, PREC. 2 PLACE 2

Dolores Lozano | DEMOCRAT
QUALIFICATIONS: As a community organizer and school board
member, I have the lived experience of the working class
people that I will serve. Over the years, I have worked with
multiple stakeholders to support equitable development
without displacement.
IMPACT: The role of the Justice of the Peace is to be a leader that
understands the problems of the community while working

towards equitable solutions. JPs should always use their discretion
for maximum community benefit to better the everyday lives of
the people.
EVICTION: JPs have the ability to proactively provide legal aid
information to tenants and provide resources for potential payment
plans. JPs should always look at the living conditions of rental units
to ensure everything is up to code before making a ruling.

Website: www.doloreslozano.com

Daniel Vela | WRITE-IN
NO RESPONSE RECEIVED

JUSTICE OF THE PEACE, PRECINCT 3 PLACE 2
JUSTICE OF THE PEACE, PREC. 3 PLACE 2

Denise F. Graves | REPUBLICAN
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QUALIFICATIONS: I’m a licensed attorney, practicing for 33 years
with almost 500 hours of continuing legal education and training;
gaining an understanding and compassion for others and their
situations while still being fair and just.
IMPACT: A Justice of the Peace plays a very important role in the
community ranging from traffic citations to difficult matters such
as truancy. One seemingly small decision made by the Judge could
affect long-term decisions in another’s future which is why it’s
important to be wise and fair in this position.

EVICTION: Though I believe it important that both the Plaintiff
and Defendant be aware of all legal rights and options available to
them, to work something out if it is an option, a Judge’s duty is to
hear both sides and determine a fair outcome within the confines
of the law. A good way to offer both of these would be to offer
state-provided legal assistance to those that would need it while
remaining impartial as a Judge.

Website: www.votedenisegraves.com
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JUSTICE OF THE PEACE, PREC. 3 PLACE 2

Lucia Bates | DEMOCRAT
QUALIFICATIONS: In my 4th year, appointed to the TX Education
Curriculum Committee for Judge Clerks. Completed 210
training hrs. of the required 140 hrs. with TX Judicial Education
Commission. I maintain a fair and balanced approach in the
administration of justice.
IMPACT: We are sometimes the 1st contact individuals have with
the Justice System. I keep abreast of the ever-changing laws and
treat everyone who enters the court with dignity and respect. The
many years of operating in professional environments allow me
to communicate with compassion. My court works with various
agencies to provide solutions and assistance to our community

including Evictions, Mental Health and Truancy. My court is very
active in our community.
EVICTION: In eviction cases, it behooves the court to allow various
agencies to assist in resolving evictions for both the Tenant and the
Landlord. We follow the rule handed down by the Texas Supreme
Court and if both parties agree to having the agencies assist, we are
required to abate the eviction. At times, the Landlord just wants
possession of the property, may have sold the property or have plans
to, or it could be a dangerous environment. We then have to honor
that request and pursue the eviction.

Website: www.luciabatesjp.com

JUSTICE OF THE PEACE, PREC. 4 PLACE 2

JUSTICE OF THE PEACE, PRECINCT 4 PLACE 2
Laryssa Korduba | REPUBLICAN | RUNNING UNOPPOSED
NO RESPONSE RECEIVED

JUSTICE OF THE PEACE, PRECINCT 5 PLACE 2

JUSTICE OF THE PEACE, PREC. 5 PLACE 2

Bob Wolfe | REPUBLICAN
QUALIFICATIONS: In addition to holding a Doctor of Jurisprudence
and Bachelor of Business Administration, I have over 35 years
experience as a practicing lawyer and business man. I will be able
to efficiently and effectively run the Justice of Peace Court.
IMPACT: Thousands of people are affected by the decisions of the
Justice of Peace Courts in Harris County Texas. Tickets, small
claims, and evictions make up a substantial part of that docket.

Currently there is a substantial backlog, I will work hard to make
sure that justice comes as quickly as possible.
EVICTION: I believe that it is a good idea to give litigants, both
landlord and tenants, information that may help both parties
accomplish their goals. For example, there are some funds
available for tenants to be able to pay their landlord. This is a win
for both parties.

Website: BobWolfe.org

Roderick D. Rodgers | DEMOCRAT
QUALIFICATIONS: My background as a defense attorney and
prosecutor. I want to use the skills I learned academically
and professionally to keep Harris County a safe and thriving
community. I have the judicial temperament and qualifications
for Justice of the Peace.
IMPACT: Evictions and debt collections are two of the most
important cases that Justice Courts litigate. These are two
very important issues that can have lasting effects on citizens.

Evictions affect and disrupts the lives of families. Evictions can
cause families to be displaced. Debt collection judgements can
cause greater financial hardships for individuals who are already
experiencing difficult stressful financial situations.
EVICTION: No, I do not think it is the court’s responsibility to
assist anyone in litigation. The court has to remain neutral and
unbiased. I will make sure my court is open to organizations that
provide support services for people facing evictions.

Website: www.Roderickrodgersforjudge.com

JUSTICE OF THE PEACE, PREC. 6 PLACE 2

JUSTICE OF THE PEACE, PRECINCT 6 PLACE 2
Angela D. Rodriguez | DEMOCRAT | RUNNING UNOPPOSED
NO RESPONSE RECEIVED
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JUSTICE OF THE PEACE, PREC. 7 PLACE 2

JUSTICE OF THE PEACE, PRECINCT 7 PLACE 2
Sharon Burney | DEMOCRAT | RUNNING UNOPPOSED
NO RESPONSE RECEIVED

JUSTICE OF THE PEACE, PREC. 8 PLACE 2

JUSTICE OF THE PEACE, PRECINCT 8 PLACE 2
Louie Ditta | REPUBLICAN | RUNNING UNOPPOSED
NO RESPONSE RECEIVED

PROPOSITIONS
HARRIS COUNTY BOND ELECTIONS
Harris County is asking voters to approve a $1.2 billion bond
referendum to fund infrastructure and maintenance projects
such a public safety, roads, and flood control. Voters are being
asked to consider three separate bond requests: $900 million
earmarked for roads; $200 million for parks; $100 million for
public safety bonds.
To pay debt service on the bonds, the proposed $1.2 billion plan
would result in a property tax increase of 1.2 cents per $100 of
assessed value (or about $32 in the first year for the average
homeowner), assuming a 25-year payoff period, according to
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the County Administrator. This is the first time in seven years
the county has sought to issue debt to improve roads and parks.
The county will hold community meetings through October
20, including 16 in-person meetings divided evenly among
the county’s four precincts and eight virtual meetings.
Spanish, Mandarin and Vietnamese interpreters will be
available. Residents can check the latest schedule or submit
their comments online at harriscounty2022bond.org.
(Sources: Harris County website; Houston Public Media website;
Houston Chronicle)

HARRIS COUNTY,
PROPOSITION A

The issuance of $100,000,000 of public safety bonds for the purpose of constructing,
improving, renovating, equipping and acquiring land and interest in land, buildings,
facilities, courthouses and related equipment for public safety purposes and the
imposition of taxes sufficient to pay the principal of and interest on the bonds.

HARRIS COUNTY,
PROPOSITION B

The issuance of $900,000,000 of road bonds for the purpose of the construction,
maintenance, operation, and road drainage of macadamized, graveled or paved roads,
or in aid thereof, including acquiring land and rights-of-way therefor, road drainage,
bike lanes, sidewalks and shared use paths, and replacement and improvement of road
bridges and culverts and the imposition of taxes sufficient to pay the principal and
interest on the bonds.

HARRIS COUNTY,
PROPOSITION C

The issuance of $200,000,000 of park bonds for the purpose of constructing, improving,
renovating, equipping and acquiring land and interest in land, buildings and facilities
for county parks and recreational purposes and the imposition of taxes sufficient to pay
the principal of and interest on the bonds.

LEAGUE OF WOMEN VOTERS OF HOUSTON
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PROPOSITIONS
CITY OF HOUSTON BOND ELECTIONS
The City of Houston is asking voters to approve a $478 million
bond package to buy fire and police vehicles, renovate or
replace various city facilities, and replace the city’s animal
shelter. The package, which includes seven separate proposals
to fund public improvements, will also provide $194 million
to fund already-planned projects that are in the city’s current
capital budget but do not have funding sources.
If approved, the city proposal will hold $156 million to address
the city’s backlog of deferred maintenance projects and $60
million to cover higher inflation costs. The proposed debt

package does not include an increase in property taxes.
Bonds will be sold to investors and the proceeds used on the
proposed infrastructure projects. The city will pay back the
money, plus interest, with debt service over a longer term.
Since the 1990s, the city has sought voter approval of a
bond package about every five or six years. The last bond
package, which was approved in 2017, was for about
$595 million in today’s dollars. (Sources: City of Houston
website; Houston Chronicle)

CITY OF HOUSTON,
PROPOSITION A

The issuance of $277,000,000 public improvement bonds for the acquisition, construction,
rehabilitation and equipment of public safety permanent improvements and facilities for
the city’s police and fire departments and the levying of taxes sufficient for the payment
thereof and interest thereon.

CITY OF HOUSTON,
PROPOSITION B

The issuance of $60,000,000 public improvement bonds for the conservation,
improvement, acquisition, construction and equipment of neighborhood parks,
recreational facilities and trails and the levying of taxes sufficient for the payment thereof
and interest thereon.

CITY OF HOUSTON,
PROPOSITION C

The issuance of $47,000,000 public improvement bonds for the acquisition,
construction, rehabilitation, and equipment of buildings and facilities for animal
care purposes (BARC) and the levying of taxes sufficient for the payment thereof and
interest thereon.

CITY OF HOUSTON,
PROPOSITION D

The issuance of $33,000,000 public improvement bonds for the acquisition, construction,
rehabilitation, and equipment of buildings and facilities owned by the city to support and
provide public health and wellness and the levying of taxes sufficient for the payment
thereof and interest thereon.

CITY OF HOUSTON,
PROPOSITION E

The issuance of $29,000,000 public improvement bonds for the acquisition, construction,
rehabilitation, and equipment of existing city administrative buildings and facilities and
the levying of taxes sufficient for the payment thereof and interest thereon.

CITY OF HOUSTON,
PROPOSITION F

The issuance of $26,000,000 public improvement bonds for the acquisition, construction,
rehabilitation and equipment of public library system buildings and facilities and the
levying of taxes sufficient for the payment thereof and interest thereon.

CITY OF HOUSTON,
PROPOSITION E

The issuance of $6,000,000 public improvement bonds for the acquisition,
construction, rehabilitation and equipment of permanent improvements for solid
waste management purposes and the levying of taxes sufficient for the payment
thereof and interest thereon.

Election Information You Need
LWVHouston.org
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VOTE
About the League of
Women Voters and
This Voters Guide
The League of Women Voters is a nonpartisan
organization. The League of Women Voters
does not support or oppose any political party
or candidate. For over 100 years, the League’s
mission has been to support active and
informed citizen participation in government.
The League believes that voting is a vital part
of Making Democracy Work.
The League of Women Voters of Houston
publishes the Voters Guide to help each voter
cast an informed vote. This Voters Guide
contains information about the voting
process, the duties and responsibilities of the
offices that are included in this election and
candidates who will appear on the ballot in
Harris County.
No portion of this Voters Guide may be
reproduced for use in political campaigns
or advertising. Other proposed uses are
permitted only with advance written
authorization of the League of Women Voters
of Houston.

The League of Women Voters of Houston wishes to thank the
Houston Chronicle for its partnership in providing this print
edition of the Voters Guide to Harris County voters. For more
election information and news please visit www.chron.com.

How the League of Women Voters
Assembles the Voters Guide
The League of Women Voters of Houston contacts all candidates in contested
races for the following offices: US House of Representatives, Texas Senate,
Texas House, Criminal and Civil District Court, Criminal and Civil County
Court at Law, County Probate Court, County Judge and Commissioners Court,
County Clerk, County Treasurer, District Clerk, County Board of Education
Trustee and Justice of the Peace. These candidates are asked to respond to
our candidate questionnaire with biographical information and answers
to questions about important issues. Statewide candidates and candidates
serving jurisdictions that cross county lines are contacted by the League of
Women Voters of Texas.
Each candidate’s response is reproduced exactly as submitted without editing
or verification. Each candidate is personally and solely responsible for the
content of his/her response.
Candidates are advised that their responses are character limited.
Candidates who fail to respond to our invitation to participate in the Voters
Guide are listed with the notation, “No response received.” Candidates
without a photo did not submit one.
Unopposed candidates were contacted and offered an opportunity to
submit responses to our questions, if they wished to do so. Unopposed
candidates are listed in the Voters Guide as “Running Unopposed.”
Candidates are advised that the League of Women Voters reserves the right
not to print obscenities, slurs, or egregious personal attacks.

1. Go to www.harrisvotes.com.

4 SIMPLE STEPS

TO VIEW YOUR SPECIFIC BALLOT ONLINE
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2. Click on Sample Ballot.
3. Enter your name, your address or your Voter 		
Registration Certificate Number.
4. Make sure your personal information is correct, then
click on “Sample Ballot” to view your ballot just as it
will look when you go to vote.
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